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ABSTRACT





Flow separation in the scramjet air intakes is one of the reasons of failure of these
engines which rely on shock waves to achieve flow compression. The shock waves
interact with the boundary layers (Shock/ Boundary Layer Interaction or SBLI) on the
intake walls inducing adverse pressure gradients causing flow separation.
In this experimental study we investigate the role of secondary flows associated
with the corners of ducted flows and identify the mechanisms by which they affect
flow separation induced by a shock wave interacting with the boundary layers devel-
oping along supersonic inlets. The coupling between flow three-dimensionality, shock
waves and secondary flows is in fact a key aspect that limits the performance and con-
trol of supersonic inlets. The study is conducted at the University of Michigan Glass
Supersonic Wind Tunnel (GSWT). This facility replicates some of the features of the
three-dimensional (3D) flow-field in a low aspect ratio supersonic inlet. The study
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uses stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV) to measure the three-component
(3C) velocity field on several orthogonal planes, and thus allows us to identify the
length scales of separation, its locations and statistical properties. Furthermore, these
measurements allow us to extract the 3D structure of the underlying vortical features,
which are important in determining the overall structure of separated regions and their
dynamics. The measurements and tools developed are used to study flow fields of
three cases: (1) Moderately strong SBLI (Mach 2.75 with 6◦ deflection), (2) weak
SBLI (Mach 2.75 with 4.6◦ deflection) and (3) secondary corner flows in empty chan-
nels.
In the configuration of the initial work (moderately strong SBLI), the shock wave
system interacts with the boundary layers on the sidewall and the floor of the duct
(inlet), thus generating both a swept-shock and an incident-shock interactions. Fur-
thermore, the swept-shock interaction taking place on the sidewalls interacts with the
secondary flows in the corners of the tunnel, which are prone to separation. This
interaction causes major flow separation on the sidewall as fluid is swept from the
sidewall. Flow separation on the floor should be expected given the strength of the
SBLI (moderately strong case), but it is instead not observed in the mean flow fields.
Our hypothesis is that interacting secondary flows are one of the factors responsible
for the sidewall separation and directing the incoming flow towards the center-plane
to stabilize and energize the flow on the center of the duct, thus preventing or at least
reducing, flow separation on the floor.
The secondary flows in an empty tunnel are then investigated to study their evo-
lution and effects on the primary flow field to identify potential separation sites. The
results from the empty tunnel experiments are then used to predict locations of flow
separations in the moderately strong and weak SBLIs. The predictions were found to




This work builds upon previous studies by Eagle [6] on full span highly three dimensional coupled
Shock Wave / Boundary Layer Interaction (SBLI) generated by a an incident shock wave in a
Mach 2.75 low-aspect ratio (approximately 1 : 1.9) duct flow. By linking SPIV measurements and
oil flow pattern through critical point theory and secondary flow separation concepts, the work by
Eagle [6] identifies the complexity of a 3D SBLI interaction as the interplay between a complex
vortical system, that includes the corner vortex system, the vortex associated with swept SBLI and
the vortex systems generated by the incident oblique SBLI on the bottom wall. The importance
of corner flows on the properties of a normal SBLI was also identified by Bruce et al. [13] who
identified how corner flow may affect centerline separation; an effect that was later confirmed
and quantified by the computational studies of Benek et al. [14]. Although these previous works
provide an initial view of 3D SBLI, they do not quantify secondary flows and their role on 3D
interactions. For example,
• Most of the previous work falls short of quantifying the effects of the secondary flows to-
wards generating flow separations and the relative strengths of various unit problems com-
prising the SBLI studied and describing the underlying mechanisms responsible for flow
separations and configuration of the vortex structure observed.
• The interaction between the shock and the corner vortex on the sidewall was not studied and
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it is this interaction that was found to produce the strongest flow separation in our studies
[15].
• None of the previous works describe or quantify the baseline flow field that would exist in
an undisturbed rectangular duct and the effects of this underlying flow field in governing the
SBLI structure (primarily the flow separation).
These are critical gaps in the understanding of these problems that is addressed in this work.
Specifically, the objectives of this thesis is to provide an in depth and quantitative description
of the three-dimensionality and regions of flow separation in the 3D SBLI, as well as to quantify
secondary flows in supersonic duct flows and how they affect the SBLI and flow separation.
In order to achieve this, Stereo Particle Imaging Velocimetry (SPIV) was applied to obtain all the
components of velocity in the region surrounding the interaction to obtain flow fields along three
orthogonally oriented planes. Validated dataset was then analyzed to obtain the 3D flow structure
of the SBLI, large-scale vortex structure and a flow separation structure. The dynamics between
the shock/ boundary layer interaction on the sidewall and the tunnel floor have been studied. It
was found that the shock wave interaction with the corner secondary flows produces the strongest
flow separation, which established the importance of the corner secondary flows. High resolution
SPIV measurements were then conducted to study the effects of the corner secondary flows on
the primary flows and the streamwise evolution of the secondary flows. The understanding gained
from studying the empty tunnel corner flows helped in identifying the weak spots prone to flow
separation in a flow field associated with a rectangular duct. These spots were found to be separated
when a SBLI was introduced in the wind tunnel. Although some of the findings (for example the
exact structure of the corner flows) might be specific to the wind tunnel used in the study, the
relationship between vortical structure and propensity to flow separation when a shock wave is
present are believed to be effects of a certain degree of generality.
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1.1 Motivation
Understanding Shock wave/ Boundary Layer Interactions (SBLI) is of paramount importance if the
Air Force’s vision for having a long range strike craft operating within the regime of SCRAMJET
(Supersonic Combustion Ramjet) engine is to be realized. Technology demonstrator programs like
the X-51 waverider have been commissioned to explore the feasibility of this technology. One
of the experiments of the X-51 program ended up in failure that was attributed to engine unstart,
the process whereupon a shock propagates through the inlet and ends up outside the engine vastly
reducing the airflow to combustor. This clearly demonstrates a need for better understanding of the
complex inlet fluid dynamics in a scramjet. The phenomenon of engine unstart is primarily caused
by blockage associated with flow separation in the inlet caused by adverse pressure gradients due
to SBLI [16], boundary layer thickening and a complex vortical phenomena that are a focus of this
thesis. Apart from internal flows confined within the engine air intakes, SBLIs are ubiquitous in
most of the supersonic flows over surfaces like the wings of supersonic/transonic aircrafts or rocket
nozzles, which makes understanding the flow physics associated with them of great significance.
Until recently SBLIs have been considered and treated as a two dimensional phenomena with
relatively less attention being paid to the sidewalls and the inlet corner effects. Most of the com-
putational/theoretical studies have considered symmetry or a two dimensional centerline flow-field
while the experimental studies have focused on centerline flows in wide wind tunnels with large
aspect ratios that are far from resembling realistic engine inlets like that of X-51, concorde or a
supersonic combat aircraft.
This thesis primarily treats SBLI as a 3 dimensional phenomenon in its entirety. SBLI is studied in
the Michigan Glass wind tunnel facility that has been described and characterized in great detail by
Lapsa and Dahm [17]. The technique of Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV) which allows
us to study the secondary flows inclusively with the primary flow patterns in uncorrelated instances
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has been used to study the SBLI and empty tunnel corner flows.
1.2 Shock Boundary Layer Interactions (SBLI)
The first experimental observation of SBLI was conducted back in 1940 by Antonio Ferri [18] on
a wing profile in a supersonic wind tunnel. Using striometric visualizations and pressure mea-
surements he was able to establish the importance of viscosity in the supersonic regime. During
the early days of SBLI research, qualitative techniques like oil flow visualization, shadowgraphy
and schlieren were used along with pressure measurements (pitot and wall) and hot wire anemom-
etry for quantitative measurements. However due to the nature of SBLI flows, using intrusive
techniques like pitot-static tube traversing and hot wire anemometry poses a challenge as these in-
trusions themselves cause shock waves that can influence the problem being studied by altering the
flow in the vicinity of measurement. J. Green [19] conducted experiments using schlieren, oil flow
visualizations and pressure measurements on oblique reflected SBLI at different shock strength
(deflection angles). Green reported that as the shock strength increases, the reflected wave struc-
ture changes from a single shock to a compression fan followed by a compression fan embedded
in which is an expansion fan. Green attributed the event of transition to onset of separation. From
oil flow observations, Green also proposed a mechanism in which low momentum air is swept
down the sidewall into the corner and towards the supposedly two dimensional interaction on the
bottom wall. Thus indirectly, Green originally proposed the sidewall influence on the bottom wall
interaction. However he did not report any effects on the two dimensionality. Settles et al. [20]
conducted similar study (experimental and computational comparison) on compression ramps at
Mach 2.85 for different deflection angles. They observed the transition of the SBLI from being
completely attached at weaker angles (8◦) through being incipiently separated at 16◦ to being fully
separated at stronger angles (20◦ and 24◦). It was noted that the computational solutions showed
good agreement when the corner flow is not separated. Free interaction concept originally pro-
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posed by Chapman et al. [21] was also investigated. The concept states that the viscous-inviscid
interaction up to a point of boundary layer separation is independent of the downstream device
which causes the interaction.
Since then tremendous advancements have been made in understanding and predicting the com-
plex flow physics characterizing the SBLIs. However most of the theoretical advancements in
understanding the SBLI problem have been towards two dimensional interactions. The physics
of each unit problem in an unconfined configuration (2 dimensional problems of compression
ramp and incident oblique SBLIs) have been extensively studied by researchers such as Adam-
son and Messiter [22], Korkegi [23], Zheltovodov [24], Dolling and Clemens [25] and Delery and
Dussauge [26]. Adamson and Messiter [22] reviewed first attempts at simulating SBLIs using
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations with zero-, one and two-equation turbulence
models to address the closure problem. It was concluded that one and two equation models could
be fine-tuned in case of weak SBLIs with attached flow, however these were not universal results.
Numerous review articles on the same interactions have also been published [27–29].
Traditionally the problem of SBLI has been divided primarily into various types of unit problems:
1) External Interaction, 2) Ramp flow, 3) Oblique/Normal incident SBLI, 4) Swept SBLI and 5)
Shock-corner flow interaction. Each of these problems have typically been studied in isolation.
1.2.1 External Interaction
Transonic flows over wings, often due to accelerations may lead to formation of shock waves that
then interact with the boundary layers present over the airfoil. This phenomenon can cause a
sudden drop in the wing performance characteristics like loss of lift increased drag and possibly
lead to a stall if the flow separates because of the adverse pressure gradient induced by the shock
wave.
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Figure 1.1: Structure of external SBLI, from Delery and Bur [1].
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of separated flow external SBLI. A normal shock away
from the airfoil walls causes an adverse pressure gradient leading to flow separation. Point S is
the separation point of the incoming flow. This results into a separation shock that is oblique with
respect to the incoming flow, thus the flow behind the separation shock remains supersonic. The
separation shock intersects the normal shock at point I causing a slip line (’- -’) downstream of the
intersection. The normal shock continues down the point I and is incident on the boundary layer
around the region where the separated flow reattaches. The reader is referred to Delery and Bur [1]
for further details.
1.2.2 Ramp Flow/ Compression Corner
A large portion of the SBLI literature is focused on this type of interaction. This type of study
represents the type of flow field generated from supersonic flow interaction with control surfaces
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Figure 1.2: Structure of separated Ramp type SBLI, from Ostlund and Klingmann [2].
like ailerons, flaps, elevators etc. The reader is referred to studies conducted by Settles et al. [30],
Martin group at Princeton [31–33] for further details of this type of interaction. Figure 1.2 (from
Ostlund and Klingmann [2]) shows a SBLI case produced by an unswept, separated. The ramp
causes a sudden change in the supersonic flow direction leading to formation of a shock wave and
an associated pressure rise. A separation bubble may form depending on the Mach number and
the inclination. In the case shown, point S is the separation point and the point R is the point of
reattachment of the flow. A second shock wave is formed when the flow is turned parallel to the
inclined wall as it reattaches. The two shock waves will intersect each other downstream of the
corner formed resulting in a slip line similar to the one observed in external interaction.
1.2.3 Incident Oblique-Reflected Interaction
This type of interaction is representative of the flow pattern present within the air intakes of high
speed aircraft engines (scramjets). These engines use the series of oblique shock waves to deceler-
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Figure 1.3: Structure of unseparated 2D incident SBLI.
ate and compress the incoming flow. The engine inlet must be carefully designed flow surfaces to
minimize losses primarily caused by the SBLIs which can even be catastrophic as we have experi-
enced in the case of X-51. Early reviews of this type of interaction have been done by Green [19],
Hankey and Holden [34] and Adamson and Messiter [22].
Since this type of interaction is a part of the study presented here, it will be described in some
detail. The physical description provided here is based on works by Babinsky and Harvey [27],
Delery and Bur [1] and Delery and Marvin [35] and the reader is encouraged to refer to these
publications for a more comprehensive review. An oblique shock wave impinging on a turbulent
boundary layer may or may not cause a flow separation, which divides this type of interaction into
two cases: Non-separated and Separated.
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1.2.3.1 Unseparated Case
In this case the pressure gradient associated with the oblique incident shock wave is insufficient to
cause a flow separation. A schematic of this type of interaction is shown in Figure 1.3.
As the shock wave penetrates the incoming turbulent boundary layer, the information of the ad-
verse pressure gradient propagates upstream through the subsonic region (region bounded by the
sonic line and the wall) near the wall. The pressure rise is therefore smeared upstream due to the
viscous effects, which is termed as the upstream influence effect. The higher the turbulence of
the incoming boundary layer, greater is the mixing leading to a thinner sonic region and weaker
upstream influence effect. The adverse pressure gradient slows down the incoming flow causing a
growth of subsonic region near the SBLI. This growth causes the streamlines above to be diverted
away from the wall causing compression waves which coalesce into a reflected shock downstream.
As the incident shock wave penetrates deeper into the boundary layer it weakens due to the slower
flow and weaker pressure gradient caused by the upstream compression waves. The weakening
causes the incident shock to spread as compression waves which are reflected from the free surface
of sonic line as expansion waves. As the sub boundary layer flow progresses through the expan-
sion waves, it accelerates leading to a recovery process and contraction of subsonic region. The
interaction outside of the boundary layer in this case resembles an inviscid solution.
1.2.3.2 Separated Case
In this case the pressure gradient imposed by the incident shock wave is sufficiently strong to
cause a flow separation. The resultant flow field is shown in Figure 1.4 As the incoming boundary
layer encounters the SBLI, the strong adverse pressure gradient causes low momentum layers near
the wall to turn upstream causing flow separation. Similar to the unseparated case, the subsonic
region thickens in this case along with the boundary layer. The flow upstream of the thickening
region turns away from the wall causing compression waves that coalesce into a reflected shock.
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Figure 1.4: Structure of separated 2D incident SBLI.
Generally the compression waves coalesce into a reflected shock upstream of the incident shock
causing the reflected shock to intersect the incident shock, and resulting in a slip line (not shown)
which propagates downstream.
At the point of separation, the incoming boundary layer detaches to form a separated shear layer,
just upstream of the separation bubble. The separated shear layer then encounters the incident
shock causing it to weaken as it penetrates into a lower Mach number fluid. The weakening shock
finally reflects as expansion waves as it hits the sonic line. As the separated shear layer passes
through these expansion waves it accelerates and turns towards the wall and finally reattaches
downstream of the separation bubble. The subsequent turning of the flow parallel to the wall
leads to a series of compression waves that coalesce into a reattachment shock. Thus, a separated
case of reflected SBLI will be characterized by three pressure jumps viz: incident shock, reflected
shock and reattachment shock. The flow then undergoes a recovery process. However unlike the
non-separated case, the flow doesn’t conform to an inviscid solution.
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1.2.4 Swept SBLI/ Fin Type Interaction
The three dimensional unit problem of swept SBLI, which will be encountered and studied in this
work, has been studied by Alvi and Settles [4], Kubota and Stollery [3], Lu [36], Panaras et al. [37]
and Knight et al [38]. All of these studies agree on the curved nature of the swept shock and the
vortex structure that lies behind the curved part of the shock as shown in Figure 1.5. The general
2D structure (Figure 1.5b) away from the fin is similar to that of an external SBLI. The flow field is
characterized by a vortex structure bounded by the shock foot and the walls that grows downstream
producing a quasi-conical interaction structure as shown in Figure 1.5a. Due to the quasi-conical
symmetry, the natural co-ordinates of choice would be spherical polar (r,β,φ) centered at the virtual
conical origin, which is a point where various topological features of the interaction (upstream
influence line, separation line and attachment line) converge. From the definition of conical flow,
it follows that the r-direction is degenerate since conical flow properties are constant in r. Thus the
flowfield associated with such an interaction can be considered 2D and completely represented by
angular co-ordinates (β,φ). The separation associated with the swept SBLI was recently studied
by Dou et al. [39]. It was found that the wall limiting streamlines behind the shock wave align
themselves with a line from the virtual conical origin as the shock strength increases. An incipient
separation bubble forms when the wall limiting streamline becomes perpendicular to the local
pressure gradient.
A vortex is observed which is a result of the transverse gradients arising due to the curved nature
of the swept shock giving rise to the three dimensionality of this particular type of interaction.
Korkegi [40] suggested a correlation for determining whether a given case of Mach number and
flow deflection angle due to the shock would produce incipient separation on the sidewall (Mθ >
0.3c). The correlation was later reaffirmed by Dann and Morgan [41]. Recent works [6, 15] are
conducted for a case just at the brink of incipient separation due to the swept shock as per Korkegis
correlation. The study conducted as a part of this thesis is done at an incipient case and a weak
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Figure 1.5: Structure of 3D fin-plate/swept SBLI: a: 3D model by Kubota and Stollery [3] b: 2D
cross-section orthogonal to the shock from Alvi and Settles [4].
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interaction case and the relative locations of these cases with respect to the Korkegii’s correlation
are shown in Figure 1.9.
1.2.5 SBLI Unsteadiness
SBLI systems are known to be unsteady as has been qualitatively observed by Bogdonoff [42] and
Chapman et al. [21]. Kistler’s [43] experiments in studying the fluctuating wall pressures under the
separated supersonic over a forward facing step indicated a presence of low frequency unsteadi-
ness associated with the shock. The source of this unsteadiness has been sourced to mechanisms
driven by flow structures both upstream and downstream of the interaction. Dolling and Or [44]
studied the shock foot unsteadiness over compression ramps using pressure measurements. They
observed large pressure fluctuations at the separation and reattachment points as well as the inter-
mittent region under the shock structure. The power spectra of the pressure fluctuations uncovered
that the frequencies couple of orders of magnitudes lower than the characteristic frequency of the
boundary layer had a significant contribution to the unsteadiness in the intermittent region. Beresh
et al. [45] used PIV measurements coupled with pressure readings to show that the downstream
motion of shock wave is associated with instantaneous packets of fuller velocity profiles and vice
versa. Ganapathisubramani et al. [46] used PIV and Planar Laser Scattering (PLS) techniques
and discovered streamwise elongated coherent structures of uniform momentum in the incoming
boundary layer at Mach 2 greater than 40δ where δ is the boundary layer thickness. The frequency
of the shock foot oscillations correlated well with the characteristic frequency of these coherent
structures. A study by Erengil and Dolling [47] found only weak correlation between incoming
boundary layer and shock motion. They argued that large streamwise structures would be required
in the incoming flow to cause the observed low frequency shock oscillation. Instead, they proposed
that it was a low frequency disturbance associated with the downstream flow separation bubble that
was responsible for the shock motion. Downstream mechanism associated with flow separation
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bubble controlling shock foot association was also supported by Large Eddy Simulation (LES) by
Touber and Sandham [48] and Hadjadj et. al. [49], Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of Dr.
Martin’s group [32, 33] as well as experimental studies by Dupont et al. [50] and Piponniau et.
al. [51]. Souverein et. al. [52] experimentally studied oblique-reflected SBLI and observed that
both upstream and downstream mechanisms were responsible for shock motion with stronger in-
teractions being dominated by downstream mechanism. A comprehensive review of mechanisms
responsible for shock unsteadiness was given by Clemens and Narayanaswamy [29].
1.2.6 3D SBLIs
It has been long known of the secondary flows that developed in a rectangular streamwise corner
due to gradients in Reynolds stresses and the counter-rotating vortex pair associated with such a
flow. Gessner et al. [53] and Davis et al. [7] outline characteristics of such a flow that will be studied
in detail in chapter 4. However, relatively less in known about the effect of a swept shock incident
on such a flowr. Reda and Murphy [54], Bruce and Babinsky [55], Burton and Babinsky [56] Eagle
et al. [6,57], Benek et al. [58], Helmer et al. [59] established the importance of the sidewall in three-
dimensional low-aspect-ratio duct flows, while Morgan et al. [60, 61] and Moreno et al. [62] used
various CFD models to demonstrate the importance of the sidewalls. Reda and Murphy [54] were
the first to note the separation as a result of interaction between the swept shock and the secondary
corner flow. Once the SBLI was isolated from the sidewall effects, they observed a reduction in
incipient separation pressures and reduction in the scale of separated flows. Batcho and Sullivan [5]
conducted pressure, oil flow, local vapor screen and color schlieren measurements of a coupled 3D
SBLI and successfully identified 3 vortex systems associated with different SBLI unit problems
present in a full span compression corner type interaction. Their flow structure is shown in Figure
1.6. Doerffer and Dallmann [63] studied the effects of Reynolds number on asymmetry of the
flow structure observed. They conducted pressure, schlieren and oil flow measurements on an
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Figure 1.6: Coupled SBLI vortex structure of a full span compression corner, from Batcho and
Sullivan [5].
experiment varying the incoming Reynolds number of a normal SBLI on a convex wall. A decrease
in centerline separation length with an increase in Reynolds number was observed with a highly
three dimensional flow field inside the separated zone. A sharp drop in coefficient of friction
with an increase in static pressure was observed upstream of the flow separation. They observed
increased asymmetry sourced from SBLI at higher Reynolds numbers.
Recently, Eagle et al. [64] and Morajkar et al. [15] used stereo-PIV to record a comprehensive
database that includes the three components of velocity along 25 orthogonal measurement planes
which was further analyzed as a part of this work. Their initial work [15] described a case that
would be just at the brink of separation (case of Mach 2.75 and 6◦ deflection, see Figure 1.9) on
the sidewall produce relatively strong separation on the sidewall which was primarily attributed
to the interaction of the swept shock with the corner flow. Multiple studies describing the flow
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structure resulting from the corners in SBLIs have been reported for various configurations such
as those by Batcho and Sullivan [5], Cresci et al [65]. Doerffer and Dallmann [66] conducted
experimental studies by varying Reynolds number (Re) of the flow and found that the flow struc-
ture or the layout of the vortices produced as a result of the interaction changes dramatically with
Re. The vortices originating from near the corner or the sidewall which were inferred from the
oil flow measurements were proposed to be the principal mechanism in determining the separa-
tion point on the centerline. It was also suggested that the shear layer roll up caused by multiple
streamwise vortices (which have been detected in our work [15]) produced structural instability
that led to asymmetries with increasing Re. However, no evidence of the 3D structure or the under-
lying mechanism responsible for such a behavior was presented. The role of corner interactions in
generating flow asymmetries was further confirmed by Morris et al. [67] who observed that mass
removal from the bottom wall boundary layer caused the sidewall/corner boundary layer to grow
unstable and develop asymmetries. Bruce et al. [13] showed both experimentally and computa-
tionally the development of asymmetries in the case the opposite corner flows grow large enough
to interact with each other. However, none of these studies propose a mechanism for the cause of
such asymmetries. Perhaps the vortices originating from the opposite corner interactions come in
close proximity and produce asymmetries. However in order to be certain a complete flow-field
around the corner interaction is required to be studied which is the heart of this thesis.
Burton and Babinsky [56] and Bruce et al. [68] established the coupling of the corner/sidewall
SBLI. They conditioned the corner of the incoming boundary layer without affecting the cen-
terline boundary layer by adding corner vanes that eliminated the separation on the centerline,
increased the corner separation and reduced the sidewall separation. Corner suction on the con-
trary produced increased separation on the centerline and sidewall whereas decreased the corner
separation. They suggested that the corner separation bubble produced 3D compression waves that
propagated towards the centerline and smeared the adverse pressure gradient. Another observation
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put forth by them was that there was a channel of attached flow between the corner separation and
centerline separation, which probably also lies in approximately the same region where one of the
corner vortices was displaced to due to the corner SBLI as observed in our work [15]. However,
most of these studies do not consider the role of the already present secondary corner vortices in
providing possible explanations for the observed phenomena as it has been observed in our jour-
nal paper that the interaction between the swept shock and the corner vortices can produce major
separation on the sidewall even though the correlation model proposed by Korkegi [23] suggests
existence of a very weak separation. Benek et al. [58] conducted RANS CFD simulations using
the code overflow for various parameters like aspect ratio, mach number and the flow deflection
angle to ascertain the role of the corner interactions. It was found that three dimensionality can
significantly influence separation parameters with respect to their equivalent 2D values. The hy-
pothesis they propose is that compression waves originating at the corners result in reduction or
elimination of centerline separation. This hypotheis was partially substantiated by the existence
of compression waves detected in the RANS solutions although few cases resulted into stronger
corner and centerline separation that contradicts the hypothesis. Perhaps another mechanism that
acts as a communication link between the centerline and corner interaction regions is the vortex
structure of the flow. The major disadvantage of their study is its inability to resolve secondary
corner flows that have a major role to play in governing the global dynamics such as separation as
seen in our work [15]. Recently Eagle and Driscoll [69] using SPIV and oil flow measurements
presented a qualitative three dimensional picture of the structure of the coupled SBLI as shown in
Figure 1.7. Their results highlighted the significance of secondary flows on global flow structure
by proposing a vortex and separation structure of the flow field. The proposed flow structure also
seemed to strengthen the hypothesis proposed by Burton and Babinsky [56] that the corner and
bottom wall flow separations are linked by compression fans caused by boundary layer thickening
resulting from sidewall/corner flow separations.
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Figure 1.7: Coupled SBLI structure, from Eagle and Driscoll [6].
1.3 Corner Flows in Rectangular Ducts
The fluid flow that exists at the intersection of two walls is characterized by secondary motion,
which is defined as flow motion due to velocity components normal to the principal flow direction.
Ridha [70] published a review article describing many of the theoretical studies of the corner flow
boundary layer that have been conducted. Rubin [71] initially developed an analytical model to
describe the laminar corner flow. He divided the flow cross-section into 4 parts: the two boundary
layers along the two walls forming the corner, the corner overlap between the boundary layers
and the core flow. The terms of the Navier-Stokes (N-S) and boundary layer equations were then
expanded into an infinite series and the constants matched up to second degree in order to match
the values of various components of velocity that asymptote towards the core flow and in the
boundary layer overlap region. He thus obtained a numerical solution describing the flow in the
corner region.
Prandtl in 1952 formally divided the secondary flows into two categories: secondary flows of the
first and second kinds, which have been further explained by Bradshaw [72]. Secondary flows of
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Figure 1.8: Proposed canonical corner secondary flow structure, from Davis and Gessner [7].
the first kind originate because of mean flow skewing (i.e., due to the tilting and stretching term in
the vorticity equation), and are relatively well understood. However, much is to be known about
secondary flows of the second kind, which are a result of anisotropic variations of Reynolds stresses
[70, 73]. The streamwise corner flows that exist at the intersection of two surfaces intersecting in
the principal flow direction fall into the second kind.
It is believed that secondary corner flows are characterized by streamwise vortices that arise due to
the production of vorticity by Reynolds stresses. The pair of streamwise vortices that would exist
in ideal symmetric flow conditions is shown in Figure 1.8.
Perkins [74] explains the formation of these vorticies from the (steady) x-vorticity conservation
equation written after the Reynolds decomposition and averaging is performed; thus taking into
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+ P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 (1.1)
where the terms on the left-hand-side represent the convection of the streamwise component of
vorticity (ωx). The first two terms on the right-hand-side are the viscous diffusion and vortex








and describes the production of streamwise vorticity by skewing of the mean flow field and thus












and describes the formation of vorticity due to streamwise gradients of the primary Reynolds shear
stress gradients. This term is often ignored from most of the studies due to assumption of zero
pressure gradients; whether this term is important in flows with strong pressure gradients (e.g., in
locations where a shock wave induced pressure gradient is present) is currently not known. The








and represents the formation of vorticity due to anisotropy in direct turbulent stresses. This term
is believed to be the prominent quantity that leads to creation of streamwise vortices in a corner.
Unlike the isotropic nature of the turbulence in the undisturbed boundary layers away from the
corner, the kinetic energy is distributed unequally along different directions in the corner region,
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and describes the formation of streamwise vorticity due to gradients in the secondary stress v′w′.
Together P2, P3 and P4 represent the quantities responsible for the development and sustenance
of the secondary flow of the second kind. These terms are important in corner flows.
Gessner [73] experimentally evaluated the terms in the energy and vorticity balance equations
using pressure taps and hot wire measurements. His results suggest that the transverse secondary
flow is initiated as a direct result of the primary turbulent stress gradients normal to the corner
bisector and that the anisotropy of the stresses does not play a major role in the secondary flow
generation as suggested by Perkins [74]. He suggests that the variations in the curvature of iso-
contours of the axial velocity that occur in the flow undergoing laminar-to-turbulent transition
result into turbulent stress gradients along the iso-contour which necessitate the development of a
secondary flow from the concave to the convex side of the iso-contour. Brundrett and Baines [75]
conducted experimental investigation using hot-wire measurements in order to characterize regions
of vorticity creation and diffusion. Their results suggest that the diffusion of vorticity peaks near
the wall while the production of vorticity is associated with the region near the corner bisector;
however, it is zero on the corner bisector itself while being of opposing signs on either side of
it. They suggest that it is because of this distribution that the vortices have a tendency to convect
towards the walls. The zone of peak vorticity production is characterized by a vortex on each side
of the corner bisector with opposite signs. It was found that the vorticity production is independent
of the Reynolds number, but the vortex diffusion is not. They suggested this to be the reason for the
secondary flow to be pushed towards the wall as the Reynolds number is increased. Kornilov and
Kharitonov [76] studied the structure of the corner flows in asymmetric configurations featuring
unequal boundary layer thicknesses on the walls forming corners. One of their most important
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findings was that the vortex located towards the thicker boundary layer is stronger and larger than
that towards the thinner boundary layer.
The unstable nature of these flows have been reported by various stability studies conducted by
Alizard et al. [77], Zamir [78] and Balachandar and Malik [79]. As a result of this unstable na-
ture it is highly likely that any intrusive form of measurement would lead to a disturbed flow, thus
yielding false measurements of the corner flow properties, especially in supersonic flow wherein
the effect of shock wave / flow interaction resulting from the probe can propagate upstream through
the viscous region and change the characteristics of the incoming flow as it has been explained by
Chapman et al. [21] and reported by Kornilov [80]. Because of this, it is necessary to character-
ize the flow using non-invasive experimental techniques, such as the particle image velocimetry
(PIV) technique. Motivated by this observation, Park et al. [81] conducted PIV measurements in
the corner flow in a plane oriented along the corner bisector in the streamwise direction. They
majorly focused on capturing the developing boundary layer on this plane. Their findings are
in agreement with the theoretical studies in that the velocity distributions were found to follow
self-similar profiles and that the corner velocity profiles correspond to the Blasius branch of the
theoretical solutions. However in order to fully understand the secondary flows, it is necessary to
obtain non-intrusive high resolution measurements in the plane where such secondary flows are
observed. Uruba et al. [82] conducted POD analyses to elucidate the most energetic modes of
secondary flows in the rectangular corner.
This work builds on these earlier efforts, and aims to provide additional insights into the behavior
of vorticies in the corner region. The earlier efforts mentioned in this section primarily look at the
corner flows from a purely RANS perspective which is not a physical picture if the instantaneous
flow field is investigated. Additionally the previous work conducted on corner flows have never
mathematically or physically defined the corner vortex making it difficult to study its properties.
This study proposes a systematic way to define the corner vortex pair in instantaneous turbulent
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vector fields where the identification of the vortex pair is masked by a forest of small-scale vortices
associated with the underlying turbulent flow of the boundary layer. Once the corner vortices have
been defined, it is possible to statistically study their behavior in the corner and the roles they
play in affecting the primary flow field. Thus, a part of this thesis (Chapter 4) will majorly be
focused on analyzing the instantaneous structure of the corner flow from a set of instantaneous
PIV measurements that focus into the turbulent boundary layers merging at the corner.
1.4 Objectives and New Contributions
While previous studies mentioned in section 1.2 have investigated the importance of secondary
flows on a 3D SBLI, they have mainly focused on the effects of the secondary flows on the center-
line interaction ignoring the swept SBLI on the sidewall. In addition, no studies have considered
the effects of the baseline flow field characteristics of a rectangular duct on the structure of the
SBLI that would be present in the duct.
The work presented in this thesis aims at providing a complete description of the entire SBLI flow
field including the swept SBLI, incident oblique SBLI and the swept shock-corner flow interaction.
Thus, the first objective is to obtain quantitative velocity measurements using SPIV in SBLI flow
fields. In particular, measurements are taken on planes orthogonal to the primary flow direction
(i.e., on cross-sectional planes) to enable to study of the baseline secondary flows characteristic of
the wind tunnel, as well as their effects on the 3D SBLI. The analysis of the flow field revealed the
dominance and complexity of the sidewall SBLI over the centerline SBLI, as well as it revealed
the importance of the corner flow. Thus, the second objective is to obtain SPIV measurements
planes orthogonal to the principal flow direction in the empty tunnel to facilitate the quantification
and study of secondary flows of the baseline flow. The instantaneous flow fields obtained in the
empty tunnel are then analyzed statistically to quantify the turbulence properties of the secondary
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Case 2: M 2.75, 4.6°
(Weak SBLI)
Case 1: M 2.75, 6°
(Strong SBLI)
Figure 1.9: Locations of the current study on Korkegii’s correlation for incipient separation on the
sidewall for swept shock.
flow in a spatially phase average sense rather than interpreting them in the RANS point of view
developed in previous work (see section 1.3), which is a view with limited physical meaning in a
highly unsteady flow field as that found in this work. The lessons learnt from studying the baseline
flows in this manner are applied to the SBLI flow fields particularly to the weak SBLI case (Mach
2.75 4.6◦ deflection) in order to make predictions on sites of most probable flow separation.
1.5 Thesis Outline
After the introduction to the problem presented in this chapter, this thesis is structured to address
the following topics. Chapter 2 provides the details of the experimental techniques used. Chapter 3
outlines the SPIV results of our first case of SBLI using a moderate strength interaction (Mach 2.75
with 6◦ flow deflection) that establish the highly 3D nature of the flow around the interaction region.
In this chapter, triple decomposition of motion (TDM) will be used to extract the large-scale vortex
structure around the interaction region using the dataplanes aligned in all three orientations. Flow
separation was quantified and the importance of the sidewall interaction over that of centerline
was established. Linking the vortex structure to the flow separation also elucidates the role of
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secondary flows, especially the corner flows in causing flow separation on the sidewall. Building
on this established importance, Chapter 4 studies the empty tunnel corner flows in detail. Two sets
of data were recorded, one at Mach 2.75 and the other at Mach 2.0. Both the datasets were in
agreement with each other over the general flow features and made it possible to mathematically
define the corner vortices. Various characteristics of the corner vortices, the turbulence and their
streamwise evolution were studied. After further studying the interaction of the SBLI system with
corner flows, in chapter 5 the effects of the corner vortices on the evolution of primary flow field
were used to build a hypothesis providing explanations for flow separations. This hypothesis was
then used to predict the locations of flow separation in a different case of weak interaction (Mach
2.75 with 4.6◦ flow deflection). A stronger case of interaction was attempted at Mach 2.75 and
7◦ deflection. However, under these conditions wind tunnel unstart was observed. Unstart was
observed also in the case of 4.6◦ deflection at Mach 2.0, thus limiting the range of conditions that
could be studied with the current wind tunnel configuration.
All the figures presented in this thesis are dimensional due to the three dimensional nature of the




Experimental Setup and Analytical Tools
2.1 Experimental Setup
2.1.1 Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV)
2.1.1.1 Principle of PIV
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive method of measuring flow velocities at large
number of points withing the fluid simultaneously. The flow is seeded with particles that are
assumed to exactly follow the flow without altering it. One crude example of PIV would be sawdust
in a flowing river, which makes certain primitive behavior like swirling behind rocks obvious.
In a quantitative sense, a flow is seeded with particles with calculated characteristics within a
certain tolerance, and a pair of images are recorded within a finite time interval (∆t). The flow
velocity at a point X is obtained by the displacement within ∆t of the particles in the defined
neighborhood of point X. A typical arrangement for conducting PIV is shown in Figure 2.1.
The particle images shown in Figure 2.1 by two square boxes containing filled and hollow circles
representing particles are obtained by illuminating the medium by a laser sheet in quick succession
separated by ∆t, such that ∆t = t′− t. The light scattered by the particles at t and t′ is recorded on
two separate frames by the Charge Couple Device (CCD) camera/s. The images are then divided
into finite parts called interrogation windows that define the neighborhoods of various points in
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Figure 2.1: Experimental arrangement for a typical PIV system, Adapted from Raffel et al. [8].
the image. Cross correlations are then used to determine the most likely displacements of particles
in the interrogation windows within both the images. Let I1(i, j) and I2(i, j) be the light intensity
recorded fields within an m× n interrogation window at times t and t′ respectively for pixel (i, j).
Cross-correlation(C(dx,dy)) is then carried out by shifting I1(i, j) around I2(i, j) by a displacement
vector (dx,dy) and summing the products of all overlapping pixel intensity fields at each shift







I1(i + dx, j + dy)− I1(i, j)
] [
I2(i, j)− I2(i, j)
]
(2.1)
where I1(i, j) and I2(i, j) are the averages of I1(i, j) and I2(i, j) respectively. C(dx,dy) is then nor-
malized using the standard deviation (
√






I(i, j)− I1(i, j)
]2
) from each win-
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The maxima value of c(dx,dy) represents the most probable displacement within that interrogation
window. Note that this displacement (d(X, t)) although referred to as instantaneous displacement
is the displacement of the particles averaged over ∆t within the interrogation window. The instan-
taneous velocity (v) (averaged over ∆t) is then obtained by v = d(X,t)
∆t . When PIV is conducted
by imaging the same planar area using two cameras in stereoscopic orientation, it is possible to
obtain the 3rd out of measurement plane component of velocity due to the stereoscopic view. The
following sections contain a brief description of various subsystems of the SPIV used in this study.
2.1.1.2 Seed Particles
The challenge associated with choosing the right seeding particles for a PIV experiment is that
they should be small and light enough to track the flow effectively, but sufficiently large to scatter
enough light. If the mass of the particle can be considered as negligible, then the particles’ flow
following property is a function of its shape, size, particle density (ρp), fluid density (ρ f ) and fluid
dynamic (µ) or kinematic (ν = µ/ρ f ) viscosity. The equation of motion for spherical particles in








where Up is the particle velocity, U f is the fluid velocity and τp is the characteristic particle time
lag obtained from Stokes drag law. A modified version of Stokes drag law for supersonic flows




(1 + 2.7Knd) (2.4)
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where Knd is the Knudsen number based on the particle diameter dp. Zucrow and Hoffman [85]
















where γ is the gas constant (1.4 for air) apre is the pre-shock sonic velocity (taken to be constant
217.1 m/s, computed using a stagnation temperature of 296 K and free stream velocity of 597 m/s)
and Redp is the droplet Reynolds number in pre shock state. The particle seeding of the flow used
in this study was generated by a TDA-4B portable Laskin nozzle aerosol. The generator consists
of an array of six Laskin nozzles that create poly-dispersed sub-micron particles using Poly-Alpha
Olefin-4 (PAO-4) oil with density of 819 kg/m3. The generated particles were found to be well
suited for PIV studies in supersonic flows due to their sub-micron sizes and high refractive index.
However, all these factors considered it is possible that the particles coalesce into larger particles
downstream, thus an assessment of uncertainty in flow following properties of the particles is
conducted in Section B.2.
2.1.1.3 Particle Imaging
An example of the particle images obtained is shown in Figure 2.2. The tracer particles scatter the
illumination used for viewing them through a finite aperture lens system due to which they form a
Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern consisting an Airy disk surrounded by Airy rings [8]. The Airy disk
diameter (ddi f f ) represents the smallest particle image that can be obtained from the PIV system
and hence is of prime importance. It is a function of f # (ratio of focal length f and aperture
diameter da), wavelength of illumination λ and the magnification M (ratio of distance between
image plane and lens v and lens and object plane u) of the imaging system used. The diffraction
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Figure 2.2: An example of the particle image obtained in the corner with flow out of the plane.
The light strip on the left indicates the reflection on the sidewall.
limited minimum diameter ddi f f is given by,
ddi f f = 2.44 f #(M + 1)λ (2.6)
For the configuration used M ≈ −0.15, f # = 22, λ = 532 nm, we have ddi f f = 24 µm. As per
Adrian [86] total particle image diameter (di) of a finite-diameter particle is the convolution of the
Airy function with the geometric image of the particle. Approximating [86] both the functions by
Gaussian leads to the minimum image diameter of:
di =
√
M2d2p + d2di f f (2.7)
For the sub-micron sized particles and |M| < 1, the image diameter di ≈ ddi f f = 24 µm. It is im-
portant to note that di ≈ 2dpix, where dpix ≈ 13 µm is the physical pixel size. It is required that
the particle image diameter be at least 2 pixels wide in order to avoid biasing phenomenon such as
peak locking, where improper sub-pixel particle detection leads to integer values of displacement
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Figure 2.3: Calibration plate placement in the wind tunnel.
in pixel space. The data recorded in this experiment was checked for peak locking in Appendix
B.5, where none was observed.
2.1.1.4 Calibrations
The SPIV calibrations were conduted by using a LaVision Type-7 3D calibration plate. The cal-
ibration plate was placed at the location of the incident laser sheet and it was ensured to be per-
pendicular to the side glass wall using laser reflections. A machined right angled mount is used to
ensure the calibration plate is perpendicular to the sidewall as shown in Figure 2.3. The uncertainty
associated with location of the laser sheet with respect to the calibration plate was investigated in
Appendix B.3. Camera calibration was accepted if the average deviation of the dewarped mark
positions to the ideal grid value and RMS fit error was less than 0.3 pixels.
Stereo PIV self-calibration was then conducted to minimize the errors associated with uncer-
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tainty in location of the laser sheet (A detailed analysis is conducted in Section B.3). Around
100 recorded images are used to conduct SPIV self-calibration at each dataplane. Self calibration
is then conducted starting with a window size of 128× 128 with 75% overlap and 3 passes. The
process is refined at the same resolution until the average deviation decreases below 0.001 pixel
while making sure that the sidewall laser reflection images from both the cameras are overlapping
at each step. Window size is then reduced to 64×64 and process repeated. The final window size
used for self calibration is 32×32 with an overlap of 75%.
2.1.1.5 Experimental SPIV Arrangement
A schematic arrangement of the SPIV data acquisition system is shown in Figure 2.4. Two interline
transfer 12-bit CCD cameras (LaVision Flowmaster/PCO Sensicam QE) recording at 3.33 Hz with
a resolution of 1376×1040 pixel were used for the imaging. The cameras were placed in a stereo-
scopic, forward-scattering configuration effectively oriented at 33◦ with respect to the measure-
ment plane normal direction, using scheimpflug adapters turned at 6◦ as shown in Figure 2.4. The
cameras feature a minimum interframe time delay of about 500 ns. The cameras were equipped
with Sigma 70−300 mm lenses operated at a focal length of about 100 mm and f# of 22.
The double-pulse illumination of the flow is provided by a pair of low repetition rate, frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG lasers (one Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray Pro-250 and one Spectra-Physics GCR-
3) producing an output of 532 nm beam with a total energy of 200 mJ/pulse. The lasers are
triggered at 10 Hz with a time delay (∆t) of 600 ns/650 ns/700 ns in between the two pulses
depending on the case investigated (see Table 2.1) and pulse duration of 10 ns. The delay is
measured with a ThorLabs DT10A/M photodiode that has a 1 ns response time and a LeCroy
Waverunner 6030 350 MHz digital oscilloscope and then ensured by adjusting the time delay
between the trigger signals using a LaVision Programmable Timing Unit (PTU) controlled through
Davis 7 or 8 software. The PTU can control the pulses within 5 ns. In order to optimize the particle
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of SPIV arrangement for transverse-vertical plane (Top view).
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dropout and volumetric effects, laser sheet thickness is set using expanding-collimating optics to
approximately 4 times the out of plane displacement of a particle within the measurement domain
as suggested by Adrian and Westerweel [87]. The beam width was measured to be 1.45±0.25 mm,
which is approximately 3.6 times the particle displacement (approx. 400 µm) in 650 ns at the free-
stream speed. Measurements of beam profiles using knife edge technique are given in Appendix
B.1.
2.1.1.6 Image Processing and Post-processing
The LaVision DaVis 7 or 8 software is used for the acquisition of the measurement and processing
of the data. The three-component velocity fields are reduced from the particle images using Davis
7 or 8. A multi-pass with reducing interrogation window size is used. Two passes were conducted
using an interrogation window size of 64x64 pixels with a 50% overlap and a circular 1:1 weight-
ing. The final size of the interrogation windows after two further passes was 32x32 pixels with
an overlap of 75% or 50% and circular 1:1 weighting, the physical details of which are tabulated
in Table 2.1. Standard l1 ∗ l2 correlation function via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with zero
padding was used for all passes. Post processing within multiple passes included deleting a vector
if its correlation value was less than 0.8 as well as removing groups with less than 4 vectors. Post
processing was also conducted once all the passes were completed by removing vectors with a peak
ratio (Q) less than 1.2. Laser sheets were oriented perpendicular to the flow, spanning a fraction the
cross-section of the tunnel. Multiple such images (about 1000 instances at each measurement lo-
cation) were recorded to construct statistics of various flow properties. Data was recorded along 25
SPIV planes in different orthogonal orientations to investigate the 6◦ SBLI case, 3 planes oriented
orthogonal to streamwise direction for each of the empty tunnel cases (Mach 2.75 and Mach 2) and
4 planes orthogonally oriented to streamwise direction to investigate the 4.6◦ SBLI case with and
without the SBLI. They have been labeled as (1) Transverse Vertical (TV) that are oriented in y− z
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plane orthogonal to the principal plane direction, (2) Streamwise Horizontal (SH) that are oriented
in x− y plane and (3) Streamwise Vertical (SV) that are oriented in x− z plane. The schematic of
the arrangement of these planes for 6◦ SBLI case is shown in Figure 2.5. The coordinate system is
discussed in Section 2.1.3. Experimental parameters used for recording data in various cases and




Figure 2.5: Orientation of SPIV data planes for the case of 6◦ SBLI.
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[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm x mm] [mm x mm]
Mach 2.75 empty corner
Transverse Vertical ∆y×∆z
TV1 -100 0.56-16.5 0.5-16.5 650 489 0.608×0.608 0.152×0.152
TV2 -50 0.45-16.6 0.45-16.6 650 798 0.603×0.603 0.151×0.151
TV3 75 0.53-16.5 0.56-16.5 650 1602 0.587×0.587 0.147×0.147
Mach 2 empty corner
Transverse Vertical ∆y×∆z
TV1 -100 0.49-16.5 0.53-16.5 700 1475 0.448×0.448 0.112×0.112
TV2 -50 0.54-16.5 0.55-16.5 700 1993 0.444×0.444 0.111×0.111
TV3 0 0.53-16.5 0.55-16.5 700 1963 0.298×0.298 0.075×0.075
SBLI Mach 2.75 6◦
Transverse Vertical ∆y×∆z
TV1 -144 1.3-45 1.3-68 600 2000 1.296×1.296 0.648×0.648
TV2 -72 1.8-44 1.6-68 600 1950 1.274×1.274 0.637×0.637
TV3 0 1.2-4.5 1.2-38 600 1902 1.204×1.204 0.602×0.602
TV4 71 1.5-35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.426 0.213×0.213
TV5 76 1.5-35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.427 0.213×0.213
TV6 81 1.5-35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.428 0.213×0.213
TV7 86 1.5 35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.429 0.213×0.213
TV8 91 1.5-35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.430 0.213×0.213
TV9 96 1.5-35 1.1-27 600 402 0.426×0.431 0.213×0.213
TV10 101 1.1-45 1.2-41 600 1800 0.676×0.676 0.338×0.338
TV11 107 1.6-45 1.4-35 600 1100 1.152×1.152 0.576×0.576
TV12 115 1.6-44 1.4-41 600 1700 1.354×1.354 0.677×0.677
TV13 130 1.8-44 1.5-41 600 1800 1.354×1.354 0.677×0.677
TV14 137 1.5-45 1.2-41 600 1650 1.366×1.366 0.683×0.683
TV15 145 1.5-45 1.2-41 600 1400 1.366×1.366 0.683×0.683
TV16 150 1.5-45 1.2-41 600 1468 1.366×1.367 0.683×0.683
TV17 155 1.6-45 1.4-41 600 1800 1.366×1.368 0.683×0.683
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Streamwise Vertical ∆x×∆z
SV1 72-122 28 1.6-28 600 500 1.206×1.206 0.603×0.603
SV2 51-96 21 1.2-30 600 670 0.596×0.596 0.298×0.298
SV3 61-113 17 1.2-30 600 1050 0.398×0.398 0.631×0.631
Streamwise Horizontal ∆x×∆y
SH1 91-141 14-45 9.5 600 500 1.246×1.246 0.623×0.623
SH2 77-125 11-42 19 600 800 1.262×1.262 0.631×0.631
SH3 59-107 12-44 29 600 1030 1.304×1.304 0.652×0.652
SBLI Mach 2.75 4.6◦
Transverse Vertical ∆y×∆z
TV1 empty 67 0.56-29.1 0.67-29.1 625 451 0.841×0.841 0.21×0.21
TV1 67 0.56-29.1 0.67-29.1 625 3099 0.841×0.841 0.21×0.21
TV2 empty 82 0.49-37 0.83-28.9 625 419 0.84×0.84 0.21×0.21
TV2 82 0.49-37 0.83-28.9 625 2373 0.84×0.84 0.21×0.21
TV3 empty 102 0.66-37 1.09-33 625 157 0.84×0.84 0.21×0.21
TV3 102 0.66-37 1.09-33 625 1734 0.84×0.84 0.21×0.21
TV4 empty 122 0.55-31 0.83-31 625 342 0.842×0.842 0.21×0.21
TV4 122 0.55-31 0.83-31 625 1889 0.842×0.842 0.21×0.21
Table 2.1: SPIV dataplane measurement properties.
The data (each snapshot/instantaneous field) was further validated in Matlab using the criterion
proposed by Nogueira et al. [88]. An image was deleted if it had more than 3% missing vectors.
The missing data was then interpolated using a fourth order differential equation [89]. The method
leaves all known values intact. The data was lowpass filtered using a Gaussian filter with a standard
deviation corresponding to 2.5 vector spacing and a kernel size of 5× 5 points. All of the SPIV
data was analyzed using PIVMAT [90] modified to use a least-square finite difference scheme for
computing derivatives except at the edges where forward and/or backward differencing was used.
A direct cosine transform based penalized least-square method [91] developed by Garcia [92, 93]
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was also used for interpolating-smoothing.
The performance of the SPIV system in stagnant flow to evaluate the detectability and noise limit
of the arrangement is given in Appendix B.7.
2.1.2 Pressure Measurements
Static pressure measurements were obtained at bottom- and sidewalls locations instrumented with
pressure taps. Pressure tap sizing was based on the results of Mckeon et al. [94], Chue [95] and
Shaw [96] in order to minimize measurement errors and the effects of the presence of wall pressure
tap on the fluid flow. Recess-mount pressure taps were used where the tap diameter and length
were 0.8 mm and 7.6 mm, respectively (depth-to-diameter ratio of approximately 9); stainless
steel tubing (inner diameter 0.8 mm, outer diameter 1.6 mm) was press fitted into the walls to
connect the pressure tap to the pressure transducer. Different tap spacings were used: 25 mm
upstream of the interaction, 6.35 mm around the interaction region, and 12.7 mm downstream of
the interaction. Tygon B-44-4X flexible tubing (inner diameter 1.6 mm, outer diameter 3.2 mm)
was used to connect the pressure taps to a differential pressure sensor array scanner (Scanivalve
model DSA 3217). The accuracy of the pressure sensor array was 0.009 kPa.
A reference wall pressure tap was located on the top-wall at x = −85 mm. Measurements at this
location were used to reference and monitor all runs, and to reference all other differential mea-
surements. Absolute pressure measurements were performed at this location with two different
transducers: a pressure gauge (Omega model DPG2001B-30A, accuracy 0.5 kPa) or a vacuum
capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron 627D, accuracy 0.12% of reading). All pressure mea-
surements reported here are time-average measurements over a minimum averaging time of 30
seconds.
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Figure 2.6: Wind tunnel schematic diagram with Mach 2.75 nozzle (not to scale).
2.1.3 Wind Tunnel
The experiments presented here were carried out at the Michigan Glass Wind Tunnel (GWT) fa-
cility. A schematic diagram of the configuration used in the study is shown in Figure 2.6. The
coordinate system selected for this study is a right handed x-direction being the streamwise direc-
tion with x = 0 being the tip of the shock generator described in Section 2.1.4, z-direction being
perpendicular to the bottom wall as shown in Figure 2.6 and the y-direction satisfying the right
hand rule with the x and z-directions points towards the tunnel centerline perpendicular to the right
sidewall looking downstream with this sidewall being y = 0. A 3D schematic of the coordinate
system is shown in Figure 2.10b.
It is a low aspect ratio suction supersonic wind tunnel yT × zT = 57.2 mm× 69.3 mm (2.25 in×
2.75 in) in cross-section capable of being configured to operate nominally at Mach 2.75 and Mach
2 with stagnation pressure and temperature of 98.1 kPa and 294 K, respectively. The effective
(measured) Mach number is approximately 2.72 for Mach 2.75 configuration and 1.99 for Mach
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Figure 2.7: Mean Schlieren fields in empty tunnel at (a): Mach 2.75 and (b): Mach 2.
2 configuration. The tunnel is composed of a one-sided two-dimensional converging-diverging
nozzle followed by a constant area test section. This design was selected to produce an equilibrium
flat plate boundary layer [17] in an attempt to minimize pressure gradients history effects and
Görtler vortices on the boundary layer developing on the bottom wall (floor) of the wind tunnel.
The averaged empty tunnel Schlieren measurements done by Klomparens [97] are shown in Figure
2.7. The wind tunnel in both the configurations does feature a weak uncanceled wave originating
from the converging-diverging nozzle as seen in Figure 2.7 which possibly is due to its one-sided
nature. However this disturbance was deemed sufficiently weak to disturb the large-scale features
of the SBLIs studied here.
Figure 2.8 shows the evolution of mean absolute wall static pressure in both the configurations
of the empty wind tunnel. It should be noted that in the Mach 2 configuration a shock train rests
downstream of x = 150 mm, however this configuration features only empty tunnel data recorded
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Figure 2.9: Mean bottom wall static pressure in empty tunnel at Mach 2.75.
at locations up to x = 0 mm. Because the test section in both the configurations has constant area,
the static pressure increases along the (empty) tunnel as a result of boundary layer growth. The




was calculated from the sidewall pressure measurements conducted in the empty tunnel at half the
tunnel height. The value of this parameter was found to be 5× 10−4 for Mach 2.75 nozzle and
9×10−4 for Mach 2 nozzle. The empty tunnel bottom wall pressure obtained at Mach 2.75 at the
location of the 6◦ SBLI is shown in Figure 2.9.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a): Drawing of full span shock generating wedge and (b): shock generating wedge
as installed and the co-ordinate system used.
2.1.4 Shock Generator
The wedge geometry is shown in Figure 2.10a, where relevant dimensions (in millimeters) are
reported. The wedge is suspended by a strut (see Figure 2.10), such that the leading edge of the
wedge is 9.7 mm below the top wall of the wind tunnel and outside of the top-wall boundary layer.
The leading edge of the shock generated is located 481.5 mm downstream of the nozzles throat,
and it is taken to be at x = 0 in the coordinate system used throughout this work. The oblique shock
wave thus formed is anchored very steadily to the leading edge of the wedge and is incident on
the bottom wall on the centerplane of symmetry of the tunnel at a streamwise distance of 96 mm
from the leading edge (i.e., at x = 96 mm). However, owing to the shocks curved nature, the point
of impingement moves upstream as one moves away from the centerplane. The shock curvature
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The upper surface of the wedge diverges by 2◦ in order to
prevent choking in the channel formed between the wedge and the top wall by providing expansion.
A weaker SBLI was obtained by placing a few spacers in between the top surface of the shock
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generating wedge and the strut resulting in a shock generating angle of 4.6◦. The leading edge of
the wedge is 14.1 mm below the top wall of the wind tunnel and outside of the top wall boundary
layer. The oblique shock wave generated is incident on the bottom wall boundary layer on the
centerline of the tunnel at a streamwise location of x = 102 mm as observed from the Schlieren
measurements. The upper surface of the wedge is slightly converging in this configuration, how-
ever no choking of the flow over the wedge that could affect the SBLI studied is observed from the
schlieren images.
Since the study is focused on a 3D SBLI configuration and this work is a continuation of our previ-
ous SBLI work [6,15,57,64,98,99], the origin of the coordinate system is centered at the location
of the leading edge of the full-span 6o shock generator wedge (which is about 481.5 mm down-
stream of the nozzle throat) used in our previous work on 3D SBLI. The unit Reynolds number of
the flow at Mach 2.75 near the interaction region is 8.9×106 /m with an incoming boundary layer
thickness (δ99) of 10 mm measured at x = 75.5 mm and y = 28.6 mm (i.e., on the vertical midplane
of the test section) in an empty tunnel [17]. A complete summary of the experimental conditions
along with their respective uncertainties is provided in Table 2.2. Optical access to the test section
is provided from both sides of the wind tunnel by glass windows that run along the whole length
of the wind tunnel, including the nozzle throat region.
2.2 Analytical Tools
2.2.1 Flow Separation Bubble Profiles
Two criteria were identified and applied to determine separation and its properties. In particular,
separation was identified by using the following two criteria as applied by Souverein et al. [52] and
Piponniau et al. [51]:
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Empty tunnel conditions
Mach 2.75 Mach 2
Mach number (Mach 2.75) M1∞ 2.70±0.01 Mach number (Mach 2) M
1
∞ 2±0.002
Mach number (Mach 2.75) M2∞ 2.72±0.03
Free stream velocity
at Mach 2.75 U3∞
593±2 m/s
Free stream velocity
at Mach 2 U3∞
512±2 m/s
Throat height (Mach 2.75) 4 18.4±0.1 mm Throat height (Mach 2) 4 36.8±0.2 mm
Wall static pressure
(Mach 2.75) (x = −85 mm)4 4.15±0.05 kPa
Wall static pressure
(Mach 2) (x = −85 mm)4 11.79±0.09 kPa
Static Temperature (Mach 2.75) T 3∞ 119±1 K Static Temperature (M2) T
3
∞ 163±1 K
Stagnation Pressure 4 98.5±0.2 kPa
Stagnation Temperature 4 294±2 K
Test section width 4 57.2±0.1 mm
Test section height 4 69.3±0.2 mm
SBLI, Mach 2.75 tunnel
Wedge leading edge x = 0 mm
Throat to wedge
leading edge distance 4 481.5±1 mm
Mean center of bottom wall
separation (Mach 2.75 6◦ SBLI) x = 96 mm
Mean center of bottom wall
separation (Mach 2.75 6◦ SBLI) x = 102 mm
1 Computed from a direct measure of stagnation and static pressure assuming isentropic expansion.
2 Computed from a direct measure of the ratio of stagnation pressure and test section pitot pressure.
3 Uncertainty estimated from error propagation rule.
4 Uncertainty includes both measurement accuracy and day-to-day variability.
Table 2.2: Summary of experimental conditions.
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2.2.1.1 Method 1: The ”h-criterion”
A canonical structure of a typical laminar flow separation bubble is shown in Figure 2.11. The
Figure 2.11: Section view of a typical laminar separation bubble, adapted from Karasu et al. [9].
separation bubble profile hk(p, t) of kth image as a function of the wall surface location (p, t), is
defined to be:
hk(p, t) = {η |
ηˆ
0
uk(p, t,n) ·dn = 0} (2.8)
where t is the direction tangent to the wall pointing in the general streamwise direction, n is the
direction normal to the wall, p is the direction perpendicular to t and n out of the plane of the
schematic shown in Figure 2.11 and uk(p, t,n) is the local streamwise velocity at the (p, t,n) point.
The quantity hk is computed for each measurement instant k. By definition, if separation is not
detected, hk = 0. The ensemble average separation bubble profile, here denoted by h, is computed
by averaging the set of local values hk. This parameter effectively describes how much of wall
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normal space is reduced because of separation. This is equivalent to that region being unavailable
to the incoming flow but it must be noted that the current measurements do not include the effect
of density. This quantity is limited by the accuracy of velocity measurements near the wall and by
the overall spatial resolution of the measurements, however being an integral quantity it is fairly
robust with respect to noise.
From each profile instantaneous hk profile, the maximum value of the profile is extracted and
denoted by Hk. This quantity is simply referred to as separation bubble height and provides a
global instantaneous measure of the wall-normal extent of separation. Unlike the quantity hk which
is a function of wall coordinate direction, Hk is a constant for a particular image. The ensemble
average separation bubble height H is then computed from the set of instantaneous values.
The separation bubble cross sectional area perpendicular to the principal flow direction referred to
as separation area Aksep for k





where pmax is the extent of the surface. Thus by definition an instant with value of Aksep = 0 will
correspond to attached flow. The volume of the flow separation bubble given by
´
Aksep(t)dt may
be regarded as the volume of a bluff body placed in the flow.
2.2.1.2 Method 2: Axial Velocity Thresholding (AVT)
The probability of separated flow at each point in the measurement domain was defined and com-
puted as the fraction of the total number of realization where the local instantaneous streamwise
velocity was less than a threshold value, here taken as 20 m/s. The quantity thus computed repre-
sents the probability of the local velocity to be less than the threshold value at a particular location
in a data plane. A threshold value of 20 m/s is chosen to make the method resistant to errors aris-
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ing from the SPIV dynamic resolution. As a consequence, this definition identifies regions where
both reverse and low-velocity regions exist. Thus, it tends to overestimate the distribution and
size of the region where reverse flow might exist. In any case, this definition is used to identify
the regions that are most affected by the shock interaction process and we loosely refer to them
as regions of probable separation. All points with a probability greater than 50% were said to lie
near a separated zone. The isoconotur line of 50% probability, denoted as hAVT , was chosen as the
dividing line between disturbed and undisturbed flow . The area under the dividing line hAVT can
be understood as the separation or blockage area similar to hk. . This definition of separated flow is
more robust than the corresponding one that could be defined from the separation profile h because
it is less prone to the experimental limitations near the wall as a low velocity region resulting from
separation can extend towards the core flow away from the wall, where the accuracy of SPIV is
sufficient. However, it incorporates an arbitrary parameter (50% intermittency) that hinders identi-
fication of highly unsteady separation. To address this latter issue, different threshold values were
considered and similar conclusions were made to those reached with the value shown here.
2.2.2 Triple Decomposition of Motion (TDM)
To better identify vortical structures, we compute from the available velocity measurement a quan-
tity called the rigid-body rotation vorticity ωRR, which is one component of the vorticity field.
Basic fluid motion can be categorized into rigid-body rotation, irrotational straining, and pure
shearing [100] as shown in Figure 2.12.
The traditional Cauchy–Stokes decomposition of the velocity gradient tensor ∇u separates the flow
into two parts: the rate of strain S, and rate of rotation Ω tensors:
∇u = S +Ω (2.10)
where the rate of rotation tensor Ω is related to vorticity ω. However, in this form, we cannot
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Figure 2.12: Basic parts of fluid motion, from Kolar [10].
differentiate between vorticity contribution due to pure shear with that due to rigid-body rotation
about an axis (swirling). In the flow-field studied here, shear dominates the flow-field, and thus
makes rigid-body vorticity detection difficult. Thus, an alternative decomposition used for vor-
tex identification is used. In particular, we choose the triple decomposition of motion method of
Kolar [10], from which rigid-body rotation vorticity ωRR can then be defined. Other vortex iden-
tification strategies have been proposed and used in the literature [101–104]. Here, we use a 2D
surrogate of the TDM because it provides us a representation of rigid-body rotation (vortical fea-
tures) analogous to other vortex identification schemes (e.g., swirling strength) while preserving
the sense of rotation (i.e., sign of the rigid-body vorticity), unlike other methods. In the following
is a brief summary of the TDM, adapted to a 2D field to reflect the planar nature of the measure-
ments, taken from the original work of Kolar [10]. It has to be emphasized that the TDM applied
here is a planar (2D) surrogate of the full 2D form.
Triple decomposition allows one to decompose the flow-field motion into an irrotational straining
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rigid-body rotation and a pure shearing motion. Thus, it allows one to extract the rigid rotation
component, which is used here to identify vortical flow structures. The decomposition into these
three components is effective in identifying rigid rotation only in a particular frame of reference
in which pure shear is maximum. The TDM method first requires identifying this particular frame
of reference, and only then extracting rigid rotation. Consider the 2D surrogate of the true 2D
velocity gradient tensor defined on a TV plane as
∇u =
 vy vzwy wz
 (2.11)
which can be computed from the gradient components available from the planar measurements
on our TV planes. The term () j indicates the derivative along direction j for any quantity. We
can apply the rotation operator Qα to ∇u to introduce an arbitrary rotation by an amount α to the
laboratory frame of reference, and we obtain the velocity gradient tensor in the rotated frame of
reference ∇u′:
Qα∇uQαT = QαSQαT + QαΩQαT (2.12)
The rotation operator is defined as
Qα =
 cos(α) −sin(α)sin(α) cos(α)
 (2.13)
Rewriting the terms of equation 2.12 as single variables,
∇u′ = S′+Ω′ (2.14)
where S′ and Ω′ are the rate of strain and rate of rotation tensors in the rotated frame of reference
obtained from applying the Cauchy–Stokes decomposition to ∇u′. We can then find the particular
frame of reference rotated by an angle α = θ such that pure shear in this rotated frame of reference















In this particular rotated frame of reference, the velocity gradient tensor can be decomposed in two
terms (tensors): a pure shear tensor H (which is maximum), and a term that is referred to as the
residual tensor R:
Qθ∇uQθT = R + H (2.16)
The residual tensor R in this frame contains motion associated only with rigid-body rotation and
irrotational straining. It can either be a symmetric or an antisymmetric tensor. For the 2D case, the
residual tensor is given by
R =
 v′y sign(v′z)min(|w′y|, |v′z|)sign(w′y)min(|w′y|, |v′z|) w′y
 (2.17)
where the primed terms are the components of ∇u that are known once θ has been found. Once the
residual tensor is known, it is rotated back to the original laboratory frame of reference where it is
decomposed further into pure strain Ŝ (symmetric part) and pure rotation Ω̂ (antisymmetric part)
using the Cauchy–Stokes decomposition:
Q−θ∇uQ−θT = Ŝ + Ω̂ (2.18)
Finally, the cross-diagonal term of the pure rotation tensor Ω̂ gives the x component of rigid-body
rotation vorticity, which we define as ωRR,x. This quantity is used to mark the vortical flow features
in our flow.
Note that the definition of solid-body rotation vorticity ωRR [Eq. 2.18] is similar to that of vorticity
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ω [Eq. 2.10], but vorticity is defined directly from ∇u (through Ω), whereas rigid-body rotation
vorticity is defined from ∇u after the pure shear component is separated from it using the TDM
method (i.e, from Ω̂). Thus, the rigid-body rotation vorticity computed by this method is different
than the corresponding vorticity computed directly from ∇u, i.e., ωRR,x 6= ωx.
Although the description of the method is given for the specific case of measurements on a TV
plane, it can be applied to any other plane. The method was applied to all the mean TV planes




Structure of 3D Coupled SBLI
This chapter will cover the flow structures observed in the case of Shock boundary layer interac-
tions taking place at Mach 2.75 with a deflection angle of 6◦ using a full span wedge.
3.1 General Flow Features
3.1.1 Mean Incoming Flow Field
To set the stage for the observations that will be discussed, and because it is important to understand
the incoming baseline flow, we will first briefly describe the properties of the flow generated by
the wind tunnel coming into the interaction region. Figure 3.1 shows a time-averaged schlieren
image of the flow around the interaction region where the main flow features are labeled and
introduced in the discussion that follows. C1 and C2 indicate the incident and reflected shock
waves, respectively; E indicates the expansion wave from the shoulder of the shock generator; W
is the expansion wave associated with the interaction; and U is the upstream shock that results from
the disturbed (thickened and/or separated) boundary layer, which continues as the reflected shock
C2. I is the nominal interaction point, which is defined as the intersection point of C1 and C2.
D is a weak disturbance wave generated by a slight mismatch between the floor and the bottom
access window; this wave is found to be inconsequential to the flow properties. The expansion
wave E is sufficiently downstream of the interaction so that it does not disturb the flow at the
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Figure 3.1: Average schlieren image of the 6◦ SBLI.
interaction point I. The wedge that generates the incident oblique shock is positioned such that the
incident shock reaches the nominal interaction point nearly 582 mm downstream of the throat; this
location corresponds to x = 96 mm in our coordinate system (plane TV9). Lapsa [105] showed that
this location was sufficiently downstream of the throat for the incoming turbulent boundary layer
to reach an equilibrium state with properties similar to those of a zero-pressure-gradient flat-plate
turbulent boundary layer. In particular, Lapsa and Dahm [17,105] performed high-resolution SPIV
measurements in the empty tunnel at two downstream locations to characterize the boundary layer
properties. Just upstream of the location of the nominal interaction point, and specifically at x =
76 mm (which corresponded to the location of plane TV7), they estimated a (99%) boundary layer
thickness δ of 10 mm with a friction velocity of uτ = 30.9 ms which is of same order of magnitude as
the value computed at this location in Section 4.10. This corresponds to local Reynolds numbers of
Reδ = 89000 and Reθ = 9600, where the momentum thickness θ here is based on the incompressible
form.
Their assessment, however, was only limited to the state of the boundary layer near the symmetry
plane of the test section. Because of the importance of the incoming flow to the properties of the
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Figure 3.2: Mean velocity distribution on TV3 plane (inlet conditions). For reference, yT =
57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
interaction, the properties of the incoming flow, and particularly near the corner and sidewall, will
be investigated first. Planes TV1, TV2, and TV3 are well upstream of the interaction region, and
therefore can serve to quantify the state of the incoming flow, as well as serve as inflow boundary
conditions for possible computational fluid dynamics computations. Planes TV1 and TV2 span the
full width and height of the wind tunnel, whereas plane TV3 only spans the lower right quadrant (as
one looks downstream) and is located at x = 0 mm (i.e., at the leading edge of the shock generator).
As the TV3 plane is the closest of these three undisturbed planes to the interaction region, it will
be discussed in more detail here.
The mean velocity field on the TV3 plane is shown in Figure 3.2, where the mean in-plane velocity
components are shown as vectors and the out-of-plane component (streamwise velocity) is shown
as a color contour. The solid black line indicates the local (99%) boundary layer thickness. All
velocity components shown here are normalized by the freestream undisturbed value U∞. The
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Figure 3.3: Mean streamwise velocity profiles normal to (a): bottom wall and (b): sidewall. For
reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
sidewalls develop differently. A similar trend is observed for the TV1 and TV2 planes, although the
nonuniform corner region grows in size from TV 1 to TV3. Wall-normal and spanwise streamwise
(mean) velocity profiles taken at different distances from the side- walls and bottom walls are
shown in Figs. 3.3a and 3.3b, respectively.On the bottom wall, the boundary layer remains similar
to the centerline profile up to y = 11.5 mm; its (99%) thickness varies from about 7.7 mm on the
centerline to 8.5 mm at y = 11.5 mm. Conversely, the boundary layer on the sidewall has a similar
profile in the upper portion of the plane (z > 34.6 mm), but it quickly thickens as the corner (y = 0,
z = 0) is approached. In particular, the sidewall boundary layer is 6.4 mm thick at z = 34.6 mm and
11.1 mm at z = 10.5 mm. Thus, the sidewall boundary layer is thinner (≈ 17%) than that on the
bottom wall far from the corner but thicker as the corner is approached. The difference in boundary
layer thickness between the sidewalls and bottom walls is possibly due the one-sided nature of our
nozzle, which induces different pressure time histories and gradients experienced by the boundary
layer on the sidewalls and bottom walls, and thus result in different boundary layer profiles on the
different walls of the tunnel. This effect is also reported by Sebacher [106].
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3.1.2 Mean Streamwise Oriented Flow Field around Interaction Region
In this section, we will discuss the global flow structure of the interaction from ensemble-averaged
velocity fields. Figure 8 shows the mean velocity field on two SV planes where the streamwise
velocity is indicated in the color contour with superimposed in-plane streamlines. The sonic line,
which is here defined as the iso-contour line of streamwise velocity equal to the speed of sound
evaluated at the stagnation temperature, is also shown as a dashed line for reference as a conve-
nient way to approximately indicate the extent over which the boundary layer is affected by the
interaction: no particular physical meaning is necessarily attached to this iso-contourline. Figure
8a shows the SV1 plane, which is on the centerplane of the duct and is centered on the interaction
region (I in Figure 5). On this plane, the overall flowfield resembles the classical two-dimensional
interaction described by Babinsky and Harvey [27] and Dlery and Dussauge [26], and it is gener-
ally consistent with the schlieren image of the flow in Figure 3.1. The labels in Figure 8a follow
the flow features described in Figure 3.1. Note that the ensemble-averaged field presented here
is compiled from all realizations and does not show mean separation on the centerplane (at least
within the measurement region). In the SV3 plane (Figure 8b), which is located at about y = 17 mm
from the sidewall, the overall flow structure begins to change as a consequence of the sidewall, as
observed by Helmer et al. [59]. In particular, the effect of the reflected shock begins to smear out.
Furthermore, the projected point of incidence of the incident shock on the bottom wall moves up-
stream relative to SV1 (from about x = 120 mm to x = 110 mm, respectively), although the shock
angle remains unchanged. It has to be pointed out that both the incident and reflected shock an-
gles are somewhat larger than the inviscid solution, whereas the flow deflection past the incident
shock is estimated from the velocity measurements to be about 5.2◦ on centerline and reduces to
3.8◦ as the wall is approached (y = 17 mm plane). Furthermore, the two-dimensional streamlines
on planes approaching the sidewall become curved past the incident shock, unlike inviscid theory
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Figure 3.4: Ensemble averaged streamwise velocity fields in SV planes.For reference, yT =
57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
likely due to the lateral flow effects caused by the swept-shock/corner flow interactions.
3.1.3 Pressure Variation around the Interaction Region
The free interaction theory [35] predicts that, for our flow configuration, the pressure increase
across the interaction region for incipient flow separation is about 2.2: a pressure ratio which is also
equal to the value of an inviscid 2D interaction. A similar conclusion is also valid for the sidewall
interaction that is described by Korkegi [40]. Figure 3.5 shows the pressure distribution measured
along the wind tunnel at different locations on the bottom walls and sidewalls. Consider first the
pressure profile measured on the bottom wall. It was measured along the centerline (corresponding
to SV1; Figure 3.4a). The wall pressure is seen to rise smoothly across the interaction region, peaks
at a value of about 2.3 near x = 105 mm, drops and remains constant at about 2.2 up to x = 140 mm,
and then decreases. The decrease afterward is attributed to the presence of the expansion wave
originating from the end of the compression surface on the shock generator (see E in Figure 3.1).
Therefore, although significant thickening of the boundary layer near the centerline is observed,














Figure 3.5: Average pressure distribution on the (a) centerline of the bottom wall and at (b) various
wall-normal locations on the sidewall (y = 0) of the wind tunnel. Pressure data at (z = 34.2 mm and
35.1 mm) have been offset vertically by one unit for clarity.
the centerline; overall, it has features similar to a purely two-dimensional interaction. We will
see, however, that, overall, the interaction is highly three-dimensional and the properties of the
interaction on the SV1 plane are the result of SV1 being a plane of symmetry. On the sidewall,
the pressure distribution follows a profile similar to the one on the bottom wall as if the pressure
increase due to the interaction is spread equally across the span. The main difference is the presence
of a local minimum at about x = 120 mm, which is attributed to the intersection of expansion
































































































Figure 3.6: Average velocity fields on cross-sectional TV planes (a)-(f): TV6-TV11. For refer-
ence, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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3.1.4 Cross-sectional Flow Field and Shock Structure
The effect on the flow field of the sidewall and corner region is better visualized by the set of
measurements on selected TV planes, shown in Figure 3.6. The selected TV planes span the
region immediately upstream and downstream of the nominal interaction region. In particular,
Figure 3.6 shows planes TV6 through TV11, which cover a region from 15 mm(1.5δ) upstream
of I to 10 mm(1δ) downstream of I. In these figures, the white dashed line indicates the sonic line
as defined previously, whereas the black solid line indicates the edge of the separated flow h as
defined in section 2.2.1. The measurement region on these planes approximately spans the lower
right corner of the wind-tunnel cross section when looking in the direction of the flow. Plane TV6
(Figure 3.6a) is approximately located at the beginning of the region of upstream influence, where
the boundary layer near the centerline has not yet thickened (see Figure 3.4a). With reference to the
earlier Figure 6, we observe that the flow at the corner has strongly evolved: from just a thickening
of the boundary layer at the corner (Figure 3.2) into a bulge with a strong velocity defect on the
sidewall that protrudes into the core flow. The modification of the corner flow region into what we
observe is primarily due to the presence of the incident shock wave interacting with the sidewall
boundary layer and the corner flow itself. As the flow evolves downstream, the velocity defect
bulge grows deeper into the flow, reaching about one-quarter of the span by TV10. In plane TV7,
a low velocity region near the tunnels centerline also begins to appear and grows up to plane
TV9, after which it collapses and disappears by TV11. This is the region on the bottom wall
affected by the interaction (which does not separate in the mean, as we will assess subsequently),
and it is consistent with that shown by the field in plane SV1 (Figure 3.4a). Note also that this
region is located only around the centerplane of the tunnel,but it does not reach the sidewall. In
fact, it appears to close as the low-velocity bulge near the corner is reached. Thus, at least in the
specific case of this study, the bottom wall and sidewall boundary layer interactions are not directly






































































Figure 3.7: Average fields at TV6 showing (a): in-plane strain norm, (b): velocity component
V ,(c): velocity component W. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
To further investigate the flowfield structure in relation to the incident/reflected shocks, the shock
structure is extracted from a measure of the in-plane strain inferred from the in-plane spatial gra-




S 2yy + S 2zz + S 2yz (3.1)
where S yy = ∂V∂y , S zz =
∂W









are the in-plane strain components obtained from
the measurements.
Figure 3.7a shows the norm of the in-plane strain rate on the TV6 plane, with the major shock
and flow structure identified by black lines. The incident shock wave is identified as the region of
maximum strain. Unlike a truly 2D interaction, the incident shock is somewhat curved, as has been
studied by Alvi and Settles [4], Kubota and Stollery [3],Lu [36], Panaras [37],Wang et al. [107],
and Knight et al. [38]; it does not extend to the sidewall but, rather, it dies out at about one-quarter
of the span from the sidewall. This is consistent with the previous observation that the bottom wall
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Figure 3.8: (a) Plot showing mean |v ĵ + wk̂| in TV6 with iso contours of 0.1U∞ showing the core
flow area (b) Streamwise evolution of core flow area. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
interaction extends only up to about one-quarter of the span. The sidewall does not appear to be
affected by regions of concentrated large strains. This effect could be attributed to the existence of
shock waves. In general, the incident shock exhibits characteristics similar to those shown for plane
TV6 (Figure 3.7) on TV planes up to plane TV9. Below the incident shock, we can also observe the
formation of the reflected wave induced by the thickening of the boundary layer on the centerplane,
which begins at about x = 86 mm. The reflected wave in Figure 3.7 would form the upstream part
of the incident shock lambda structure reported in many previous studies [22,26,45]. In contrast to
the incident shock, the reflected wave is highly curved upward and terminates at the incident shock.
To the left of the point where the incident and interaction waves meet, the flow is disturbed by the
presence of the sidewall and, more importantly, by the low-velocity region (bulge) identified in
Figure 3.6. Between the incident and reflected shock is the undisturbed flow, which at this location
only covers a small area of the full cross section of the wind tunnel (see also Figure 3.6a). For
example, at this location, if the interaction of the incident shock were 2D and inviscid, then the
region of undisturbed flow would be the region below the z = 18 mm line, or about five times the
size (area) of what we observe in this 2D interaction. Thus, the strong three-dimensionality of the
interaction results in a significantly reduced core cross-sectional area, even at the early stages of
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the interaction. This effect of three dimensionality can be observed by quantitatively comparing
the streamwise core flow area of the current configuration with inviscid theory as shown in Figure
3.8b. The core flow area is defined as the area enclosed by the iso-contour of 0.1U∞ on the contour
map of mean magnitude of secondary flow vectors (Figure 3.8a). The general shock structure
shown on plane TV6 is also observed for planes upstream of the nominal interaction location, i.e.,
up to TV8. At plane TV8 (not shown), the incident and reflected waves intersect and cross. The
distortion of the flowfield resulting from confinement effects can also be further visualized by the V
and W -velocity color contours of Figures 3.7b and 3.7c (superimposed on the shocks identified in
Figure 3.7a). With reference to Figure 3.7b, the presence and evolution of the low-velocity region
at the corner induces a strong inward (i.e., from the sidewall toward the centerplane) flow; this
inward flow region does not reach the centerplane, but it is bounded by the incident and interaction
waves. Similarly, the interaction of the incident shock on the centerplane induces an upflow from
the wall into the core flow; the region of upflow is bounded by the bottom wall and the upwardly
curved interaction wave. Similarly, the incident shock induces a downflow (bounded by the wedge
surface) in the region around the centerplane only. Finally, a strong downflow (about 10% of the
undisturbed streamwise speed) on the sidewall is also present. This region is bounded in a narrow
region at the sidewall for z larger than 21 mm in this case. Although the 2D strain field computed
from the measurements does not reveal the presence of a sidewall shock, we conjecture that this
downflow is induced by the presence of a swept-shock-like interaction on the sidewall generated
by the incident oblique shock. Many of these wall-normal velocity features were also observed by
Helmer et al. [59].
3.2 Intermittent Flow Separation
The boundary layers on the bottom walls and sidewalls do not separate in the mean but only inter-
mittently. The characteristics of the intermittent separation are investigated by extracting the edge
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Figure 3.9: Instantaneous u-velocity fields superimposed by separation bubble profile at (a): TV6
(x = 81 mm) and (b): TV11 (x = 107 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
of the separated flow from the set of uncorrelated instantaneous measurements used to construct the
ensemble-averaged fields shown previously. Two different methods as discussed in section 2.2.1
have been used. In the first method (AVT), an intermittency of separation map was constructed by
computing the local probability of finding an instantaneous streamwise velocity less than a thresh-
old value indicative of separation[i.e., by defining a probability of reverse flow, PRF]. Different
threshold values ranging from 0 to 60 m/s (0.1U∞) were considered, but all cases showed similar
results. Here, we show a case with threshold value of 25 m/s, which is about twice the minimum
velocity we can measure with our setup and instrumentation. This value was selected to account
for limitations of our measurement configuration in measuring low velocities.
We compute the separation bubble extent and properties as defined in Section 2.2.1.1 using the
other method. TV5 to TV13 planes, which lie around the interaction region, are analyzed for
detecting separated flow. Transverse-vertical planes are chosen for this analysis, since they provide
for a cross-sectional projection of the separation bubble perpendicular to the core flow direction,
which is then used to infer the effective area unavailable to the flow.
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Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show a representative instantaneous view of the separation bubble height
profile hk (black solid line) superimposed on the streamwise (out-of-plane) velocity color contour
of planes TV6 (1.5δ upstream of the incident shock impingement) and TV11 (1δ downstream of the
incident shock impingement). The first observation to be made is that the region of separated flow
on the sidewall is larger than that on the bottom wall, and it is most prominent near the corner of
the tunnel. For the location and specific instant shown for plane TV6, the sidewall separation close
to the corner is already developed, whereas the bottom wall boundary layer near the centerplane
of the tunnel is not strongly influenced by the incident shock yet. It is apparent from comparing
Figures 3.9a and 3.9b that the region of separated flow on the sidewall in TV11 is larger than that in
TV6, indicating growth of the separation through the SBLI. This result is also seen in the ensemble-
averaged profile h (shown by solid lines in Figure 3.6) and from inspection of the probability of
reverse-flow maps (shown subsequently in Figure 13).
The ensemble-averaged separation bubble height profiles h corresponding to the planes of Figures
3.9a and 3.9b are indicated in Figures 3.6a and 3.6f by the solid black line. The ensemble-averaged
bottom wall separation bubble height was found to be negligible (at least within the limitations of
the current measurements) and is not visible in the figures, whereas the corresponding profile on the
sidewall has a non-negligible value in the mean. The area under these curves is a representation
of the region in the wind tunnel where there is no net streamwise flow on average and behaves
as a bluff body obstructing the incoming flow. Comparing Figures 3.6a and 3.6f, flow blockage
is larger in the TV11 plane than in TV6, as the instantaneous case has also shown. Most of
the contribution to the blockage comes from the sidewall separation in both planes. The bottom
wall separation is nearly nonexistent in the mean at these two locations and only appears in the
immediate vicinity of the expected centerline interaction. This behavior can be ascribed to the
significant three-dimensional effects arising as a result of the low aspect ratio of the wind tunnel
and the complex curved shock structure of the incident shock as the corner flow is approached.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: Probability of reverse flow (PRF) superimposed by separation bubble profile at (a):
TV6 (x = 81 mm) and (b): TV11 (x = 107 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
To quantify the likelihood of observing flow separation, the probability of reverse flow for planes
TV6 and TV11 is shown on Figure 13. The figures show the probability superimposed on the
mean h profile (thick, black, and dashed line), in-plane velocity vectors, and two-dimensional
(projected) streamlines. We observe that, on TV6, the probability of finding separated flow on the
bottom wall near the tunnels centerplane is much less than 50% (within the measurement region);
whereas on the sidewall, we can have flow separation up to 50% of the time within the region where
the low- velocity bulge identified previously is found. For the TV11 plane, no separation is, in
practice, observed on the bottom wall, whereas the sidewall and corner experience flow separation
a significant fraction of the time. In the corner region, for example, flow separation approaches
100%. In both cases, the separation bubble height profile h is a good indicator of separated flow
and agrees well with the probability map.
Figure 3.11a shows the probability density function (PDF) distribution of sidewall separated flow
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Figure 3.11: PDFs of various separation characteristics at TV6 and TV11 planes.
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area A (normalized by AT , which is one-fourth of the cross-sectional area of the tunnel) compiled
over all instants for the TV6 and TV11 planes. The results are normalized with one-fourth of the
tunnel cross-sectional area, as only the bottom quarter of the tunnel is studied in detail in this work;
this choice gives the equivalent fraction if computed over the full cross-sectional area. The ratio
AAT indicates the fraction of the total area blocked to the incoming flow by separation. Flow is
considered attached if A = 0. The upstream plane (TV6) has a smaller sidewall separated flow
area, and separation is more intermittent than sidewall flow separation at the downstream location
(TV11), as inferred from Figure 3.11a. Comparing Figures 3.11a and 3.11b, we conclude that,
on the sidewall, the flow state at TV6 is more likely to be attached, whereas the flow is always
separated in TV11. On the contrary, the bottom wall is more likely to be attached at both loca-
tions. However, note that the finite resolution of the measurements (relative to the boundary layer
thickness and, possibly, to the size of separation that might be present) and practical limitations in
measuring the flow velocity as the wall is approached could bias the measurement toward higher
velocity, thus preventing correct detection of negative velocities for thin (compared to the size of
the PIV interrogation window) reverse-flow regions.
Further downstream, the most probable value of the sidewall separated flow area in the TV11 plane
is about 3% of the quarter-tunnel cross-sectional area AT , and there is no case of non-separated
flow, as seen in Figure 3.11a. At the most, the sidewall separation on the TV11 plane amounts to
up to 6% of the wind-tunnel quarter-cross-section area.
PDF distributions of the bottom wall separation area for the TV6 and TV11 planes are shown in
Figure 3.11b. It is evident that the bottom- wall separation is more probable at the upstream lo-
cation of TV6; although, at both locations, the predominant state is attached flow. The hypothesis
put forward by Delery and Dussauge [26] to explain reattachment is that the incident shock wave
impinges on the flow around a separation bubble, which acts as a free boundary, causing an expan-
sion wave to be reflected in the downstream direction. The expansion wave curves the detached
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shear layer toward the wall, eventually reattaching it downstream of the interaction. At the same
time, the influence of high pressure developed behind the shock is propagated upstream through
the viscous boundary layer. This smears the adverse pressure gradient upstream of the point where
the shock impinges the boundary layer on the bottom wall and causes the flow to separate. In
Figures 3.11a and 3.11b, it can be seen that most of the flow separation in our flow configuration
comes from the interaction of the shock with the sidewall boundary layer and the corner flow, and
not from the interaction with the bottom wall.
PDF distributions computed for the total separated flow area (i.e., the sum of the separated area on
the sidewalls and bottom- walls) from all the images of the TV6 and TV11 planes are shown in
Figure 3.11c. For the most part, these PDF distributions follow the profiles for the corresponding
sidewall separated flow area. Separation is more probable and larger in the region downstream of
the interaction than the upstream plane.
Figure 3.11d shows the PDF distribution of the sidewall (maximum) separation bubble height Hk
(normalized by δ) for the two planes considered here. This quantity represents how far the region
of separated flow stretches into the undisturbed flow. A value of Hk equal to zero corresponds
to a nonseparated case. It is worth noting that, past the interaction zone, the separation bubble is
more likely to stretch toward the core flow than in the upstream region. On the upstream plane,
the separation bubble height extends up to 0.5δ; whereas on the downstream plane, it reaches one
boundary layer thickness.
The analysis presented previously was repeated for the planes around the interaction region to
obtain the variation of separated flow properties with respect to the streamwise direction x. The
streamwise variations of the ensemble-averaged total, bottom wall, and sidewall separated flow
areas (computed over all instances) are shown in Figure 3.12. Since the relevant measurements
started at a streamwise location of x = 76 mm, the data are linearly extrapolated to zero (solid lines)
to obtain the upstream point of separation, which is found to be around x ≈ 70 mm. It can also be
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Figure 3.12: Streamwise distribution of mean separation area.
seen that the bottom wall separation bubble reattaches upstream of the sidewall reattachment at
about x ≈ 110 mm. These values are also supported by the static wall pressure measurements
made on the bottom wall centerline, as shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen from the pressure
measurements that a sharp adverse pressure gradient is developed at about x ≈ 75 mm, causing
the flow to (intermittently) separate, whereas a strong favorable pressure gradient between x ≈
100 mm and 120 mm causes the flow to reattach on the bottom wall. The static wall pressure
measurements on the sidewall follow the same trend of the streamwise variation of separated flow
area. In particular, the decrease in the sidewall separated flow area around x ≈ 90 mm corresponds
to the local dip in pressure and the favorable pressure gradient observed about the vertical midplane
(z = 34.7 mm), whereas the maximum of the sidewall separated flow area corresponds to the second
peak in the pressure plots observed about the vertical midplane (z = 34.7 mm) around x ≈ 110 mm.
Note that the local minimum around x ≈ 90 mm is not observed in the pressure plots taken at
z = 15.2 mm. The absence of the pressure minimum at this position could be caused by corner
effects and the resulting shock system that may tend to smear out pressure variations.
It can be seen from Figure 3.12 that most of the contribution to the total separated flow area
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comes from the sidewall separation. This is particularly true after the nominal interaction. The
area of separated flow on the bottom wall grows from x = 70 mm, peaks around the nominal
interaction location (x ≈ 96 mm), and then decreases to zero immediately after the interaction. On
the other hand, the sidewall separated flow area increases above the value for the bottom wall in
the region leading to the nominal interaction region, drops to a local minimum value around the
nominal interaction region, and then further increases after the nominal interaction location. At the
nominal interaction location, where separation on the bottom wall is at its strongest, the bottom
wall separated flow area accounts for about 35% of the total separated flow area. Thus, overall,
separation on the sidewall is the largest contribution to areas of separated flow. We note that, at least
for a low-aspect-ratio duct, this result could impact the placement and testing of various boundary
layer control devices and injection systems that have previously been installed primarily on the
bottom walls of supersonic inlet geometries, such as in the studies by Bruce and Babinsky [55],
Lapsa [105], Lu et al. [108], and McCormick [109], to name a few.
The dominance of separated flow on the sidewall is attributed to the strong three-dimensionality of
the flow caused by the SBLI. In the region just before the nominal interaction location, the bottom
wall separation zone strengthens due to the adverse pressure gradient from the shock that is felt
upstream, and it may cause the sidewall separation zone to weaken (relative to the incoming state)
in the same region. Nevertheless, the contribution of sidewall separated flow to the total separated
flow remains greater than the contribution of bottom wall separated flow. After the nominal in-
teraction location, the bottom wall separation reattaches due to the expansion fan reflected from
the incident shock. But, at this position, the 2D effects of the interaction associated with sidewall-
induced flow deflection toward the center of the duct (and, overall, important because of the low
aspect ratio of the tunnel) dominate. As the centerline interaction is diminishing, the separation
bubble size on the sidewall continues to grow in the downstream direction. The strengthening of
one separation and the weakening of the other seem to indicate the existence of some coupling
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between sidewall and bottom wall separated flow regions. Analysis of the separated flow size
among instantaneous images did not yield any correlation between sizes, however. Another be-
havior worth noticing from the extrapolated curves is that the sidewall separation bubble seems to
start much further upstream (around x ≈ 68 mm) of the central interaction, whereas the bottom-
wall separation bubble starts at around x ≈ 72 mm. It is postulated that this result may be caused
by the shock being curved upstream toward the sidewalls, along with viscous effects introduced
by the sidewall boundary layer that tend to smear the pressure rise further upstream, thus inducing
flow separation on the sidewall earlier than on the bottom wall.
3.3 Large Scale Vortical Structure in the Interaction Region
Vortex structure of the flow field was extracted using the TDM procedure described in section 2.2.2
applied to mean vector fields. A few examples of the rigid-body rotation vorticity ωRR,as defined
in section 2.2.2 are shown in Figure 3.13 for TV planes TV5, TV9, TV12, TV13, and TV14.
The TV5 data plane (Figure 3.13a) was chosen, as it offers a clear view of the vortices in the
incoming flow. At this location, the flow is characterized by three primary vortices. Vortices A and
B correspond to a counter-rotating corner vortex pair. Vortex A rotates counter-clockwise (positive
vorticity), whereas vortex B rotates clockwise (negative vorticity). These are consistent with the
findings of Davis and Gessner [7], who observed a similar vortex pair. Empty tunnel corner flows
will be investigated in detail in the next chapter 4. The geometry of the vortices in our case is
skewed because the wind-tunnel nozzle is contoured only on the top side. Vortex C is caused by
the swept-shock interaction with the sidewall boundary layer. A description of the properties of a
swept-shock/boundary layer interaction can be found in the work by Alvi and Settles [4]. As the
flow evolves downstream, it is observed that, as the incident shock wave approaches the bottom
wall, the clockwise rotating vortex B is constrained by the corner and its magnitude increases. It





















































































Figure 3.13: ωRR fields at (a): TV5 (x = 76 mm), (b): TV9 (x = 96 mm), (c): TV10 (x = 101 mm),
(d): TV13 (x = 130 mm), and (e): TV14 (x = 137 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT =
69.3 mm.
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Figure 3.14: Rigid rotation z-vorticity contours with in-plane velocity vectors on SH1. For refer-
ence, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
of vortex structure observed after a moderate strength oblique shock-streamwise vortex interaction
in the computational studies of Zudov and Pimonov [110].
Figure 3.13d shows that, as the flow further develops downstream, vortex C, which is associated
with the swept shock, is reflected upward from the corner vortex B, and it is then further deflected
upward by the reflected shock.From Figures 3.13d and 3.13e, it appears that the expansion wave W
deflects the vortex, which then strengthens and is convected downward by the stronger expansion
fan E that follows. The results of Figure 3.13 also show that the corner vortex A moves toward
the center, whereas vortex B is strengthened and remains near the corner. The bending of vortex
A away from the sidewall would divert the core flow away from it, which is consistent with the oil
flow visualization and the surface streamlines described by Burton and Babinsky [56] and Benek
et al. [58].
Figure 3.14 shows the z-vorticity contour map on the SH1 plane (z = 9.5 mm). The negative
vorticity toward the sidewall is the projection of the vorticity associated with the incoming swept
shock (vortex C) on the streamwise-horizontal plane. The close proximity of this vortex to the
bottom wall is thought to be responsible for the increased sidewall separation in the corner region.
A fourth vortex, labeled D, is identified on plane TV12 and the following planes. This vortex is
seen to persist downstream and evolve while remaining close to the bottom wall.To better iden-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: Rigid rotation y-vorticity contours with in-plane velocity vectors on (a): SV1 (y =
28 mm) and (b): SV3 (y = 17 mm) planes. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
tify the origin of this vortex, we compare it with the vorticity field extracted on other planes. In
particular, Figure 3.15a shows rigid-body rotation y vorticity on plane SV1, and we can identify a
strong region of concentrated vorticity (indicated by Do in Figure 3.15) about 1δ downstream of the
nominal interaction region. This region of concentrated vorticity is not associated with the (inter-
mittent) separation on centerline, but it is associated with the flow passing through the interaction
above the region of separated flow. As shown in Figure 3.9, the height of the region of separated
flow extends, at most, up to z = 1.7 mm, whereas the region of intense vorticity is centered around
y = 5.7 mm and extends outward up to y = 8.6 mm while remaining within the boundary layer. We
speculate that vortex D and vortex Do observed on SV1 are somehow related. Specifically, our
assessment suggests that they are the same vortex that forms near the centerline of the duct as a
spanwise vortex (positive y vorticity), and it is then tilted symmetrically with respect to the duct
centerline to aligned itself in the direction of the flow downstream to form a counter-rotating vortex
pair. What we observe in Figure 3.15a is the cross section of the vortex projected on the symmetry
plane as the vortex is formed at the interaction, whereas Figure 3.13e captures both legs (feature
D and D′)of the deflected and tilted vortex on a cross-sectional plane. Note that measurements on
this plane are full span and capture the counter-rotating nature of the vortex pair DD’. (Note also
the near symmetry of the flow field and vortex distribution.) The observed alternating negative-
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Figure 3.16: Schematic diagram of the vortex structure associated with the 3D SBLI.
positivenegative vortex tubes conforming the bottom wall would cause alternating separation and
reattachment lines, as proposed by Kornilov [80], downstream of the oblique incident SBLI. The
overall structure of vortex DD0 is similar to that of a horseshoe vortex formed around a bluff body
in a flow. In this flow, we can relate the intermittent separation bubble on the bottom wall or even
the local thickening of the boundary layer near the centerline of the duct as the bluff-body distur-
bance that generates the horseshoe vortex we identify in the vortex pair DD′. To conclude, note
that, from a comparison of consecutive TV planes, we can also observe that the counter-rotating
vortex pair DD′ tends to move toward the bottom wall because the vortex dynamics drives them
downward. As a result, they cause a net downward velocity on the centerline, which may then
promote flow reattachment or delay any further separation on the bottom wall.
A schematic diagram that summarizes the possible 2D structure, distribution, and dependencies of
the vortex systems is shown in Figure 3.16.
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3.4 Role of Vortices in inducing Flow Separation
3.4.1 Corner Vortices A−B
Vortex pair A− B is associated with secondary flows developing in the corner (described in detail
in Chapter 4) that originate from the full time history of the corner flow forming the flow coming
into the interaction. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the details and response of the vortex pair
to a shock may differ from one duct flow to another one. For example, recalling Figure 3.2 and the
description of the incoming flow properties, the corner flow in our wind tunnel is not symmetric
about the corner bisector due to the non symmetric nature of our nozzle that induces different
pressure gradient and time histories on the developing boundary layer developing on the side and
floor of the tunnel merging into the corner [106]. Because the corner vortex pair evolves in a flow
field controlled by two opposing shock interactions on either side of the corner, the evolution of
the vortex pair is strongly linked to and responds to the evolution of the other two vortex systems
(C and D).
3.4.2 Swept Shock Vortex C
Vortex C develops on the sidewall and assumes the shape seen in Figure 3.13c, which is comparable
to what was observed by Panaras [37] in his computations. The curved nature of the incident
and reflected shocks is also apparent in Figures 3.13a3.13c, which is caused by the simultaneous
existence of the two coupled shock interaction systems (swept and oblique incident SBLIs) and the
low aspect ratio of the duct. Vortex C is associated with the relatively weak swept-shock interaction
on the sidewall that develops as the incident shock approaches the bottom wall and then continues
as part of the reflected shock system.
Using the physical model of the free (i.e., not confined by or reflected from walls) swept-shock
interaction of Alvi and Settles [4] for a Mach 2.7 and 6◦ flow deflection angle considering the shock
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Figure 3.17: Schematic SBLI structure on a plane perpendicular to the incident shock.
normal Mach number Mn = 1.2 and measured Ppost shock/Ppre shock ≈ 2.2, it would be expected that
the interaction results in what they referred to as a primary separation case in which flow separation
consists of a single flattened spiral vortex. In our case, the interaction is relatively weak compared
to the range of cases they studied, but it still falls under the primary separation case as they defined
it. A schematic diagram showing the flow structure generated by a swept shock is shown in Figure
3.17. It has been adapted starting from the description of Alvi and Settles, with the addition of
the confinement of the bottom wall and the other vortex features that resulted from the interaction.
Because of the conical symmetry of the swept-shock flowfield, it is more appropriate to describe
the flowfield in a plane perpendicular to the incident swept shock and in a conical coordinate
system (φ,θ). What is shown in Figure 3.17 follows this view.
The separation map of the interaction along with a planar representation of the incoming and
reflected shocks is shown in Figure 3.18 that will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4.3. In a swept-
shock interaction with primary separation, the pressure increase due to the incident shock lifts the
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Figure 3.18: Three-dimensional plot of probability reverse flow PRF (color contour) and separa-
tion bubble height h(solid line) around the interaction region. S’ and R’ indicate separation and
re-attachment points of the closed separation region on the bottom wall resulting from the inci-
dent shock interaction; S” and R” indicate separation and re-attachment of the closed recirculation
region on the sidewall resulting from the corner; S and R are the (approximate) separation lines
of the open separation from the swept shock interaction. Incident and reflected shock waves are
indicative.
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boundary layer (S in Figure 3.18) and folds it into the spiral vortex once it reattaches (reattachment
R in Figure 3.18). The influence of the formation of this vortex propagates upstream to some point
U. The separation and reattachment lines are conical, and thus is the spiral vortex itself. Because
of the conical structure of the flow field, reverse flow in the laboratory frame of reference (i.e.,
negative streamwise velocity) might not be expected at all times, especially for weak interactions
(reverse flow is, however, present in the conical coordinate system and refers to flow moving away
from flow coming into the interaction, as seen in the conical coordinate system). In this respect, the
conical vortex might be considered a form of open-type separation region [111–114], as discussed
by Alvi and Settles [4]. The separation vortex then induces a branching of the incident shock (i.e.,
the creation of a λ foot) with a front and a rear shock wave. In our flow, we identify vortex C as
the primary separation conical vortex in the free swept-shock interaction.
In our case, we do not have a free swept-shock interaction because of the presence of the corner
and bottom wall. Furthermore, the two other vortex systems interact with vortex C, and the swept
shock (along with vortex C itself) ultimately reflects from the bottom wall. To reconcile the free
swept-shock model with our more complex flow field, consider the following (refer also to Figures
3.16 and 3.17). Early in the evolution, the incident swept-shock flow field forms and evolves
independently and undisturbed by the constraints imposed by the corner and bottom wall. We
observe the presence of vortex C on planes upstream of the interaction close to the sidewall and
centered at about z = 20 mm from the bottom wall (see Figure 3.13), but we do not observe reverse
flow (in the mean flow in laboratory frame of reference) at this location (Figures 3.6 and 3.10).
This would be consistent with vortex C being a conical spiral vortex induced by the swept shock
on the sidewall and providing a region of open-type separation. Below vortex C,we do observe the
low streamwise velocity bulge and (intermittent) flow separation in a region close to the sidewall
centered at y = 7 mm (Figures 3.6 and 3.10); but, this feature is associated with the asymmetric
corner vortex pair, and its role in weakening the flow at the corner (i.e., by making it more prone
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to separation) by asymmetrically reorganizing high- (into the lower portion of the corner close to
the bottom wall) and low-momentum (away from the corner, in the upper part of it) fluids. As
a result, the flow weakly separates in the bulge region upstream of the nominal interaction point
away from the bottom wall (Figures 3.6a and 3.10a). Separation in this region is initiated by the
adverse pressure gradient associated with the incident shock interaction (see Figure 3.5). Then,
the flow more strongly separates right at the corner once the incident shock reaches the bottom
wall and the corner (Figures 3.6f and 3.10b). This larger and stronger separation appears to be
associated with fluid originating from the region of separated flow starting upstream and being
swept down toward the corner vertex. Note that the point of maximum wall pressure is observed
near TV11, which is where strong flow separation at the corner vortex is observed in Figures 3.6f
and 3.10b. Note also that this region of separated flow in the corner region is of the closed type (the
methods based on defining the separation bubble height profile h and the probability of reverse-
flow map, shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.10, are capable of identifying closed separation only). Thus,
vortex C defines a sidewall open separation due to the swept shock, whereas vortex pair A− B
indirectly induces a closed separation in the corner itself. Vortex C and the vortex pair A− B
mutually interact as the incident shock closes on the bottom wall corner to create the conditions
for generating and sustaining the region of stronger separated flow near the channel corner. This
thus establishes the importance of the secondary flows that exist due to a streamwise corner of a
channel and necessitates their further study (Chapter 4).
The interaction between the two vortex systems also affects their trajectory. From the set of vor-
ticity plots in Fig 3.13, we can also observe that the trajectory of vortex C is downward toward the
bottom wall (see also Figure 3.16). As vortex C approaches the bottom wall, it displaces vortex
B further down towards the bottom wall, which then drives vortex A toward the centerline of the
tunnel, and which is ultimately bounded by vortex D and the plane of symmetry (the centerplane
of the channel). Then, as the flow proceeds through the interaction, vortex C begins to follow an
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upward trajectory and induces a secondary counter-rotating vortex bounded by the sidewall (Fig-
ure 3.13e). Thus, this vortex dominates the vortex system associated with the reflected shock wave
near the corner (Figure 3.13d).
3.4.3 Vortex D and Vortex Branching
The first two vortex systems discussed so far are associated with the swept-shock interaction of
the incident shock on the sidewall, the presence of the corner, and the corner vortex pair. As the
incident shock finally reaches the bottom wall boundary layer, a third vortex system is formed. A
signature of this third vortex system was identified by vortex D in Figure 3.13 and vortex Do in
Figure 3.15 in both SV1 and SV3. We also observe that vortex Do appears to split in SV3. Because
of the somewhat limited set of measurements, we do not have a complete view of the origin of this
third vortex system. However, starting from what we discussed so far, we here attempt to reason
about its origin and the overall structure from the available data. Vortex D appears to be relatively
decoupled from the flow evolution on the sidewall and at the corner, although its presence may limit
the evolution of the vortex pair A−B, which tends to be displaced outward toward the centerplane
by vortex C. Combining the information inferred from Figures 3.13 and 3.15 about vortex D in the
previous section, we speculate that vortex D may be part of a horseshoe vortex system generated
by the boundary layer thickening or separation near the centerline of the tunnel. However, even this
interpretation might be incomplete. Previous work in our tunnel by Eagle et al. [6, 115] focused
on the study of the topology of the flow field primarily through oil flow visualization. That work
identified some of the vortex features studied in more detail here, but it also identified a region of
recirculation on the sidewall near the bottom wall interaction point. This region was associated
with a focus point existing on the sidewall, and it was observed that the size of the swirling region
increased with the strength of the interaction (i.e. with increasing flow deflection angle of the
shock generator). Its origin was not clear, but we currently have two hypotheses about its relation
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to the vortex D system.
The first hypothesis is that the swirling observed at the sidewall is associated with the closed
recirculation region observed at the corner, and it is solely a result of the corner flow; whereas
vortex D is the horseshoe vortex described previously. If this were true, we would expect that a
similar recirculation region exists on the bottom wall at a corresponding position. Thus, the closed
recirculation region would have a shape of a toroidal sector that terminates on the bottom walls
and sidewalls, with one focus on either wall. Unfortunately, the oil flow visualization [57] does
not show the existence of a second focus point on the bottom wall (may be due to unsteadiness or
intermittency of the flow), nor do we have stereo-PIV measurements available close to and parallel
to the bottom wall that could provide more insight on this possibility.
The second hypothesis we consider is that the focus point on the sidewall observed from the oil flow
visualization, the vortex Do in SV1 and SV3, and vortex D are somehow linked, as schematically
shown in Figure 3.16 through a vortex branching process. The hypothesis is that a vortex spans the
full width of the duct and it is anchored on the sidewall; whereas a symmetric U-shaped branching
occurs somewhere between the centerplane of the duct and the sidewalls to form vortex D, which
we observe on TV planes. The direction of rotation of the vortex pair DD′ observed in TV planes
is consistent with this hypothesis. The vortex Do spanning the bottom wall along the y direction
observed in the SV planes has a positive y vorticity. If this vortex tube were turned by 90 deg in
the positive z direction of rotation, it would have a rotation in the negative x vorticity, which is
consistent with the sign of rotation of vortex D in the TV planes. Similarly, the sign of rotation
of vortex D′ is consistent with the turning of vortex Do by 90 deg in the negative z direction of
rotation.
Spanwise vortices associated with flows past finite-span bluff bodies attached to a flat surface are
widely observed and discussed in the literature [116, 117]. In our case, a streamwise adverse
pressure gradient exists at the nominal interaction region. Pressure is, however, nearly uniform
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across the span (refer back to Figure 8); thus, the spanwise vortex can terminate on the sidewall
and it does not spill over the sides, as in the case of flow around finite-span bluff bodies [116,117].
The studies of Tropea and Martinuzzi [116] and Chou and Chao [117] showed that the spanwise
vortex formed at the bluff body could branch into a number of horseshoe U vortices as the ratio
between the length L of the bluff body causing the vortex to its height d is increased. In our case L
corresponds to the span of the bottom wall interaction or width of the tunnel and d corresponds to
the thickened bottom wall boundary layer as a result of the interaction which would act similar to
a bluff body for the incoming flow. We define this ratio as the slenderness ratio, L∗ = Ld, and we
refer to this process as U branching. In our case, we take the length to be the width of the tunnel
(L = yT ) and the height of the thickened boundary layer at the interaction on SV1 (specifically,
we take the maximum height of the sonic line in Figure 3.4a as the representative height of the
body blocking the flow, and which is approximately on the order of δ/2). Thus, in our case,
L∗ = yT d ≈ 10. Chou and Chao [117] considered slenderness ratios ranging from 5 to 20, and they
observed the formation of no branches, one branch, two branches, and three branches as the value
of L∗ increased over this range. The first branching occurred for a slenderness ratio near 10. Thus,
our case might exhibit vortex U branching. Note, however, that their study was performed in water
flows at low Reynolds numbers, and our estimate of the size of the equivalent bluff-body size is
somewhat arbitrary.
The flow recirculation structure visualized by the oil flow visualization of a stronger interaction
(Mach 2.0, 10 deg deflection SBLI; study by Eagle et al. [57]) in the same wind tunnel corresponds
to a case of smaller L∗ (owing to larger representative blockage or d caused by the stronger inter-
action) and is similar to the structure of the vortex cross section observed by Chou and Chao [117]
for a case of L∗ = 5.33, where they observed no branching. However, no quantitative data are
available from the stronger interaction study [57] to confirm the nonexistence of DD′ in the case
with a stronger interaction.
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3.5 Summary
Figure 3.19: 3D interactive figure of flow structure.
Based on the quantitative and qualitative assessment of the different flow properties presented so
far, a 2D schematic diagram showing the distribution of the different vortex systems is presented
in Figure 3.16 (An interactive 3D version is provided in Figure 3.19). The alternating arrangement
of positive and negative vortex tubes conforming to the bottom wall would be a likely cause of
the alternating regions of separation and reattachments observed by Kornilov [80]. Furthermore, a
2D plot showing the probability of reverse flow (contour), the profiles of separation bubble height
h (black solid line), and a schematic representation of the various separation (S , S ′, and S ”) and
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reattachment (R, R′, and R”) lines are shown in Figure 3.18. For clarity, only the TV planes were
used to construct Figure 3.18. Open-type (dasheddotted lines) and closed-type (dashed lines) sep-
arations are differentiated by the line type. For closed separation, the separation and reattachment
lines are defined as qualitatively bounding regions of significant probability of reverse flow. The
region between the S and R lines are only qualitatively located to represent the location of the
sidewall vortex induced by the swept shock, which we associate to an open separation consistent
with the primary separation flow structure of a weak swept-shock interaction (shown in Figure
3.17). Neither the probability of reverse flow nor the separation bubble height methods are capable
of identifying this open separation region because these quantities are defined on the detection of
reverse flow, whereas close separation does not involve reverse flow [114]. The planes are a quali-
tative representation (neglecting shock curvature) of the incident and reflected shock wave (angles
extracted from the schlieren image of Figure 3.1).
The region of closed separation associated with the bottom wall interaction is confined in a rel-
atively small region on the bottom wall. Its streamwise extent Lsep,BW is only about 2δ long
(somewhere between TV6 and TV10), extends laterally to about ±δ from the duct centerplane, and
is about 13δ high at most. Separation on the bottom wall is only intermittent, and the probability
of observing reverse flow is only 25%.
The closed separation at the corner starts upstream of TV4 and terminates past TV12, which cor-
responds to a streamwise extent Lsep,S W of at least ≈ 5δ and penetrates into the duct for about 0.8δ,
whereas it remains confined on the sidewall but off the corner itself until the reattachment shock
is formed. The most upstream point is where flow reversal is at about 2.5δ upstream of the nomi-
nal interaction point (TV4) and shows a probability of reverse flow around 25%. The probability
increases as the flow evolves in the corner, and it reaches a value near 75% at the interaction itself
(around TV9). Up to the interaction point, separation is only intermittent however. Completely
separated flow(i.e., 100% probability of finding reverse flow) is found only 1δ downstream of the
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interaction and is observed right at the corner of the duct. The region of separated flow then slowly
closes downstream at a position about 2δ downstream of the interaction (past TV12). Thus, the
sidewall region is characterized by a larger region of more likely separated flow than the bottom
wall region. In this sense, the sidewall interaction is said to be the dominant feature.
Recently Bruce et al. [13] and Benek et al. [14] investigated the effects of corners, sidewalls,
and confinement effects on the different shock wave/boundary layer interaction configurations.
Specifically related to this work, the recent computational work of Benek et al. [14] was aimed at
investigating the effect of the duct aspect ratio (yT zT ) and boundary layer thickness on the regions
of separated flow induced by different-strength incident SBLI cases. Their results showed that,
independent of the strength of the shock and duct aspect ratio, the boundary layer thickness-to-
duct-width ratio (δyT ) had a primary role in determining the balance between the size and shape
of the bottom wall and sidewall regions of separated flow and the overall structure of the vortical
flows. In particular, their parametric study showed that, as δyT increased, the overall morphology
of the interaction and separated flow regions was strongly affected. More significantly, they found
a non monotonic trend between the bottom wall separation length and δyT : there existed an inter-
mediate value of δyT at which Lsep,BWδ was maximum. A phenomenological explanation of this
behavior was that, for low values of δyT , the two interactions developed in a decoupled fashion
(effectively, one being a 2D incident SBLI, and the other a free swept SBLI); as δyT increased,
the two interactions coupled to affect each other and to limit their development. But, the domi-
nant flow mechanism controlling the coupling was primarily the region at the corner, and not the
sidewall interaction itself. For sufficiently large δyT , the development (growth) of the bottom wall
separation was effectively hindered by the constraining of the sidewall separation at the corner (not
at the swept SBLI itself), which now dominated the domain with large recirculation regions and
vortical structures. The swept shock might have had a role by sweeping sidewall boundary layer
fluid toward the corner. Furthermore, as a result of the displacement of the sidewall flow toward the
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center, the bottom wall separation size was reduced (in both the lateral and streamwise extents).
The dominance of the sidewall/corner separated flow over the bottom wall centerline separation
was enabled by the fact that the footprint of the interaction was convex (i.e., the influence of the
bottom wall interaction was more upstream as the sidewall/corner was approached): the corner
flow began to develop undisturbed upstream of the centerline separation, whereas the centerline
bottom wall separation developed in the wake of the corner flow separation.
Although our study considers only two interaction strengths (freestream Mach number and shock
deflection angle), the second of which will be discussed in Chapter 5 and one case of aspect ratio
(yT zT = 0.83, δ/yT = 0.17), it supports the general observations of Benek et al. [14] on the dom-
inance of the sidewall and corner interactions in low-aspect-ratio supersonic duct flow: although,
quantitatively, the response of different flow properties might be somewhat different from theirs.
3.6 Conclusions
In this work, the three-dimensionality of the properties and flow structure of a shock wave/boundary
layer interaction in a low-aspect- ratio supersonic duct flow was investigated. SPIV measurements
on several orthogonal planes around the interaction regions were used for the study. Measurements
on cross-sectional planes were of particular significance for understanding the properties and the
coupling between the bottom wall (incident SBLI) and sidewall (swept SBLI) interactions. It was
observed that the incident shock was deformed (curved) toward the core flow, which was in agree-
ment with the simulations of Wang et al. [107]. Because the interaction was relatively weak (6◦
deflection angle), only intermittent separation was observed, which agreed with the findings from
some of the cases of Souverein et al. [52]. From the data of Figures 3.6 and 3.18 on TV planes,
it was found that the largest velocity defect and the highest likelihood of separation occurred near
the corner region. The topology and location of these regions were different from those observed
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in the oil flow experiments by Bruce et al. [13, 68] and Burton and Babinsky [56]; the primary
reason for this difference would likely be the swept-shock interaction present on the sidewall in
this experiment. Three-dimensional representations of the areas of flow separation (Figure 3.18)
and of vortical features (Figure 3.16) were constructed to identify key features in the flow and their
relative location. They revealed the complex 2D vortical flowfield that coupled that sidewall and
bottom wall interactions, with the corner region being constrained by the vortices and having a
larger tendency to separate. Thus, for the current low-aspect-ratio duct flow, it was concluded that
the corner flowfield dominated the interaction in the sense that it was the location of the largest
and more probable flow separation. The shape of the flow-separation bubble on the bottom wall
was similar to that observed in the simulations of Bermejo-Moreno et al. [62, 118]. The presence
of the attached flow region on the bottom wall between the bottom wall separation and the corner
separation was consistent with the results of Wang et al. [107]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated
that the (rigid-body rotation) vorticity was affected by the interaction of the incident shock sys-
tem on the bottom wall and sidewalls, and it resulted in a system of vortices on both walls. It
is noted, however, that the reconstructed structure of the vortical features was conducted from a
two-dimensional surrogate of the velocity gradient tensor, which might put a limit on how these
vortical features are identified.
The current flow configuration was unsteady with intermittent separation. Similar results for the
case of a high Reynolds number and weak incident shock were observed on the bottom wall by
Souverein et al. [52]. Conditional statistics were used to identify and quantify the locations, areas,
and probabilities of separation. Maps quantifying the local probability of reverse flow and the
separation bubble height h along with its statistics were constructed. Three regions of separated
flow were identified from these quantities: 1) the bottom wall centerplane separation; 2) the corner
flow separation; and 3) the sidewall interaction and separation. The first two regions were of the
closed-type separation, whereas the third region was of the open type. The sidewall flow was
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controlled by a conical vortex induced by the swept-shock interaction with no reverse flow (in
the laboratory frame of reference). Bottom-wall flow (closed-type) separation was present, but the
probability of observing it was only about 25% on a relatively small region. At most, its length was
limited to about 2δ. The three regions were coupled, and their mutual interaction balanced their
strength and size, as suggested by the study of Benek et al. [14]. In fact, the ratio of the boundary
layer thickness relative to the duct size was within the range of values for it to play a controlling
role on the growth of the bottom wall separated flow region, as indicated by Benek et al. [14]. A
closed separation (up to 75% probability of observing reverse flow) was also found at the corner
on the sidewall of the duct around TV11 (see Figures 3.10 and 3.18). This was the dominant
closed separation region. The sidewall separation began well upstream (2.5δ) than the bottom wall
separation and closed well downstream (2.5δ) of it. Its location, size, and strength (probability
of finding separated flow) were the result of a balance between the competing development of
the sidewall shock interaction, the bottom wall interaction, and the asymmetric weak corner flow
generated by the one-sided nozzle.
The underlying 2D vortex structure was identified by applying the triple decomposition of motion
to isolate the rigid-body rotation vorticity from the shear-related one. This decomposition was
applied to a 2D surrogate form of the velocity gradient tensor that was defined based on the com-
ponents made available by the current measurement configuration while neglecting the effect of
compressibility. This approach provided an effective way to identify swirling motion only, as well
as to reconstruct the location and 2D structure of vortical flow features that dominated the interac-
tion. The method identified three systems of vortices: 1) the corner vortex pair (vortex AB); 2) the
swept-shock vortex on the sidewall (vortex C); and 3) a horseshoe-like vortex originated from the
bottom wall interaction, and possibly connected to the corner separation through a branching pro-
cess. The three vortex systems approached each other at the nominal interaction region, and their
combined rotational velocities exerted a strong velocity away from the wall, which tended to pro-
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mote separation, particularly at the sidewall corner region (This interaction is studied in detail in
Chapter 5). The bulk of the structure proposed was similar to the structure proposed by Eagle and
Driscoll [6] however, the lifted type-2 vortex pair was not observed in the TDM results, possibly
indicating it was a result of shear or straining phenomena. The alternating negativepositivenegative
vortex tubes conforming the bottom wall would also reaffirm the propositions of alternating sep-




Empty Tunnel Corner Flows
In this chapter a description of secondary flows residing in the corner of a rectangular wind channel
will be presented. The data presented here has been recorded in the Michigan glass wind tunnel at
both Mach 2.0 and Mach 2.75. The corner flow structure and properties for the two Mach number
cases are mostly similar. Therefore, although two cases were studied in detailed, here we report
only results for the Mach 2.75 case, with some additional or representative results of the Mach 2
case for completeness and to show a few instances of the Mach 2 case.
4.1 Analysis of Velocity Fields
4.1.1 Instantaneous Flow Characteristics
An example of instantaneous velocity fields at an upstream (x = −100 mm) and a downstream
(x = 75 mm) location at Mach 2.75 is shown in Figure 4.1. The in plane velocity fields are shown
as vectors (v ĵ + wk̂) while the out of plane velocity component (u) is shown by color contours.
The y = 0 line represents the sidewall and the z = 0 line represents the bottom wall. The flow
near the corners is turbulent and characterized by eddies which will be clearer in the vorticity
fields in subsequent sections. We can observe that at x = −100 mm location, high momentum flow
dominates most of the interrogation region as shown in Figure 4.1a. As we proceed downstream,
we can see from Figure 4.1c that a low momentum layer is formed near the walls. A strong
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Figure 4.1: Example of instantaneous velocity field at Mach 2.75 from (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm),
(b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. In plane velocity components
are represented by vectors while the out of plane component is shown by the contour map. For
reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.2: Example of instantaneous velocity field from (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2
(x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 0 mm) at Mach 2. In plane velocity components are represented
by vectors while the out of plane component is shown by the contour map. For reference, yT =










































































Figure 4.3: Mean velocity field on (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm); (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm); and (c):
TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. In-plane velocity components are represented by vectors while
the out-of-plane component is shown by the contour map. The white dashed line represents the δ
and the solid black line represents the contour of sonic velocity. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm,
zT = 69.3 mm.
secondary turbulent flow is observed in Figure 4.1c away from the sidewall at a height of about
10 mm from the bottom wall which convects the low momentum sidewall boundary layer fluid
towards the core flow. For comparison instantaneous velocity fields at Mach 2.0 are shown in
Figure 4.2. The flow grows more turbulent just like Mach 2.75 fields with high momentum fluid
region region being confined away from the corner towards the core flow. Low x-momentum fluid
regions are observed on the sidewall and bottom wall around z = 10−15 mm and y = 10−15 mm
in the TV3 plane (Figure 4.2c).
4.1.2 Mean Primary Flow Field
The mean flow fields obtained from uncorrelated sequence of images obtained at the same locations
in Mach 2.75 wind tunnel are shown in Figure 4.3. The number of instances used for averaging for
each location is tabulated in Table2.1. Sampling uncertainty was carried out using the least number
of instances available (see Appendix B.4). Figure 4.3a shows the streamwise velocity contours of
the most upstream data-plane with the streamwise flow being out of the plane. It can be seen that
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Figure 4.4: Mean velocity field on (a): TV1 (x =−100 mm); (b): TV2 (x =−50 mm); and (c): TV3
(x = 0 mm) at Mach 2. In-plane velocity components are represented by vectors while the out-of-
plane component is shown by the contour map. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
the boundary layer thickness, defined by the 99 % iso-contour line, is fairly uniform without any
curvature indicating that the flow is fairly symmetric relative to the corner at this location. Also
the close proximity of the sonic line to the sidewall indicates that the flow is mostly supersonic
throughout the cross-section of the tunnel at x = −100 mm. The sonic line was computed using the
local speed and assuming a calorifically perfect gas with unit Prandtl number and a T∞/Tw value
of 0.37 for Mach 2.75 and 0.41 for Mach 2 by interpolating the experimental values compiled by
Spina et al. [119].
It can be seen from Figure 4.3b (plane at x = −50 mm) that the sidewall 99% boundary layer
thickness has started to thicken towards the bottom wall before it merges with the bottom wall
boundary layer. On the contrary, the boundary layer on the bottom wall remains fairly undisturbed.
The sonic line now extends along the entire walls of the tunnel. Also a fair portion of the flow is
subsonic at the corner.
Further downstream at TV3 (x = 75 mm), it is to be noted that boundary layer flow now occupies
nearly the entire domain of interrogation. Low momentum region (yellow zone of the contour)
can be seen bulging out (at a height of about 10 mm from the bottom wall) from the sidewall
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towards the core flow indicating a momentum transport due to secondary flow. At the same time a
high momentum region (red zone of the contour) can be seen penetrating towards the corner. This
effect of curvature of iso-tach (constant velocity) lines has been observed by Gessner et al. [53,73],
Brundrett and Baines [75] and it was associated with the underlying vortical momentum transport
by Perkins [74].
Another important conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 4.3 is that the observed flow field is
asymmetric unlike the symmetric/anti-symmetric flow fields about the corner bisector discussed
in previous studies [7, 53, 73–75]. The primary reason for this irregularity is suspected to be the
one-sided nozzle and the low aspect ratio characteristic of the wind tunnel.
Figure 4.5 shows the velocity profiles of average streamwise velocity U perpendicular to the bottom
and sidewalls. As is expected the flow at the most upstream location TV1 sports a near canonical
mean velocity profile (see also [120]) without any visible inflection points and seems to be similar
to that of an attached flow (see y = 5 mm and z = 5 mm in Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b). At
the downstream location x = −50 mm, it can be seen from Figure 4.5c and Figure 4.5d that the
velocity profile now sports an inflection point near the corner (y = 5 mm and z = 5 mm). Also the
velocity profile at the location of TV2 near the corner y = 5 mm and z = 5 mm sports a velocity
defect compared to the profiles away from the corner as seen in Figure 4.5c and Figure 4.5d. The
mean flow profile at the downstream TV3 location shows similar characteristics to the flow at TV2
location with a relatively higher velocity defect in the profile at y = 5 mm. Further downstream
at x = 75 mm where the secondary flow (see section 4.1.3) is relatively well developed, it starts
affecting the mean primary flow which can be seen in the velocity profiles. The streamwise velocity
profile at y = 5 mm (Figure 4.5e is seen to have a minimum point at about z = 8 mm indicating
that momentum transport occurs). A detailed comparison of the observed velocity profiles to the
theoretically established turbulent boundary layer profiles is conducted in Section 4.11. Similar
trends of momentum transport influencing the structure and morphology of primary flow field
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Figure 4.5: Mean streamwise velocity component profiles from (a): U(z) on TV1; (b): U(y) on
TV1; (c): U(z) on TV2; (d): U(y) on TV2; (e): U(z) on TV3; (f): U(y) on TV3 at Mach 2.75. For
reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.6: Mean secondary velocity components at Mach 2.75. Top Row: V-velocity, bottom
row: W-velocity. Left column: TV1 (x = −100 mm), middle column: TV2 (x = −50 mm) and right
column: TV3 (x = 75 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
were observed in the data obtained from Mach 2 shown in Figure 4.4.
4.1.3 Mean Secondary Flow Field
Contour plots at Mach 2.75 of the transverse (in-plane) velocity components are shown in Figure
4.6. Although the streamwise velocity field at x = −100 mm is fairly uniform, the study of the
transverse velocity component field that will be presented further below reveals the presence of a
weak secondary flow in proximity of the corner as is seen in Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.6d. The
V-component at these locations is directed towards the corner in the immediate vicinity of the
corner and then reverses direction away from the corner along the sidewall and bottom wall. As
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Figure 4.7: Mean secondary velocity components at Mach 2. Top Row: V-velocity, bottom row:
W-velocity. Left column: TV1 (x = −100 mm), middle column: TV2 (x = −50 mm) and right













































































Figure 4.8: Instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity field of instantaneous vector fields shown in
Figure 4.1 from (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at
Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
we proceed downstream the magnitude of this negative V-region initially increases at x = −50 mm
and then decreases at x = 75 mm, however the size of the region increases as seen from Figure 4.6c
respectively. We attribute this to an increase in spatial unsteadiness of the secondary flows at these
locations. Similar observations were made at Mach 2 (See Figure 4.7).
4.2 Vortex Analysis
4.2.1 Instantaneous Vortex Fields
Because the flow in the corner is dominated by heavy shear and strain, traditional Cauchy Stokes’
decomposition of motion into symmetric part (shear) and anti-symmetric (vorticity) is insufficient.
The shear and strain mask the vorticity associated with vortex tubes and makes identifying the
corner vortices difficult. Thus, TDM discussed in Section 2.2.2 was used to determine only the
part of vorticity associated with rigid-body rotation (ωRR), which makes identifying the vortex
cores clearer.
Figure 4.8 shows the instantaneous rigid rotation vortex fields obtained from the instantaneous
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velocity fields shown in Figure 4.1 at Mach 2.75. As we can see no large-scale distinctive corner
vortex system discussed in the previous studies [7, 53, 73–75] is observed in instantaneous fields.
Instead, the flow within the boundary layer near the corner is dominated by a forest of vortices or
vortex tubes if a complete 3D picture is considered. The vortices tend to spread away from the
walls as we proceed downstream due to boundary layer growth.
4.2.2 Mean Vortex Fields
Rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained from the complete mean flow fields of Figure 4.3 are given
in Figure 4.9. It can be observed that a counter-rotating vortex system can be found conforming
to the sidewall (negative vortex) and the bottom wall (positive vortex). Although this system has
signs consistent with a canonical corner vortex system, its location is fairly displaced from the
corner. Moreover this system is geometrically asymmetric, which may be due to the asymmetric
nature of the wind tunnel. At the most upstream location of TV1, we can observe from Figure 4.9a
that a negative vortex exists along the sidewall at about z = 4 mm while traces of positive vortex
exist along the bottom wall around y = 6 mm. As we proceed downstream to x = −50 mm, it can be
seen from Figure 4.9b there is a slight increase in the strengths of the negative and positive vortices
which remain fairly at the same location. At the location of x = 75 mm the traces of negative vortex
can be seen at about z = 5 mm (4.9c) while there exist only a few weak traces of the positive corner
vortex. The general lack of strong corner vortices identified by the averaging process is attributed
to the unsteady nature of the vortex system that washes out the mean structure of the vortex pair.
An alternative way to evaluate the average location of vortices is to compute the mean value of the
instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity fields (i.e., by averaging fields like that of Figure 4.8 rather
than computing ωRR from the mean fields of Figure 4.13 to obtain the fields of Figure 4.9). Fields
obtained in this way are shown in Figure 4.10, but do not match the vorticity fields computed
















































































Figure 4.9: Rigid rotation vorticity field of mean vector fields shown in Figure 4.3 at (a): TV1
(x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.














































































Figure 4.10: Ensemble average of instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity fields at (a): TV1 (x =
−100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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observe from Figure 4.10a that an anti-symmetric (both in sign as well as geometry) vortex system
is likely to exist in the corner, but its structure thus identified is not consistent with the canonical
corner vortex pair. In fact, the distribution of ωRR is not concentrated in a well-defined region,
but it spreads over the entire corner region, although some symmetry in the sign (negative above
and positive below the corner bisector) is maintained. We attribute this property to an inherent
unsteadiness of the corner vortex system. Marching downstream, it can be seen from Figure 4.10b
that the anti-symmetric vortex system has increased in size since the corner region occupied by
ωRR has increased. In Figure 4.10c, we can observe that the amplitudes of mean rigid rotation
vorticities associated with the positive and negative corner vortex system have weakened, however
they are now spread over a larger area. This might imply a growth of spatial unsteadiness as it will
become clear in later sections (Section 4.7.1).
4.3 Flow Field Scale Decomposition
According to our observations in sections 4.1.1 to 4.2.2, the canonical structure of secondary corner
flows as shown in Figure 1.8 is not observed. Instead the flow in the corners is dominated by a forest
of small-scale vortices. Thus, we hypothesize that there exist two superimposed scales of motion:
a small-scale, high amplitude component, which is essentially comprised of the flow turbulence,
superimposed to an underlying large-scale, low amplitude component, which is comprised of the
secondary corner flows. One convenient way to identify these two components is to implement
a decomposition of scales that isolates each of the two components. In practice, this requires
to extract the large-scale field from a low-pass filtered representation of the flow field, while the
small-scale field is the remaining component.
The instantaneous three-component velocity field is decomposed using two decompositions of
motion. First, a scale-dependent decomposition of motion into a large and small-scale contribu-
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tion is applied. Then, the resulting flow fields are additionally decomposed into a fluctuating and
ensemble-average components using the Reynolds decomposition of motion.
Let u = uî + vĵ + wk̂ be the three-component velocity field in the domain. The flow can be decom-
posed into a large-scale and a small-scale contribution as
u = uL + uS (4.1)
where we refer to uL as the velocity field of the large-scales and uS is the velocity field of the
small-scales. More specifically, the large/small-scale decomposition is conducted by defining a
(filtered) velocity field over a scale Λ:
uL(x, t) =
˝
Λ h(s)u(x + s, t)ds˝
Λ h(s)ds
(4.2)
where h(s) is an appropriate low pass filtering kernel function (e.g., a top-hat filer). Here the
filtering kernel function is a top-hat filter spanning a square approximately 0.5δ × 0.5δ locally
(i.e.Λ = 0.5δ). We select this filter length scale under the assumption that the secondary corner
flow be of order of the boundary layer thickness. This would be consistent with what known
of corner flows in the literature [53, 71, 73, 75] and observations offered so far. The small-scale
contribution is then defined as:
uS (x, t) = u(x, t)−uL(x, t) (4.3)
This decomposition can be extended to average fields due to the linearity of the averaging and field
decomposition processes. Additionally, we invoke the Reynolds decomposition where the velocity
field is decomposed as the sum of an average field and an instantaneous fluctuation component
u = U + u′ (4.4)
Finally, we can combine the two decompositions due to the linearity of each step. Thus we can
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write
u = (UL + u′L) + (US + u
′
S ) (4.5)
Substituting in the continuity equation, under the incompressible assumption due to the lack of
density information, we have
∇ · (uL + uS ) = 0 (4.6)
from which it also follows
∇ · (UL + US ) = 0 (4.7)
and thus
∇ · (u′L + u
′
S ) = 0 (4.8)
We then apply this decomposition of motion to the momentum equation, from which we can derive
a corresponding form of the three-component vorticity equation in terms of the propose decompo-




















where ( · ) represents ensemble average of the quantity under the bar. In particular, because in this
study we are primarily interested in analyzing vortical features organized along the streamwise

















































where the different terms of equation 4.10 can be reorganized and grouped into P1, P2, P3 and P4
defined previously in equation 1.1.
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For the case of small adverse pressure gradient (|β| << 1), it can be approximated by noting that
|∂V/∂x|& |∂W/∂x| << |∂U/∂y|& |∂U/∂z|
The approximations are justified by invoking the boundary layer approximation and the observa-
tion from our measurements that the streamwise changes in v and w across different streamwise
measurement locations remains small even as the corner is approached. This assumption will be
is a form of boundary layer approximation and can be represented mathematically as ∂∂x ' 0. One
implication of this approximation is that the vorticity components in a plane perpendicular to the








which would imply that P1 ' 0, i.e., the mean vorticity and shear would not contribute to the
reorganization of existing vorticity into the streamwise direction to form the corner vortex pair.
The different terms of the approximate equation 4.10, which is still written in terms of the ensemble-
average quantities, can then be decomposed using the scale decomposition proposed above. Thus,
the following form of the terms on the right-hand-side of equation 4.10 can be obtained: These can
then be decomposed into large-scale, small-scale and interscale components of vorticity produc-
tion.
P1 = (ωLy +ωS y)
∂(UL + US )
∂y
+ (ωLz +ωS z)
























































The terms analyzed in detail in this work are P3 and P4, which can be decomposed into a large-
scale (P3L, P4L), a small-scale (P3S , P4S ) and an interscale (representing the effect of large-scale











































































where P3L and P4L are the production of vorticity due to spatial unsteadiness of the large-scale
corner flows, P3S and P4S are the production of vorticity due to small-scale turbulence and P3LS
and P4LS are the interscale vorticity production terms due to interaction between the two scales.
4.4 Large and Small-scale Velocity Fields
The original vector fields near the walls comprised of small-scale motions. The vector fields are
decomposed into large-scale and small-scale fields by the use of a spatial averaging filter spanning













































































Figure 4.11: Instantaneous large-scale velocity vector fields obtained by decomposing instanta-
neous fields in Figure 4.1 at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3
(x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
of TV1.
Instantaneous vector fields at the large-scales obtained by decomposing the instantaneous flow field
at Mach 2.75 shown in Figure 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.11. The large-scale swirling motion char-
acteristic of canonical corner flows is more discernible from the in plane vector fields as compared
to the original fields (Figure 4.1). This observation establishes the necessity of scale decomposi-
tion. We can observe that as we go downstream the swirling motion in the instantaneous field is
stronger and larger. The background contour of the streamwise velocity component is smoother
but similar to the original field. The large-scale flow at the most downstream location (TV4) is
observed to be dominated by a strong negative vortex that seems to be responsible for the momen-
tum transport in the corner. A bulge of low momentum region is observed stretching away from
the sidewall towards the core flow from the location where this vortex is drawing low momentum
fluid from the near sidewall fluid flow. The instantaneous small-scale velocity fields (Figure 4.12)
associated with the described instant showed no discernible structure, but are characterized by a
forest of small-scale vortices.
Mean flow fields at different scales were obtained by averaging multiple uncorrelated instances at
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous small-scale velocity vector fields obtained by decomposing instan-
taneous fields in Figure 4.1 at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3
(x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
25 m/s
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Figure 4.13: Mean large-scale velocity vector fields from (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x =
−50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.14: Mean small-scale velocity vector fields from (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x =
−50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
the corresponding scales. The mean large-scale velocity fields are shown in Figure 4.13. The mean
large-scale fields follow the same general trend as the mean complete fields in Figure 4.3, however
they are characterized by a thicker subsonic region which is an artifact of spatial filtering near the
wall used in decomposition. Mean small-scale velocity fields are shown in Figure 4.14. Comparing
the amplitudes in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, it can be observed that the small-scale fields are at a
much lower amplitude (less than 10%) as compared to the large-scale velocity fields. The effect of
streamwise momentum transport (Section 4.9) due to large-scale secondary flows is however much
more evident in the small-scale velocity fields in the form of negative streamwise velocity. Regions
of negative streamwise small-scale velocity component can be observed in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b
at about (y,z) = (2.5 mm,5 mm) and (y,z) = (9 mm,2.5 mm) for TV1, (y,z) = (2.5 mm,5 mm) and
(y,z) = (11 mm,2.5 mm) for TV2. These are the locations from where the secondary flows draw
the lower momentum fluid from near the walls towards the core flow. Further downstream (Figure
4.14c) at the location of TV3 (x = 75 mm) the regions of negative streamwise small-scale velocities
move away from the corner with the pocket of negative streamwise velocity along the sidewall
growing in size and strength, now located at about (y,z) = (4 mm,9 mm) and (y,z) = (12 mm,3 mm).
These are the locations from where the momentum is transferred away from the walls as shown
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in Figure 4.32. A strand of positive streamwise velocity is observed in between the regions of
streamwise negative velocity extending away from the corner. This region corresponds to the
momentum transport due to the large-scale secondary flows from the core towards the corner. The
in plane streamwise momentum transport is discussed in Section 4.9.
The mean large-scale in plane velocity (VL,WL) fields have a similar structure with slightly weaker
magnitudes with respect to the complete fields (Figure 4.6). The mean small-scale in plane velocity
fields show no discernible structure.
4.5 Large-scale Vortex Fields
4.5.1 Large-scale Intantaneous Vortex Fields
Applying TDM to the large-scale velocity fields presents a clear picture of the large-scale vortices
present in the corner. The large-scale instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity fields are shown in
Figure 4.15. The rigid rotation vorticity field is now dominated by a few large-scale vortices, the
locations and direction of which resemble those described in the previous studies (Section 1.3). In
the downstream planes of TV2 and TV3 where the secondary flow is relatively well developed,
a pair of counter-rotating vortices are observed that convect the high momentum fluid from the
core flow towards the corner. In TV2 (Figure 4.15b) a large-scale negative vortex belonging to the
corner system as defined in Section 4.6 is observed near the sidewall centered at about z = 6 mm
along with a positive corner vortex centered at about y = 12 mm along the bottom wall. A similar
layout can be observed in the TV3 plane, however the instance presented shows a weaker positive
corner vortex unlike the instance showed in Figure 4.17 showing a typical corner rigid rotation
vorticity field at TV3. Small-scale rigid vorticity fields are comprised of a forest of smaller vortex




















































































Figure 4.15: Instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity field obtained using TDM on instantaneous
large-scale vector fields shown in Figure 4.11 at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm)
and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
4.5.2 Mean Large-scale Vortex Fields
Mean vorticity field obtained by averaging rigid rotation fields of large-scale velocity fields are
shown in Figure 4.16. The scale decomposition allow us to more clearly identify the existence
of the corner vortex system. Distinct negative and positive zones of vorticity associated with
the corner system can be observed. In TV1 and TV2 (Figures 4.16a and 4.16b) there exists a
region of mean negative vorticity near the corner along the sidewall at about z = 3 mm and the
positive vorticity associated with the corner system is found along the bottom wall in the range
y = 5− 10 mm. Further downstream at TV3 (Figure 4.16c), it can be observed that the negative
vorticity region associated with the corner vortex system has grown in size; this may indicate
constrained spatial unsteadiness, while the region associated with the positive corner vortex has
significantly decreased in size which may be due to increased unsteadiness.
4.6 Definition of Corner Vortex and its Properties
Now, that the flow field decomposition revealed a flow structure that would be characteristic of a













































































Figure 4.16: Ensemble average of instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained from large-
scale instantaneous vector fields at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3
(x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
corner vortex in order to statistically investigate the corner flows.
The instantaneous velocity vector fields (full and scale decomposed fields) obtained from SPIV
planes were decomposed into rigid rotation vorticity as described in Section 2.2.2. Since we apply
the definitions on the large-scale component field (uL), we here define the method based on this
component and the corresponding ωRRL extracted from uL. (ω is here used to indicate the stream-
wise component of vorticity since in our measurements we only have access to the streamwise
component.) The planar projection of an instantaneous vortex tube (ϕ) referred to as vortex hence-
forth, is defined as the area enclosed (A) by an iso-contour closed loop (|ωRRL | = 10). The effects
of varying the threshold on statistics of different properties of a corner vortex are investigated in
Appendix C.1 and it was found that the statistics of interest here shown subsequently, as well as
the conclusions drawn from them, are independent of the choice of threshold partially because of
the large separation between rigid rotation vorticity associated with the background and that of the
vortex tubes. The centroid of the iso-contour closed loop defines the vortex center (ỹ, z̃) for TV
planes. This was then used to define a corner vortex as follows, discarding vortices less than 3
pixels in size.
Suppose an instantaneous vector field m is characterized by a set φ of n distinct vortices, φ =
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[ϕ1,ϕ2, ...,ϕk, ...ϕn], an ordered set α of corresponding areas φ = [A1,A2, ...,Ak, ...An] and a set of
corresponding ordered pairs of vortex center co-ordinates VC = [(ỹ1, z̃1), (ỹ2, z̃2), ..., (ỹk, z̃k), ...(ỹn, z̃n)].
A negative (positive) corner vortex is defined as a coherent lump of vorticity whose integrated value
is negative (positive) and the magnitude of the integrated value is the largest among the set of n
vorticies in one instant bounded by the corner region. The negative corner vortex (Φ−) of the
instantaneous vector field m is mathematically defined as follows:
Φ− :=
{










ωRRLdAn |ϕn ∈ φ
]
, ỹk ≤ δ, z̃k ≤ 1.5δ, z̃k > Kỹk
} (4.21)
where K is the aspect ratio of the wind tunnel defined by (K = zT/yT ) and dAk is the differential
area element in the area enclosed by the the vortex tube boundary of kth vortex. Similarly the
positive corner vortex (Φ+) of vector field m is mathematically defined as:
Φ+ :=
{










ωRRLdAn |ϕn ∈ φ
]
, ỹk ≤ 1.5δ, z̃k ≤ δ, z̃k < Kỹk
} (4.22)
If no vortices satisfying the above definitions are found in an instantaneous field which may happen
if no vortex bigger than 3 pixels was observed, that field is discarded from further statistical anal-
yses. Less than 1% of the images were ever discarded from any dataplane due to this condition.




where AΦ is the area of corner vortex Φ.
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Figure 4.17: An instantaneous image in TV3 showing the vortex center detection and the pair of
corner vortices as defined in equations 4.21 and 4.22. The region bounded by blue dashed lines and
the solid black line is the domain of existence for the negative corner vortex. Similarly the region
bounded by red dashed lines and the solid black line is the domain of existence for the positive
corner vortex.









where ȳ and z̄ are the mean vortex centers of a corner vortex (negative − or positive +). This
quantity represents the root mean square of the distance an instantaneous corner vortex is away
from the mean position.
An example of instantaneous rigid rotation vorticity field is shown in Figure 4.17. The black
solid line z = Ky represents the diagonal of the wind tunnel rectangular channel. Thus the center
belonging to the negative corner vortex must lie above this line as per the definition 4.21 while
the center belonging to the positive corner vortex must lie below it (definition 4.22). The vertical
dashed red line (y = 1.5δ) and horizontal red dashed line (z = δ) are the vertical and horizontal
bounds below z = Ky that bound the region of existence of the positive corner vortex. Similarly
the vertical blue dashed line (y = δ) and horizontal blue dashed line (z = 1.5δ) are the vertical and
horizontal bounds above z = Ky for the region of existence of negative corner vortex. Thus the
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vortex marked Φ− forms the negative corner vortex with center (ỹ−, z̃−) and the vortex marked Φ+
forms the positive corner vortex with center (ỹ+, z̃+) as these are the strongest and largest of the
vortices lying in their respective domains.
The centers of the vortices are computed by calculating the centroid of the iso-contour closed loop
defining the vortices. If r+ = (ỹ+, z̃+) and r− = (ỹ−, z̃−) represent the position vectors of the positive
and negative corner vortex centers for the given instantaneous vector field m, the corner vortex
separation distance (γ) is defined by
γ = |r+− r−| (4.25)

















The corner bisector angle θbis is then defined as
θbis = arg(rcen) (4.27)
4.7 Statistical Study of Corner Vortices
4.7.1 Spatial Phase Averaging and Vortex Statistics
Centers of the corner vortices were determined as per described in section 4.6 for each instanta-
neous vector field after the scale decomposition was applied. Phase averaging of instantaneous
(large-scale) vector fields was conducted in a two step process. First, an average field was con-
structed in a reference frame shifted to the center of the negative (negative corner vortex centric
coordinate system, -CVCCS) or positive corner vortex coordinate system (+CVCCS); thus gener-
ating two mean fields, one as seen from the center of the negative corner vortex and the other from













































































































































Figure 4.18: Top Row, -CVCCS: (a): Mean flow field, (b):TDM of 4.18a, (c): Mean vorticity
of 4.18a. Bottom row, +CVCCS: (d): Mean flow field, (e):TDM of 4.18d, (f): Mean vorticity of
4.18d. All fields at TV1 in Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.19: Top Row, -CVCCS: (a): Mean flow field, (b):TDM of 4.19a, (c): Mean vorticity
of 4.19a. Bottom row, +CVCCS: (d): Mean flow field, (e):TDM of 4.19d, (f): Mean vorticity of









































































































































Figure 4.20: Top Row, -CVCCS: (a): Mean flow field, (b):TDM of 4.20a, (c) Mean vorticity of
4.20a. Bottom row, +CVCCS: (d): Mean flow field, (e): TDM of 4.20d, (f): Mean vorticity of
4.20d. All fields at TV3 in Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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frame of reference by the average position of each of the two vortices in the pair. These condition-
ally averaged vector fields are shown in Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 for the TV1, TV2 and TV3
planes respectively, at Mach 2.75. The spatially phase averaged fields provide a relative measure
of how the mean flow looks like around the corner vortex, its scaling and the average strength.
Figure 4.18a shows the average vector field in the vicinity of the negative corner vortex at x =
−100 mm. The rigid rotation vorticity and conventional vorticity fields associated with the vector
field in Figure 4.18a are shown in Figures 4.18b and 4.18c. The circular motion created by the
negative corner vortex is well observed in the vector field. The mean position of the vortex center at
this location as observed from the instantaneous vector field statistics is (ȳn, z̄n) = (2.63,4.64) mm.
Similar properties of the positive and negative corner vortex can be measured at different data
plane locations and are tabulated in Table 4.1 for both Mach 2.75 and Mach 2. Note also that the
process of phase averaging for the detection of the positive or negative vortex reinforces only the
intended vortex, the resulting conditionally averaged field still maintain a signature, albeit weak,
of the opposite vortex. As we proceed downstream we can see (Figure 4.20) that both the corner
vortices move away from the corner with a slight increasing trend in their characteristic scales in
the streamwise direction. This is quantitatively summarized in Table 4.1. Similar observations
were made at Mach 2.
The probability density functions (PDF) of the location of corner vortex centers are shown in
Figure 4.21. The most probable location of the positive corner vortex lies between the bottom wall
and z = 5 mm. It moves away from the corner along the bottom wall in the downstream direction.
The negative corner vortex has a high probability of residing in the range of z = 0− 5 mm along
the sidewall at the first two locations (TV1 and TV2), while at TV3 it appears to become spatially
unstable with a larger standard deviation which is also seen in table 4.1. The PDFs of the corner
bisector angle (θbis) and the corner vortex separation distance (γ) for Mach 2.75 and Mach 2 are







































































































































Figure 4.21: PDF of locations of corner vortex centers at Mach 2.75. Left column shows the
position statistics of the positive corner vortex while the right one shows statistics of the negative
corner vortex. Top row: TV1; Middle row: TV2; Bottom row: TV3. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm,
zT = 69.3 mm.
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x, mm (ȳ+, z̄+), mm (ȳ−, z̄−), mm λ̄+, mm λ̄−, mm σ̄+, mm σ̄−, mm
Mach 2.75
-100 (TV1) (8.42,3.76) (2.63,4.64) 3.09 2.58 3.25 2.87
-50 (TV2) (8.93,4.01) (2.57,4.92) 3.1 2.74 3.1 2.91
75 (TV3) (9.61,5.16) (4.26,5.67) 3.86 3.05 4.06 2.68
Mach 2
-100 (TV1) (6.36,2.39) (2.52,3.54) 1.61 2.21 3.14 2.22
-50 (TV2) (11.66,5.3) (4.21,3.92) 3.23 3.11 3.87 3.11
0 (TV3) (11.27,4.1) (3.77,5.71) 3.84 3.66 3.76 2.78
Table 4.1: Corner vortex properties at various streamwise locations.
θ
bis



























Figure 4.22: Probability density functions at Mach 2.75 of (a): corner bisector angle and (b) corner
vortex separation distance. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.23: Top Row, -CVCCS: (a): averaged ωRRL at TV1; (b): averaged ωRRL at TV3. Bottom
row, +CVCCS: (c): averaged ωRRL at TV1; (d): averaged ωRRL at TV3. All fields at in Mach 2.
For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
same at all three streamwise locations. The mean angle of corner bisector stays at about 40◦, which
is a value approximately equal to tan−1(yT/zT ), which is the angle of the diagonal of the rectangular
cross-section of the test section. The mean distance between the corner vortex pair stays constant
roughly at 6.7 mm.
Results leading to similar conclusions obtained at Mach 2 are shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.25.
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Figure 4.24: PDF of locations of corner vortex centers at Mach 2. Left column shows the position
statistics of the positive corner vortex while the left shows statistics of negative corner vortex. Top
row: TV1; Middle row: TV2; Bottom row: TV3. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.25: Probability density functions in Mach 2 tunnel of (a): Corner bisector angle and (b):






























































































Figure 4.26: Mean −∂V∂z −
∂W
∂y field at TV2 location in M2 tunnel in (a): laboratory reference frame;
(b): -CVCCS; and (c): +CVCCS. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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4.7.2 Strain Rate Structures in CVCCS







contour plots in the TV2 plane at Mach 2 in the laboratory
coordinate system are shown in Figure 4.26a, while Figures 4.26b and 4.26c show the contours in -
CVCCS and +CVCCS. There appears to be no special structure in the laboratory frame of reference
with high values of strain located near walls. In the CVCCSs (Figs. 4.26b and 4.26c), however we
observe a pattern comprising of four lobes of positive and negative values of the strain centered
around the location of corner vortices. This pattern is characteristic of a solid body rotation in a
cartesian coordinate system caused by increasing value of tangential velocity of the rotating object
in the radial direction [121]. They studied the evolution of a wingtip vortex in the wake and found
similar structures. Similar structures were observed at other location in both operating conditions.
4.7.3 Organized Motion in Small-scales
In a way similar to the spatial phase averaging of large-scale vortices described in section 4.7.1 in-
stantaneous small-scale velocity fields were spatially averaged by shifting the instantaneous small-
scale field by same vector as the corresponding large-scale vector field is shifted (position vector
of corner vortex) which is +CVCCS and -CVCCS. The vector field and vortex field corresponding
to TV2 plane at Mach 2 are shown in figure 4.27.
The convection of low momentum fluid from near the wall towards the core flow and the convection
of high momentum fluid from the core flow towards the corner due to the corner vortices is clearly
seen in the US fields as shown in Figures 4.27a and 4.27c in the form of negative (blue) and
positive (red) regions near the wall respectively. The negative (blue) region that extends from the
core flow towards the wall at about z = 5 mm is also characterized by a region of ejection where
the conditionally averaged small-scale velocity vectors point away from the wall.










































































































Figure 4.27: Spatially phase averaged small-scale vector fields at TV2 in Mach 2 wind tunnel,
(a): mean small-scale vector fields with respect to negative corner vortex, (b): mean small-scale
rigid rotation fields with respect to negative corner vortex, (c): mean small-scale vector fields with
respect to positive corner vortex, (d): mean small-scale rigid rotation fields with respect to positive
corner vortex. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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defined large-scale counter rotating vortices lying on either side of the ejection in such a way
to strengthen the corner vortices as shown in figures 4.27b and 4.27d. The ejection associated
with counter rotating vortices associated with strong streamwise aligned vortices lying near wall
possibly indicates creation of streamwise vorticity by a mechanism proposed by Bernard [122]
which would explain the strengthening of corner vortices in streamwise direction. He observed
counter rotating vortex pairs that appear in the ejections associated with the streamwise oriented
alternating low and high velocity furrows and the associated streamwise vortices in transitional
boundary layers. He proposed a mechanism detailing the increase of streamwise vorticity due to
merger of the ejection associated vortices.
Similar ejections and counter rotating vortex systems were also observed at upstream and down-
stream locations with the systems becoming more prominent downstream.
4.8 Reynolds Stresses and Vorticity Production due to Large-
scale Unsteadiness
Large scale Reynolds stresses at Mach 2, TV2 participating in streamwise vorticity creation are





L are found mostly conforming slightly lifted the side and bottom walls as would be expected
in any turbulent flow. In -CVCCS and +CVCCS a clover-leaf pattern is observed in the stress
fields. Contours of v′Lw
′







by 45◦. Chow et
al. [121] attribute this behavior to anisotropy of the local turbulence. Similar patterns stronger than
the features observed in laboratory coordinate system are also observed at TV3 location where
the secondary corner flow is respectively developed, but aren’t observed at TV1 location with
corners in the nascent stage of development. These four leaf clover patterns are widely observed
in turbulence studies of wingtip vortices and have been studied in detail [121, 123].
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(a) Laboratory coordinate system









































































(d) Laboratory coordinate system













































































(g) Laboratory coordinate system
















































































(j) Laboratory coordinate system


















































Figure 4.28: Reynolds stress fields at TV2 location in respective coordinate systems at Mach 2.
Left column: laboratory coordinate system, middle column: -CVCCS, right column: +CVCCS.
For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.129


































































Figure 4.29: P3L fields at TV2 location in respective coordinate systems at Mach 2. Left column:
laboratory coordinate system, middle column: -CVCCS, right column: +CVCCS. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.





















(a) Laboratory coordinate system















































Figure 4.30: P4L fields at TV2 location in respective coordinate systems at Mach 2. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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The four leaf clover patterns are also revealed in the large-scale vorticity production fields due to
unsteadiness P3L and P4L in both the CVCCS at approximate locations of corner vortices, while
the P3L and P4L fields in laboratory coordinate system do not reveal any special structure (refer
figures 4.29 and 4.29). One inference that can be derived from this is that the vorticity production
is centered around the corner vortices as high magnitudes of P3L and P4L are observed around the
vortex centers in CVCCSs. Similar observations are also made in downstream data-plane.
4.9 Strain Rates and Vortex induced Momentum Transport
In-plane strain rate components associated with the streamwise velocity are shown in Figure 4.31.
The in-plane streamwise velocity gradients associated with the large-scale fields follow a qualita-
tively similar but smoother pattern of what shown in Figure 4.31. The in-plane streamwise velocity
gradient contour plots are superimposed by iso-contour lines of ωRRL , with black lines represent-
ing the positive vorticity while white lines representing the negative vorticity. It can be observed
that in all three locations the regions of high positive ∂U/∂z are confined near the bottom wall and
the thickness of these regions decreases towards the corner. A region of negative ∂U/∂z can be
observed near the sidewall (z = 2− 5 mm in TV1 and TV2 and around z = 4− 10 mm in TV3) in
the same region where the thickness of the region of positive ∂U/∂z along the bottom wall starts
to drop. It can be observed that mean large-scale negative corner vortex (white iso-contour lines)
is seen to reside in this negative region. The negative corner vortex convects lower momentum
fluid away from the sidewall creating a decrease in the U−velocity as we traverse the positive
z−direction from the bottom wall near the sidewall. This effect is observed as a dip in the U(z)
profiles of Figure 4.5e near the sidewall (y = 2.5 &5 mm) and this produces a negative ∂U/∂z ob-
served at the location of the negative vortex in Figure 4.31h. A similar effect is observed with the
positive corner vortex near the bottom wall. Since the ∂U/∂y field is positive at the location where
∂U/∂z is negative and vice versa, the product of ∂U/∂y and ∂U/∂z would identify the regions where
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momentum defects occurs, refer to Figures 4.31c, 4.31f & 4.31i. To further explain this observa-
tion, consider as an example the case of TV3 where the secondary flows are most developed, and
which presents the case of strongest vortex-induced momentum transport among the three planes.
With reference to any vertical line near the sidewall (y = 0−5 mm) in Figure 4.31i, the U−velocity
profile (Figure 4.5e) increases with z until the region with negative (blue) (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) is en-
countered, then it decreases until the end of the region of negative (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z). The defect
in the streamwise momentum is highest at the end of the negative (blue) region and at the start of
the positive (green/red) (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) region which is located at about z = 8 mm along the line
y = 2.5 mm. It can thus be observed from Figure 4.5e that the streamwise velocity profile reaches a
minimum at about z = 8 mm and this identifies the location where momentum transport away from
the wall due to the vortex is the strongest.
The transport field of streamwise momentum orthogonal to the principal flow direction (∂(VU +
u′v′)/∂y and ∂(WU +u′w′)/∂z) at Mach 2.75 and x = 75 mm is shown in Figure 4.32. The quantities
represented in both the plots are obtained from the x-momentum conservation equation from the
Navier Stokes equations. In both the fields positive regions indicate the transport of momentum
away from the walls towards the core flow while the negative regions indicate the transport towards
the wall. In Figure 4.32a, which represents the transport of x-momentum in the y-direction, we
observe a region of positive values at z ≈ 10 mm ejecting fluid from near the sidewall towards
the core flow. This is also the location of maximum velocity defect and the change of sign of
(∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) field from negative to positive vertically traversing away from the bottom wall.
It lies at the location from where the negative corner vortex (white contours) scoop out fluid from
near the sidewall. A negative region of ∂(VU + u′v′)/∂y can be found conforming to the sidewall
about y ≈ 3 mm. This is the region where the negative corner vortex convects fluid towards the
sidewall. It can thus be observed that the negative vortex is responsible for momentum transport
causing a velocity defect at z ≈ 10 mm. Similar conclusions can be made from observing vertical
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transport of the x-momentum in Figure 4.32b.
4.10 Variation of Skin Friction Coefficient (C f )
Skin friction coefficient along the side and the bottom wall was computed using the integral method
of Mehdi and White [124]. The viscosity was computed using Sutherland law while the density
near the wall was computed using the results of Spina et al. [125]. The integral method is derived
by simplifying the 2D boundary layer x-momentum equation also considering the Reynolds stress
gradients. The final expression of C f is given as:



































where n is the wall normal direction, δ is the 99% boundary layer thickness and U is the mean
velocity tangential to the wall, which in our case would be along the bottom wall and along the
sidewall. The variation of C f along the bottom wall at x = −100 mm, x = −50 mm and x = 75 mm
at Mach 2.75 is shown in Figure 4.33a. The values of uτ =
√
C f U2∞/2/ρ corresponding to C f
on the bottom wall away from the corner (y = 15.5 mm) are 35 m/s, 45 m/s and 44 m/s at
x = −100 mm,−50 mm&75 mm, respectively. These values match fairly well with the value re-
ported by Lapsa and Dahm [17] (uτ = 31 m/s at x = −81.5 mm) on the centerline using the same
experimental setup but a different approach. The general trend of increase-decrease-increase of C f
away from the corner influence is in agreement with Davis et al. [7], at their upstream locations.
The red curve in Figure 4.33a represents the C f variation at x = −100 mm along the bottom wall.
The effect of variation of C f due to longitudinal vortices imbedded in boundary layer was studied
in detail by Shabaka et al. [126]. They found that the regions where the velocity vectors point
away from the wall lead to a lower C f while those with vectors pointing towards the wall lead
to higher value of C f due to convection of lower momentum fluid away from and convection of
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Figure 4.31: In plane gradients of mean streamwise velocity and the product of the velocity
gradients superimposed with contour lines of mean rigid rotation vorticity at large-scales, white
lines: negative vorticity, black lines: positive vorticity. Top row: TV1; middle row: TV2 and
bottom row: TV3. All fields refer to Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.32: Mean transport of streamwise momentum by secondary flows at Mach 2.75, TV3
(x = 75 mm) location: (a): In y-direction and (b): In z-direction. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm,
zT = 69.3 mm.
higher momentum fluid towards the wall respectively. In accordance to this explanation it can
be seen (Figure 4.33a) that the rate of growth of C f at x = −100 mm with respect to y suddenly
increases at about y = 6 mm which is the region where positive corner vortex would be causing a
downwash (refer Figure4.18e, also from table 4.1, we see that y+ = 8.42 mm and λ+ = 3.09 mm
at x = −100 mm, which would cause a downwash at y = y+−λ+ = 5.33 mm). The positive corner
vortex would convect the higher momentum fluid from the core flow towards the bottom wall,
which would increase the value of ∂u/∂z at y = 6 mm. Positive corner vortex would have a tendency
to cause an upwelling at around y = 10 mm convecting the low momentum fluid from the corner
towards the core flow, thus reducing ∂U/∂z and hence C f . This reduction in C f is observed in
Figure 4.33a. The higher rate of increase of C f (x = −50 mm) may be attributed to strengthening
positive corner vortex. However, the location of strong increase of C f (y = 6 mm) and the location
of its growth stagnation (y = 10 mm) correspond well with the location and characteristic scale of
the positive corner vortex (refer table 4.1). It can be seen from Figure 4.33a that the curve of C f
at x = 75 mm (well developed corner secondary flow) is mostly higher than those at x = −100 mm
and x = −50 mm, which would be due to the strong development of the negative corner vortex
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Figure 4.33: Variation of co-efficient of friction along (a): bottom wall, (b): sidewall and variation
of friction velocity along (c): bottom wall, (d): sidewall at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT =
57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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leading to a downwash on the bottom wall. The strong peak in C f (x = 75 mm) at about y = 10 mm
followed by a decreasing trend away from the corner is consistent with the spatial evolution of the
positive corner vortex (table 4.1).
Similar inferences can be derived from the variation of C f profiles on the sidewall shown in Figure
4.33b. The friction velocities along the bottom and side wall obtained from C f are shown in
Figures 4.33c and 4.33c respectively.
It can thus be said that the corner vortices play an important role towards the distribution of C f
around the corner.
4.11 Effect of Secondary Flows on Inner Scale Velocity Profiles
Velocity profiles in inner wall scaling at a spanwise distance of 17 mm and 12 mm from the cor-
ner is shown in Figure 4.34. The shear velocity at the wall was obtained from a measure of the
skin friction coefficient C f estimated from the current measurements using the method outlined in
section 4.10. It is seen from Figures 4.34a, 4.34b, 4.34e and 4.34f that the boundary layer veloc-
ity profile follows the theoretical log-law curve (Cole’s Wake law with van Driest’s compressible
correction) at x = −100 mm; strong corner effects are not observed at this location. The velocity
profiles at x = 75 mm are shown in Figures 4.34c, 4.34d, 4.34g and 4.34h. It can be seen (Figure
4.34c) that the velocity profile downstream is fuller i.e. the velocity profile is above the theoretical
curve at y = 17 mm with respect to the upstream location. This is due to the net downward flow
generated by the stronger negative corner vortex compared to the upstream location, which brings
the higher momentum fluid from the core flow towards the wall. In Figure 4.34g, it is observed that
the fullness has weakened due to the presence of positive corner vortex at about y = 12 mm which
tends to cause a convection of low momentum fluid away from the bottom wall at this location.
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Data: y =12 mm
Spalding (1961)
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Data: z =12 mm
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(h)
Figure 4.34: Wall normal streamwise velocity profiles in inner scales at Mach 2.75. (a) and (b): u+
profiles at y = 17 mm and z = 17 mm respectively at TV1. (c) and (d): u+ profiles at y = 17 mm and
z = 17 mm respectively at TV3. (e) and (f): u+ profiles at y = 12 mm and z = 12 mm respectively
at TV1. (g) and (h): u+ profiles at y = 12 mm and z = 12 mm respectively at TV3. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.35: Large scale turbulent kinetic energy fields at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2 (x =
−50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
and 4.34h which corresponds to the location effected by a developed negative corner vortex. This
may be due to the convection of low momentum fluid from near the sidewall towards the core flow
due to negative corner vortex causing a momentum defect in the logarithmic region. The velocity
profile was observed to not conform to the log law as corner was approached within 5 mm. It was
observed to lie above the theoretical curve indicating a net influx of high momentum from the core
flow.
4.12 Large-scale Unsteadiness
Large-scale unsteadiness of the secondary flows can be quantified in terms of large scale turbulent
kinetic energy which describes the fluctuations in the velocities. Contour plots of mean large-scale





uL′2 + vL′2 + wL′2
)
(4.29)
are shown in Figure 4.35. Small-scale mean turbulent kinetic energy (ks) fields were computed
similarly and are shown in Figure C.3. It can be seen that the large scale unsteadiness increases
in intensity at large-scales as we proceed downstream with TV1 containing the least unsteadiness.
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However, the relative contribution of small-scale TKE to the total TKE with respect to the large-
scale TKE decreases downstream. At the (x = −50 mm) location we can observe from Figures
4.35b, that the amplitude of large-scale TKE has increased and most of it is contained in between
the zones of high probable positive and high probable negative vortices (see Figures 4.21c and
4.21d). This observation is in support of what was observed by Brundrett and Baines [75]. It can
thus be conjectured that the flow is most unsteady at the interface of the two opposing vortices at
this location. Similar observations can be made from the contours of TV4 (Figure 4.35c) for one
of the regions of high TKE near the corner.
The wall normal profiles of total turbulent kinetic energy (contains large- and small-scales) are
shown in Figure 4.36. The profiles of TKE in TV1, do show a canonical peak close to the wall
and gradual decay towards the core flow [127]. However it must be noted that this decay in TKE
towards the core flow is not monotonic at this location as seen in Figures 4.36c and 4.36b. This
effect may be due to the non-equilibrium state of the boundary layer at this location [17, 105]. It
can be seen from Figure 4.36e, that the boundary layer has progressed towards equilibrium away
from the corner as the profile at (y = 15 mm) now shows monotonic decay of TKE towards the
core flow. From Figure 4.36h we can see that the boundary layer is close to equilibrium form with
the decay of TKE towards the core flow being gradual. Figure 4.36i shows two peaks in the TKE
profiles close to the bottom wall. The second peak can be attributed to being a corner effect since
it is observed around y ≈ 10mm which is the location where the positive corner vortex resides.
4.13 Forms of Turbulence
The relative magnitudes of the Reynolds stress components u′iu
′
j are of paramount importance for
computational studies. The normalized anisotropy ai j tensor introduced by Lumley [128], defined
as the deviation from the isotropic state, provides a good way to quantify their relative dominance
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Figure 4.36: Mean turbulent kinetic energy profiles from TV1, TV2 and TV4 dataplanes at Mach
2.75. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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where k = u′iu
′
j and δi j is the Kronecker delta. The diagonalization of ai j provides us with its
eigenvectors (E1,E2,E3) associated with eigenvalues (λ1,λ2,λ3) ordered such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3
and λ1 +λ2 +λ3 = 0. The relative values of these eigenvalues provide an insight into the structure
of local turbulence. It is given as:
a. One component or cigar shaped: Turbulence along one direction dominates. This state is
represented by X1c.
λ = [2/3,−1/3,−1/3]T .
b. Two component/axisymmetric or pancake shaped: Turbulence along two directions is equally
stronger than the third direction. This state is represented by X2c.
λ = [1/6,1/6,−1/3]T .
c. Isotropic or spherical: Turbulence is equally distributed in all three directions. This state is
represented by X3c.
λ = [0,0,0]T .
The lines joining these points form the boundary of all possible turbulence states and thus define
an invariant map. Various maps have been proposed in literature based on the invariants [129,
130]. The points on these invariant maps determine what behavior the turbulence of the flow is
undergoing locally. These processes are as follows:
a. Axisymmetric expansion: Lies on the line joining X1c and X3c.
0 < λ1 < 1/3 and −1/6 < λ2 = λ3 < 0.
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b. Axisymmetric contraction: Lies on the line joining X2c and X3c.
−1/3 < λ1 < 0 and 0 < λ2 = λ3 < 1/6.
c. Two component: Lies on the line joining X1c and X2c.
λ1 +λ3 = 1/3 and λ2 = −1/3.
d. Plane Strain: At least one λi = 0.
The turbulence anisotropy of the corner flow was mapped on to barycentric coordinate system
detailed by Banerjee et al. [129] and represented by contours using methodology of Emory and
Iaccarino [130]. Figure 4.38 shows the streamwise evolution of turbulence form in the Mach 2
tunnel corner.
The turbulence state profiles across three spanwise (as a function of z) and three heightwise (as
a function of y) locations at TV2 plane in Mach 2 empty tunnel are shown in Figure 4.37. At
the upstream location (Figure 4.37a) the turbulence state normal to the bottom wall away from the
corner (y = 12 mm) matches that of a typical undisturbed boundary layer [129] where the turbulence
near the wall is 2 dimensional and evolves along the axisymmetric expansion line towards isotropy.
This behavior is consistent with the observationf of Lapsa and Dahm [17] on the centerline of the
tunnel. The profile is closest to isotropy until z = 10.39 after which it is affected by the secondary
flow effects of the rectangular channel flow and no longer conforms to an undisturbed boundary
layer. Normal to the sidewall (Figure 4.37b) the turbulence state profile is seen to have been
affected by the secondary flows with an initial tendency to evolve with the 2D turbulence before
turning the tendencies towards one dimensional turbulence. Further downstream it can be seen
that the turbulence structure is biased towards one component turbulence for most of the corner
flow which is typical of a boundary layer profile. As we traverse away from the walls the profiles
initially have a tendency to be biased towards pancake shaped turbulence before undergoing an

















































Figure 4.37: Profiles of the turbulence states (a): as functions of z at TV1 and (b): as functions of
y at TV1, (c): as functions of z at TV2 and (d): as functions of y at TV2 in barycentric coordinate
system in Mach 2.
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10240, z+ = 0.76 and y = 0.66 mm, z = 12 mm about y+ = 558 , z+ = 8170. This behavior is atypical
of a regular boundary layer and is attributed to the vorticity associated with the corner secondary
flows and reaching near isotropy at about y = 12 mm, z = 13.1 mm which is about y+ = 10240,
z+ = 8927 and y = 0.66 mm, z = 12 mm about y+ = 558 , z+ = 10142. The behavior of the turbulence
states at TV3 is similar to that observed at TV2.
Figure 4.38a shows the colormap associated with the barycentric coordinate system with X1c,
X2c and X3c being the limiting states associated with one component or cigar shaped turbu-
lence, axisymmetric two component or pancake shaped turbulence and three component or spher-
ical/isotropic turbulence.
Figures 4.38b, 4.38c and 4.38d show the turbulence forms observed at the location of TV1, TV2
and TV3 respectively. Most of the flow at all three locations is non-isotropic dominated primarily
by one component cigar shaped turbulence. All three locations feature yellow/green bands of
two component/two component limit turbulence conforming the sidewall near corner which is
characteristic of near wall flow where one direction is constrained by the presence of the wall. A
prominent axisymmetric 2D turbulence region (green) is observed in TV2 (Figure 4.38c) along the
bottom wall away from the influence of corner secondary flows. At TV1 (Fig 4.38b), a pink region
of axisymmetric expansion is observed slightly away from the corner which is due to the secondary
flows causing increase in in-plane turbulence orthogonal to the principal flow direction (also the
direction of 1-component turbulence). Downstream at TV2 (Fig 4.38c) as the corner vortices get
stronger and bigger with an increase in spatial unsteadiness as observed in Figures 4.24 and 4.21,
the in-plane turbulence contribution to the total turbulence increases and a part of this region (dark
blue) develops into three component isotropic turbulence which overlays the region around corner
bisector. Further downstream at TV3 (Figure 4.38d) as the corner flow becomes increasingly
turbulent in the plane normal to the principal flow, the turbulence in this plane starts dominating
over the principal flow direction leading to a development of axisymmetric contraction region (light
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blue region). Thus due to the development of secondary flows, the turbulence structure at a fixed
point in the corner has a tendency to evolve from a double wall-bounded one-component turbulence
to a two-component pancake type turbulence, the path being shown in Figure 4.39. A schematic
of evolution of turbulence form of a random point (consider the black dot in Figures 4.38) on the
bisectors is shown in Figure 4.40. In Figure 4.40, the black cube represents an element on the
bisector plane of the corner while the three orthogonal double headed arrows represent the three
eigenvectors [E1,E2,E3] associated with the anisotropy tensor at three streamwise locations in the
channel. The relative lengths of the eigenvectors at each of the three locations are related to their
corresponding eigenvalues [λ1,λ2,λ3] with the eigenvector having highest eigenvalue represented
by the longest double headed arrow. The lengths are also color coded for clarity with red being
longer than blue. Extrapolating the observations, the turbulence state at this point will have a
tendency to move towards the limiting case of pancake shaped turbulence.
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Figure 4.38: Structure of large-scale turb ulence isotropy/anisotropy mapped on to a Barycentric
mapping (a): Barycentric colormap: X1c is the cigar shapped or one-component turbulence, X2c is
the pancake shapped or two-component turbulence, X3c is the sphere shapped or three-component
turbulence; (b): Form of turbulence at TV1; (c): Form of turbulence at TV2; (d): Form of turbu-
lence at TV3. Fields are obtained at Mach 2. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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Figure 4.39: Streamwise evolution tendency of the turbulence structure on the corner bisector
plane.
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Mach 2.75 and Mach 2.0 supersonic turbulent corner flows were experimentally investigated using
stereo PIV. Three SPIV data planes orthogonal to the channel walls and the principal flow direction
separated by a few boundary layer thicknesses were recorded. The data obtained was used for
computing various parameters in order to provide an insight to the turbulent structures which would
be characteristic of such a flow field. It was found that,
• No form of symmetry was evident from observing either instantaneous, mean velocity fields
or vorticity fields obtained from mean velocity fields in the original form. Decomposing the
vector fields into large and small-scales revealed a skewed symmetry, skewed possibly due
to the nature of the nozzle or the aspect ratio of the tunnel.
• The instantaneous flow fields consisted of a forest of vortices. Decomposing the velocity
field into large and small-scales made it possible to define the corner vortices and study their
behavior in the streamwise direction. The average form of the corner vortices was made
clear using conditional sampling.
• A statistical analysis revealed that the corner vortices move away from the corner while
maintaining a similar probability density function of the inter-vortical distance and the cor-
ner bisector angle. The mean corner bisector angle at all the locations was found to be
approximately equal to the characteristic angle of the channel aspect ratio. The mean char-
acteristic scaling of the corner vortices was found to be of the same order of magnitude at all
three locations with a slight tendency to increase downstream.
• The instantaneous vortex filaments become increasingly unstable downstream as the Reynolds
number increases. This is evident from decreasing amplitudes and increasing scales of mean
vorticity structures observed in mean vorticity fields as well as the increasing standard devi-
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ations in the probable corner vortex center locations in vortex center location PDF fields.
• The effect of vortical momentum transport was observed in the iso-tach lines of streamwise
velocity and the in plane strain rates associated with the streamwise velocity component.
• The corner vortices tends to decrease the value of the coefficient of friction in regions it
draw the lower momentum fluid away from the wall and increase the coefficient of friction
in regions where the higher momentum fluid from the core flow is convected towards the
wall. This is consistent with skin friction measurements in boundary layers dominated by
vortices [126] and also matches the observations by Davis and Gessner [7].
• The velocity profiles (inner scale normalized) show fuller profiles in the outer wake region
when the wall normal velocity vectors point towards the wall, while they show a defect
region in the logarithmic region when the wall-normal vectors point away from the wall,
indicating momentum transport (upwell/downwash motion) due to the corner vortices.
• The vorticity production fields due to turbulence anisotropy and the cross diagonal turbu-
lence components were found to be orthogonal to each other which corroborates results of
Brundrett and Baines [75].
• Small scale coherent structures were found by conditionally averaging scale velocity fields
in corner vortex coordinate system. The ejection caused by these structures was associated
with a pair of counter rotating vortices with positive vortex lining up with the positive corner
vortex and negative vortex lining up with the negative corner vortex.
• Turbulence in the corner was mostly anisotropic primarily dominated by one component
cigar shaped turbulence. The region of interaction between the two corner follows a trend
of axisymmetric expansion to isotropic turbulence and axisymmetric contraction having a
tendency to proceed towards pancake shaped turbulence.
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CHAPTER 5
Swept shock-corner flow interactions
This chapter will initially give a description of the flow fields resulting from the stronger (6◦ de-
flection) and weak (4.6◦ deflection) SBLIs at Mach 2.75 with an emphasis on secondary flows. We
then investigate the effects of the weak SBLI on the corner vortices. A hypothesis will be presented
to explain the role of secondary flows on determining where an open flow separation event is most
likely to occur. This hypothesis will then be used for predicting the locations of flow separations
from both the cases, as well as to explain flow separation / reattachment in a couple of canonical
flow configurations found in the literature.
5.1 Comparison between Strong and Weak SBLI
Figure 5.1 shows the averaged schlieren images of the strong and weak SBLIs. The measured angle
of the incident shock wave in strong SBLI case is 25.8◦ against a computed value of 25.9◦ while
for the weak SBLI while it is measured to be 24.8◦ against a calculated value of 24.7◦. The major
difference observed is that the reflected shock wave begins well upstream of the nominal interaction
point (I) in case of the stronger (6◦) SBLI which is consistent with a separated incident oblique
SBLI (see section 1.2.3), while it appears to be reflected at the nominal interaction location in
case of weaker (4.6◦) SBLI and resembles the structure of a non-separated incident oblique SBLI.




Figure 5.1: Average schlieren images of the (a): 6◦ SBLI and (b): 4.6◦ SBLI. For reference,
yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
thickening and flow separation. This causes the incoming flow to be diverted along the thickened
boundary layer resulting in a separation shock (reflected shock) that starts well upstream of the
nominal interaction location.
Another major difference in the schlieren images is the presence of the reflected expansion fan
W in the 6◦ SBLI that is not observed in the weaker interaction. This is consistent with the 6◦
and 4.6◦ SBLIs being examples of separated and non-separated interactions as has been inferred













































































Figure 5.2: Primary flow fields obtained in empty tunnel (a): upstream (x = 82 mm), (b): at
(x = 102 mm) and (c): downstream (x = 122 mm) of the nominal interaction location of SBLI with
4.6◦ flow deflection. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
air resulting in the formation of expansion waves. As per the proposed structure of unseparated
incident oblique SBLI (Section 1.2.3, Figure 1.3), the thickened boundary layer recovers down-
stream as it progresses through the expansion waves. These are reflected from the free surface by
the compression waves formed by spreading out of incoming shock. However the expansion waves
are completely extinguished by the reflected strong shock wave near the interaction point and are
not observed in the schlieren fields.
5.1.1 Primary Flow Fields
5.1.1.1 Empty Tunnel
SPIV data was recorded in the empty tunnel at the same locations where data was recorded for
a weak SBLI case in the wind tunnel prior to installing the wedge. Thus the empty tunnel flow
recorded in this dataset would correspond to the room and physical conditions that existed during
the time weak SBLI case was studied and hence would be a representative of the flow that would
have existed without the wedge for the SBLI with 4.6◦ flow deflection (weak interaction).








































































































































Figure 5.3: Top row: Primary flow fields of 4.6◦ SBLI at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and
(c): x = 122 mm. Bottom row: Primary flow fields of 6◦ SBLI at (d): x = 76 mm, (e): x = 96 mm
and (f): x = 115 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
tively. The growth of the corner effect on the primary flow fields follows the discussion in chapter
4.
5.1.1.2 SBLI cases
Averaged velocity fields on cross sectional planes of both cases of SBLI at three locations (2δ
upstream, at and 2δ downstream of the point of nominal interaction) are shown in Figure 5.3
where the top row shows the velocity fields for the weak (4.6◦) SBLI while the bottom row shows
the velocity fields from the stronger (6◦) SBLI. The y = 0 and z = 0 axes represent the locations
of the sidewall and the bottom wall as per the coordinate system discussed previously, the white
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dotted line is the sonic line, the solid black line in the core flow is the shock and the solid black
line conforming the axes is the separation bubble profile (h) averaged by conditionally sampling
the separation bubble profile obtained from the separated cases.
The flow field 2δ upstream of the nominal interaction location of the weaker SBLI (4.6◦ flow
deflection) is shown in Figure 5.3a. The flow in the corner ([0 ≤ y ≤ 10, 0 ≤ z ≤ 10]) of the weaker
SBLI qualitatively resembles that of an undisturbed corner flow with the major portion of the
corner flow dominated by a higher momentum fluid as compared to the corner flow subject to the
stronger SBLI (6◦ flow deflection) at location 2δ upstream of the nominal interaction location. This
is evident in the form of region characterized by lower values of U and relatively unaffected sonic
line (white dashed). One possible reason for this may be the downward mass flux generated by
the weaker incoming swept-oblique shock is lesser than the 6◦ case. Thus the interaction of this
downflow with the corner flows is weaker causing an unobservable convection of low momentum
fluid from near the sidewall resulting in an extremely weak low momentum fluid bulge around
z = 8 mm. The incoming shock associated with the weaker interaction is flatter than the stronger
case and nearer to the bottom wall as the angle associated with the shock generated by 4.6◦ flow
deflection is smaller than that generated by 6◦ flow deflection. The shock is found to be terminating
at the boundary layer of the sidewall for both the cases. No flow separation is observed in the
weaker case which is due to the weaker adverse pressure gradient and weaker low momentum
convection caused by the corner flows associated with the weaker case.
At the location of nominal interaction (point I), the incident shock associated by the weaker SBLI
penetrates deeper into the boundary layer, while the incident shock associated with the stronger
SBLI is intercepted by a separation shock (U); which originates upstream of I; away from the bot-
tom wall at a higher value of z (see Figure 5.1) which makes it appear that the shock is reflected
from a higher point (see figures 5.3b and 5.3e). A separation bubble (incipient) is observed in
the conditionally averaged separation bubble profiles of both cases on the sidewall near the region
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where the negative corner vortex would exist. The strong SBLI causes a large separation bubble
(more probable and spatially larger separation bubble) due to the same reasons as stated for the
upstream location. Apart from the separation bubble on the sidewall, the stronger SBLI is also
associated with a weaker flow separation on the bottom wall lifting the incoming flow upwards,
away from the bottom shock which is manifested in the form of low momentum (blue) region on
the bottom wall from starting from y ≈ 20 mm in Figure 5.3e as well as the upwelling of the sonic
line. However no such feature is observed in the weak SBLI case (see Figure 5.3b) where the sonic
line is seen conforming to the bottom wall. Another major difference observed in the flow fields
at this location is that of the iso-tach profiles of the principal velocity component which qualita-
tively follow the sonic line profile. The iso-tach profiles associated with strong SBLI resemble
those characteristic of a strong secondary corner flow effect, which is caused by the sidewall flow
separation convecting some incoming flow towards the core which is evident in the flow vectors in
the separated flow region (z ≈ 8 mm).
Averaged primary flow fields 2δ downstream of the nominal interaction for both weak and strong
SBLIs are shown in Figures 5.3c and 5.3f, respectively. At this location the boundary layer is un-
dergoing a recovery process having passed through through the expansion fan. Figure 5.3c shows
the flow downstream of the interaction in the weaker SBLI case where the expansion fan has been
consumed by the reflected shock. The separation bubble on the sidewall near the corner is now
weaker, while the momentum defect region created by the secondary corner flows has expanded
away from the walls and it is now affecting the sonic line that has bulged out from the corner into
the core flow. This may be a result of the secondary flows interacting with the shock followed by
an expansion fan. Figure 5.3f is the flow field downstream of the strong SBLI that features an ex-
pansion fan (manifested as a region of diverging vectors) following the reflected/separation shock
unlike the non-separated case (weaker SBLI). The flow is almost completely attached with the





























































































































Figure 5.4: Top Row: V-velocity fields obtained in empty tunnel (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm
and (c): x = 122 mm. Bottom Row: W-velocity fields obtained in empty tunnel at (d): x = 82 mm,
(e): x = 102 mm and (f): x = 122 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
location) on the bottom wall.
5.1.2 Secondary Flow Fields
5.1.2.1 Empty Tunnel
The contour plots of averaged V and W fields obtained in the empty tunnel are shown in Figure
5.4. A growing and strengthening region of negative V velocity can be seen conforming to the
corner characteristic of evolving corner flows. The region of upwash of the fluid pointing away
from the sidewall (positive V) starts at about z ≈ 5 mm and continues moving away from the wall
































































































































Figure 5.5: Top row: V-velocity fields of 4.6◦ SBLI at (a): (x = 82 mm), (b): (x = 102 mm) and
(c): (x = 122 mm). Bottom row: V flow fields of 6◦ SBLI at (d): (x = 76 mm), (e): (x = 96 mm)
and (f): (x = 115 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
evolving secondary corner flows is observed in the W fields.
5.1.2.2 SBLI
The in-plane averaged velocity fields (V and W) associated with the weak (4.6◦ deflection) and
strong (6◦ deflection) SBLI are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
The averaged V velocity fields 2δ upstream of the nominal interaction location in weak and strong
SBLI are shown in Figures 5.5a and 5.5d respectively. As expected the incoming swept shock
interacting with the sidewall boundary layer-corner flow system generates a stronger secondary


























































































































Figure 5.6: Top row: W-velocity fields of 4.6◦ SBLI at (a): (x = 82 mm), (b): (x = 102 mm) and
(c): (x = 122 mm). Bottom row: W-velocity fields of 6◦ SBLI at (d): (x = 76 mm), (e): (x = 96 mm)
and (f): (x = 115 mm). For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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between the sidewall and the left limit of the incoming shock wave in the region (7 mm < y <
20 mm, 0 mm < z < 20 mm). The incoming flow is diverted towards the center of the tunnel due to
the boundary layer thickening and incipient flow separation in case of the 6◦ SBLI caused on the
sidewall resulting into higher V velocities. However the morphology of this column remains more
or less similar in both the cases. It comprises of two prominent regions of high positive values
of V: (1) one region characteristic of the positive corner vortex that is found conforming to the
bottom wall in the region 9 mm < y < 20 mm; and (2) the region formed due to the swept shock
vortex scooping fluid from the sidewall boundary layer towards the core flow observed in the region
(9 mm < y < 17 mm, 8 mm < z < 15 mm) which also thickens the subsonic region as seen in Figure
5.5d compared to Figure 5.5a. In case of the weaker SBLI a signature of the negative corner vortex
can be observed in the V-velocity fields at z ≈ 3 mm. It is consistent in magnitude and structure
to that observed in the empty tunnel V field of Figure 5.4a. The observed structure of the V-fields
for 4.6◦ and 6◦ SBLI would be consistent with the surface oil flow structures observed by Bruce et
al. [68] for normal shock wave-corner flow studies at low and high Mach numbers. They observed
that strong SBLI producing more prominent hourglass oil flow patterns that were observed in
the high Mach number cases. The presence of strong V fields (column) would also strengthen
the hypothesis suggested by Benek et al. [58] that the interaction taking place on the sidewall
affects the interaction on the centerline by deflecting the incoming flow towards the centerline
upstream of the shock reaching the bottom wall boundary layer. The stronger shock wave produces
a stronger swept SBLI associated with a stronger swept shock vortex (see Alvi and Settles [4])
sweeping down a larger momentum flux. This effect can also be observed in the W-velocity fields
at this location shown in Figures 5.6a and 5.6d in the form of a stronger downward velocity (blue
region conforming the sidewall above z ≈ 17 mm) in the stronger SBLI case. Larger magnitudes
of positive W-velocity are observed under the shock in the strong SBLI case. They may be due
to the thickening and/or incipient flow separation on the bottom wall boundary layer diverting the
incoming flow upwards away from the bottom wall. Region of negative W velocities characteristic
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of a positive corner vortex can be observed in the corner region y . 10 mm conforming the bottom
wall. Unlike the weak SBLI (Figure 5.6a), it appears that the corner flow region upstream of the
nominal interaction location in strong SBLI (Figure 5.6d) is coupled with the flow under the shock
in the from of a bridge like structure of positive W-velocity values that extends from the corner
and away from the sidewall at about z & 10 mm connecting the core flow. It should be noted that
the location of this bridge is also the location of high values of positive V (Figure 5.5d) suggesting
convection towards the core flow.
Figures 5.5b and 5.5e show the averaged V velocity fields at the nominal interaction location for
the weak and strong SBLI cases respectively. The column of high positive values of V has inten-
sified and the two prominent regions it comprised of have merged in the weak SBLI case and it is
seen under the shock conforming to the bottom wall (7 mm ≤ y ≤ 20 mm). A weak signature of
the negative V velocities associated with the negative corner vortex can be observed at z ≈ 3 mm
in Figure 5.5b. In the case of strong SBLI, the column of the positive V velocity has weakened as
compared to the upstream field (Figure 5.5d). The two regions of the column are still prominent
as the incoming shock is intercepted away from the bottom wall by the separation/reflected shock
in the case of strong SBLI before they can merge as observed in the weak SBLI (Figure 5.5b).
The negative V velocity region associated with the secondary corner flows convecting fluid into
the corner is intensified most likely due to the fact that incipient separation and/or boundary layer
thickening on bottom wall diverts the incoming flow away from the separation/thickening region
which mostly follows the behavior of the sonic (dashed black) line. In both cases the negative V
velocity region associated with the corner flows is observed lying just outside of the convex protu-
berance of the supersonic region which may attribute the growth of the protuberance to momentum
transport caused by the secondary flows. The higher value of negative V velocity causes a transport
of high U velocity fluid tending to stretch the sonic line towards the corner. It can also be observed
from Figures 5.3b and 5.3e that the conditionally averaged separation bubble profile is alleviated in
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the region where this negative V velocity region lies as relatively higher energy fluid is convected
towards the separated flow by the velocity vectors pointing towards the sidewall. The averaged W
velocity fields at the nominal interaction location for weak and strong cases of SBLI are shown
in Figures 5.6b and 5.6e respectively. Larger values of positive W velocity are observed in strong
SBLI case with a thicker subsonic region characterized by almost zero W velocity. Negative W
values characteristic of a displaced corner vortex are observed on the supersonic side of the protu-
berance in the sonic line (9 mm . y . 12 mm). This region was displaced due to the interaction
on the sidewall creating flow separation as seen in Figure 5.3e. The coupling bridge that existed at
the upstream location in the strong SLI case is seen to have narrowed.
The averaged V fields for weak and strong SBLI 2δ downstream of the nominal interaction location
are shown in Figures 5.5c and 5.5f respectively. As the flow is undergoing relaxation having passed
through the interaction, the overall magnitudes of V are lower than the upstream locations for both
the cases. The negative V velocity region associated with corner flows has strengthened and grown
in area for both the cases and now lies conforming with the bottom wall being pushed down by the
shock. The positive V velocity region associated with the swept shock is seen to have weakened
and is now moving upwards along with the reflected shock. Mean W velocity fields at this location
for both weak and strong SBLIs are shown in Figures 5.6c and 5.6f respectively. The negative W
velocity region associated with the swept shock is found conforming to the sidewall at z ≥ 17 mm.
Almost all the flow below the shock displays positive W velocity for weak SBLI. Since this is the
location of boundary layer relaxation, the bottom wall boundary layer attachment is manifested as
a region of negative W in strong SBLI which exists above the sonic line in the region y ≥ 20 mm.
This is the result of the flow outside boundary separated/thickened boundary layer turning back
towards the bottom wall. The region of divergent vectors between the positive W below the shock



















































































































































Figure 5.7: Top row: Averaged ||S || fields of 4.6◦ SBLI at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and
(c): x = 122 mm. Bottom row: Averaged ||S || fields of 6◦ SBLI at (d): x = 76 mm, (e): x = 96 mm
and (f): x = 115 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
5.1.3 Strain Fields and Shock Structure
The in plane strain fields and shock traces as defined in 3.1.4 for the three locations in weak and
strong SBLI are shown in Figure 5.7. It can be observed that the shock tends to be less curved in













































































Figure 5.8: Rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained in empty tunnel at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x =
102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
5.1.4 Vortex Fields and the Effects of SBLI on Corner Vortices
5.1.4.1 Empty Tunnel
The rigid rotation vortex fields obtained from mean vector fields in empty tunnel at different lo-
cations where data is recorded for the weak (4.6◦ deflection) SBLI are shown in Figure 5.8. The
corner vortices were observed to follow the evolution trends discussed in Chapter 4.
5.1.4.2 SBLI
The rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained from mean vector fields (Figure 5.3) of weak and strong
SBLI are shown in Figure 5.9. The case of the stronger SBLI is characterized by stronger stream-
wise oriented vortices.
At the location upstream of the nominal interaction, for both weak and strong SBLI, the incoming
positive swept shock vortex (vortex C as described in section 3.4.2) and the positive vortex (vortex
B) associated with the secondary corner flows are prominent while only weak signs indicating the
presence of the negative corner vortex (B) can be seen. It should be noted that the location of
the positive corner vortex does not seem to be significantly affected by the incoming shock at this














































































































































Figure 5.9: Top row: ωRR-fields obtained from obtained from mean vector fields of 4.6◦ SBLI
at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm. Bottom row: ωRR-fields obtained
from obtained from mean vector fields of 6◦ SBLI at (a): x = 76 mm, (b): x = 96 mm and (c):

















































































































































Figure 5.10: Top row: Averaged ωRRL-fields obtained from obtained from large-scale vector fields
of 4.6◦ SBLI at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm. Bottom row: Averaged
ωRRL-fields obtained from large-scale vector fields of 6
◦ SBLI at (a): x = 76 mm, (b): x = 96 mm
and (c): x = 115 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT = 69.3 mm.
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vortex becomes clearer for the strong SBLI case in the averaged large-scale rigid rotation voticity
fields shown in Figure 5.10 while an extremely weak signature of large-scale negative corner vortex
is visible for the weak SBLI at z ≈ 2 mm conforming to the sidewall for the upstream location
(Figure 5.10a). In Figure 5.10d, the maximum extent of the averaged flow separation bubble
towards the core is observed at the location where the negative corner vortex and the incoming
swept shock vortex would transport the low momentum fluid towards the core flow.
Figures 5.10b and 5.10e show the rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained by decomposing the mean
vector fields shown in Figures 5.3b and 5.3e. At this location, the positive corner vortex associ-
ated with both the cases has been slightly displaced from its laboratory position observed in the
undisturbed flow (empty tunnel); towards the core flow. This is due to the incoming flow being
convected from the sidewall towards the core flow as the velocity vectors indicate. The swept
shock vortex (C) associated with the weaker interaction is found to be closer to the bottom wall
as compared to the stronger interaction where the incoming shock is intercepted by the separation
shock. Negative corner vortex is still not prominent in the weaker SBLI with only faint traces
observed at z ≈ 3.5 mm conforming to the sidewall while it has strengthened in the stronger SBLI.
This may be a result of the flow being processed by the separation shock at this location. For both
the cases sidewall flow separation bubble exists at the location from where the negative corner
vortex is scooping low momentum fluid away from the sidewall. Similarly, in the stronger SBLI
case, the bottom wall flow separation bubble is seen to start at about y ≈ 20 mm from where the
positive corner vortex is seen scooping low momentum fluid away from the bottom wall towards
the core flow. Figures 5.10b and 5.10e show the averaged large-scale rigid rotation vorticity fields
at the nominal interaction locations for the 4.6◦ and 6◦ SBLIs respectively. The averaged large-
scale negative vortex is observed to be located at approximately the same z-location it was located
upstream of the nominal interaction for both the cases however, it has less vorticity associated with
it. A trace of negative vortex D (see section 3.4.3) is observed at the nominal interaction location
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conforming to the bottom wall at y ≈ 22 mm. It should be noted that the bottom wall flow separa-
tion bubble starts where the vortex D and vortex A (positive corner vortex) act together to scoop
low energy fluid from along the bottom wall towards the core flow.
The rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained from mean vector fields 2δ downstream of the nomi-
nal interaction location for weak and strong SBLI are shown in Figures 5.9c and 5.9f while the
averaged large-scale vorticity profiles are shown in Figures 5.10c and 5.10f. The negative corner
vortex has now recovered for the weak SBLI and is found by the sidewall at about z ≈ 5 mm which
is closer to the bottom wall than its natural position z ≈ 8 mm in the empty tunnel at this location
(Figure 5.8c). This might be due to the downward flux of fluid caused by the shock system on the
sidewall as seen in Figure 5.6c pushing the negative corner vortex towards the bottom wall. Its
large-scale morphological structure (Figure 5.10c) seems to be a highly distorted vortex structure
after a moderate to strong streamwise vortex-oblique shock wave interaction as observed in the
numerical studies by Zudov and Pimonov [110] who observed the splitting of the vortex core into
two for moderate to strong interactions. The resulting distorted structure is characterized by two
cores of high values of vorticity, which may be distorted by the presence of walls and a complicated
secondary flow field while the positive corner vortex would be unaffected as observed in the weak
streamwise vortex-oblique shock wave interaction cases. The magnitudes of the vortices in the
weak SBLI case are higher than those in the strong SBLI case at this location. This may be due to
the absence of an expansion wave that would smear out the velocity fields, reducing their gradient
magnitudes. Due to absence of an expansion fan the flow recovery is slower in the weak SBLI
and flow separation is still observed on the sidewall in the region where the negative corner vortex
convects low energy flow away from the sidewall. The negative corner vortex associated with the
downstream location of the strong SBLI also shows two lobe structure (Figure 5.9f) associated
with a strong streamwise vortex-oblique shock wave interaction. However it has been weakened




z− mm A− mm2 Wt− mm2/s y+ mm A+ mm2 Wt+ mm2/s
TV2 4.75 13.32 5.75×104 9.99 12.07 4.95×104
TV3 5.3 9.23 2.92×104 7.75 4.96 1.66×104
TV4 6.25 20 8.75×104 11.48 12.11 4.37×104
SBLI
TV2 3.78 3.76 1.05×104 12.13 23.97 3.93×104
TV3 3.71 2.17 6.97×103 11.77 10.25 2.18×104
TV4 5.24 18.52 9.19×104 15.84 9.95 3.67×104
Table 5.1: Effect of SBLI on corner vortices.
fields. The positive corner vortex is observed to have been displaced further towards the channel
centerline on the bottom wall for both the cases.
Due to the availability of the empty tunnel corner flows at the location of dataset recording for
weak SBLI, we are presented with an opportunity to study the effect of SBLI on corner vortices.
Various properties of corner vortices with and without the SBLI are tabulated in Table 5.1 while
the histograms of the properties at two locations one upstream and another downstream of the
interaction are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. The effect of the shock system pushing
the negative corner vortex towards the bottom wall can be observed in the form of a shift to the
left of the pdfs of z− both upstream and downstream of interaction (Figures 5.11a and 5.12a). This
is attributed to the downward velocity flow that is found conforming to the sidewall as has been
observed in Figure 5.6c. Similarly the positive corner vortex is displaced away from the sidewall
towards the centerline which is observed as a rightward shift of the pdfs in Figures 5.11d and
5.12d. Upstream of the interaction the negative corner vortex affected by the shock wave is seen
to have a decreased area and weights. Vortex weight is defined as Wt =
´
AΦ
|ωRRL |dAΦ or the net
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Figure 5.11: Effect of weak SBLI on various corner vortex properties 2δ upstream of interaction
(TV2 x = 82 mm). Top row: negative corner vortex, bottom row: positive corner vortex.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of weak SBLI on various corner vortex properties 2δ downstream of interaction
(TV4 x = 102 mm). Top row: negative corner vortex, bottom row: positive corner vortex.
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rigid rotation vorticity content of a vortex. It is similar to circulation but computed using rigid
rotation vorticity. as seen in Figures 5.11b and 5.11c respectively. This may indicate a vortex
breakdown into smaller scales as the size and the net vorticity content of the vortex decreases. A
possible reason for this may be the shock wave imposing an adverse pressure gradient and/or flow
separation on the sidewall which has been observed to cause vortex breakdowns by Sarpkaya [131].
Sarpkaya observed that increasing adverse pressure gradient leads to vortex breakdown into smaller
scales at further upstream locations. The positive vortex on the other hand expands in size (Figure
5.11e). However its weight approximately follows the same PDF (Figure 5.11f), which would
indicate that vortex straining is affecting the positive vortex by expanding its size while conserving
the net vortex weight in the positive corner vortex. At the downstream location both the positive
and negative vortices are observed to be recovering to the default state (empty tunnel) with the
PDFs affected by the SBLI tending towards those observed in empty tunnel corner vortices. The
independence of the corner vortex properties whose PDFs are plotted in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 at
lower values of threshold for |ωRR| is shown in Appendix C.1.
5.2 Hypothesis to explain the Mechanisms of Flow Separation
5.2.1 Principle and Background
Our hypothesis is that secondary flows in the form of vortices near the walls scoop out low energy
fluid from near the wall towards the freestream. This creates regions of low energy fluid extending
normal to the walls. These regions have high probability to separate if a sufficiently strong pressure
gradient is applied.
Shabaka et al. [126] studied in detail the effects of having a vortex close to a bounding surface in
a flow. A vortex that exists close to a bounding surface transports lower momentum fluid from the
wall to the core on the downwash side, thus modifying the velocity profile to be less full, while
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transports higher momentum fluid from the core towards the wall on the upwash other side, thus
making the velocity profile fuller. This results in an increase in skin friction coefficient (C f ) on
the fuller side, and a decrease on the other side. The side with net lower C f is more susceptible to
flow separation than the rest of the flow, while the region of maximum C f represents a region with
higher resistance to flow separation. This is schematically shown in Figure 5.13a.
In the case two (counter-rotating) vortices lie in close proximity to each other (Figure 5.13), two
possibilities arise: (1) the region of common flow upwash (see Figure 5.13b) [132] and (2) the
region of common flow downwash (see Figure 5.13c). The case where flow upwash exists is asso-
ciated with an intensification of the decrease in C f because the two vortices increase the strength
of the low momentum flow transport away from the wall. The SBLI problem studied here ex-
ists at the location where the positive vortex along the sidewall interacts with the negative corner
vortex. This results in increased likelihood of flow separation (see Figures 3.6, 3.12 and 3.18).
This is associated with a point of minimum C f , which makes the flow more prone to separation.
In the opposite case where downwash exists, the flow has a higher resistance to separation and
corresponds to a local maximum in C f . It should be noted that although the vortex causes a local
decrease and increase of C f , the net spatial average effect is an overall increase in C f as noted by
Shabaka et al. [126]. The second case is observed in the corner of a rectangular duct that features
counter-rotating corner vortices with common flow towards the corner.
5.2.2 Criterion to identify Locations of Most Probable Flow Separation
We now proceed to establish a criterion that can be used to evaluate the location where separa-
tion most likely can occur. This criterion is established from observations and discussions con-
ducted in previous sections. We assume that the pocket of flow field with low kinetic energy
fluid when applied with adverse pressure gradient is most likely to separate. Such a region of





Figure 5.13: Simple examples of potential flow separation and re-attachment lines.
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field. Our investigation into the empty tunnel corner flows (Chapter 4) revealed that the upwash
created by the interaction of corner vortices and the counter rotating vortex pair (negative corner
vortex and positive vortex on the side wall) within the boundary layer along the walls results into
such a streamwise velocity defect region (see Section 4.9). From Section 4.9, it was found that
(∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) serves as a good indicator to locate the regions of maximum velocity defect. The
locations where the quantity (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) reverses sign from negative to positive traversing in
the positive direction, or (∂2U/∂y2) or (∂2U/∂z2) are positive are the locations of local maximum
streamwise velocity defect. This can be explained by considering the U-velocity profiles (Fig-
ure 5.20) and the (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) fields shown in Figure 5.21. As we traverse the U-profiles in
the +z-direction away from the bottom wall, streamwise velocity increases until it reaches a lo-
cal maximum at about z ≈ 3 mm for x = 82 mm and x = 102 mm and z ≈ 5 mm at x = 122 mm.
This region of increasing streamwise velocity constitutes a positive (∂U/∂z). Traversing further
in the +z-direction the (∂U/∂z) changes its sign to negative until the local minimum is reached
at z ≈ 5 mm for x = 82 mm and x = 102 mm and z ≈ 10 mm at x = 122 mm. Proceeding further
into the region of increasing streamwise velocity values, (∂U/∂z) will be positive. This point of
sign reversal from negative to positive values of (∂U/∂z) represents the maximum local stream-
wise velocity defect as the U-velocity is at a local minimum. Since the flow around these regions
is characterized by lower kinetic energy flow compared to flows away from the corner effects, it
is most likely to separate at these locations along the walls. This effect has been sourced to the
momentum transport caused by the corner secondary flows as is discussed in Section 4.9. The
location of local maximum streamwise velocity defect is also the location of the local minimum in
C f as is observed in Section 4.10.
A generalized version explaining how (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) parameter locates velocity defect will now
be discussed. Consider a wall shown by the thick black horizontal lines in Figure 5.14 and co-
ordinate system with t-axis tangential to the wall and n-axis normal to the wall. Let there be a
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Figure 5.14: A schematic explaining how (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) locates velocity defect.
Figure 5.15: A schematic explaining how (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) locates velocity defect in a cross-section
with complex flow fields.
flow with arbitrary velocity profile U characterized by velocity defect over this wall with U being
directed out of the plane. Let U(nre f , t) at some n = nre f be as shown in Figure 5.14a. Let t = t1
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be the coordinate of where the velocity U starts reducing in t direction, t = t2 be the coordinate
of maximum defect and t = t3 be the location of complete recovery of U in the t direction. If we
calculate the gradient ∂U/∂t along n = nre f , it will be negative after t = t1 until t = t2 as the mag-
nitude of U decreases along t in this region. After t = t2, the value of U starts increasing in the
t-direction and thus ∂U/∂t will be positive until it completely recovers at t = t3. There is a reversal
of signs of ∂U/∂t at t = t2 as shown in Figure 5.14c. Figure 5.14b shows the U as a function of
n plotted at t = t1,t = t2 and t = t3. There exists no velocity defect along n and U monotonically
increases to freestream value away from the wall. Thus ∂U/∂n is monotonically positive. Thus if
we are to determine the regions of velocity defect in a cross-sectional plane, we take the product
of ∂U/∂t and ∂U/∂n and the parameter (∂U/∂t)(∂U/∂n) becomes a good indicator of such regions.
The variation of this parameter along t at a slice n = nre f is shown in Figure 5.14d, and it changes
sign from negative to positive traversing along t at the location of maximum defect.
Now let us consider a complex flow field with velocity defects that are possible in multiple direc-
tions, such as what is shown in Figure 5.15. Here we have a velocity defect as we are traversing
along the side and one as we traverse along the bottom wall. Thus, either ∂U/∂y or ∂U/∂z are
negative. However if we take the product of the gradients (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z), we obtain a parameter
that can locate the local maximum velocity defects on the cross-sectional plane. The defects are
maximum if (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) = 0 and (∂2U/∂y2) > 0, (∂2U/∂z2) > 0. In Figure 5.15 the negative
zones of (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) are shown by color blue while everything else is positive. We thus see
how (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) enables us to locate the minima in a 2D cross-sectional plane, constituting
the criterion to detect locations of most probable flow separation.
5.2.3 Lines of Potential Separation and Reattachment
A line of potential separation (SL) is defined as the locus of local minimum of C f , and identify a
line along which the flow would begin to separate or is characterized by intermittent separation or
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in general, has the highest tendency to separate. Such a line would be typical of a configuration of
a streamwise-oriented vortex tube near a wall as shown in Figure 5.13.
As seen in Figure 5.13, a vortex tube that exists close to a wall and within a boundary layer,
would draw the lower momentum fluid from near the wall towards the freestream on one side,
thus increasing the potential of flow to separate. The locus along which this effect is the strongest
is referred to as the line of potential separation (SL). Thus, using the criterion defined in section
5.2.2 a potential separation line (SL) can be defined as the locus of points where (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z)
reverses sign from negative to positive while traversing in a positive direction of the coordinate
system along the wall. If a counter-rotating vortex exists, this tendency would be reinforced in
the region of common upwash (Figure 5.13b). Here, the line of potential separation of relatively
weak isolated vortices is referred to as SL’, while that caused by adverse pressure gradient or
close proximity of two counter rotating vortices is referred to as SL. Conversely, on the other side
of the vortex tube, higher momentum fluid from the free stream is drawn towards the wall, thus
decreasing the tendency to separate. The region is here referred to as the line of reattachment (RL).
The RL also correspond to the line of local maximum C f . Thus a potential reattachment line (RL)
can be defined as the locus of points where (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) reverses sign from positive to negative
while traversing in a positive direction of the coordinate system along the wall. If a counter rotating
vortex pair exits to mutually cause a downwash in between them, the reattachment tendency will
be amplified leading to a common reattachment line (Figure 5.13c). A schematic diagram showing
the map of lines of potential separation and reattachment of the SBLI problem considered here are
shown in Figure 5.16.
In Figure 5.16 SL1 is a result of the adverse pressure gradient of the swept shock and the associated
Vortex C. The vortex C transports higher momentum fluid towards the sidewall causing a reattach-
ment line RL1. SL’1 (dashed line becoming solid once it encounters adverse pressure gradient due
to the shock) is caused by the corner vortex B, which then merges into SL1 producing a stronger
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Figure 5.16: Lines of potential separation and reattachment in a 3D SBLI setting.
potential to separate as a result of the close proximity of near wall counter-rotating vortices B and
C as was seen in Figure 3.16.
Both the corner vortices A and B convect high-momentum fluid towards the corner of the tunnel
producing RL2. SL’2(dashed line) is caused only by the relatively weak corner vortex A. SL’2
merges into a stronger SL2, which is a result of the interaction between two counter-rotating vor-
tices A and D. Vortex D and its counterpart which would exist in the other half of the domain,
would form a counter-rotating pair which would form a strong reattachment line (RL4) on the cen-
terline of the tunnel if the spacing were sufficiently small. SL3 is produced by the incident oblique
shock and the span-wise vortex which exists at the foot of this shock, while RL3 is the reattach-
ment line caused by this vortex. Based on this view, the potential to separate in the SBLI region
would be greatest where most of the potential separation lines are in close proximity to each other
as shown in Figure 5.16. In the case shown here, it is the region where the swept shock vortex C
is closest to the bottom wall, and thus closest to the spanwise vortex and the corner vortices A and
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B. Such region would be found around x/δ = 10. Thus, the sudden increase in separation bubble
cross-section area in Figure 3.12 may be attributed to this phenomenon of vortex interaction.
In the next few sections we will explore this hypothesis from the set of measurements available at
strong and weak SBLIs as well as present a few canonical flow examples where the mechanism
proposed would have an impact.
5.2.4 Flow Separation Predictions using the Hypothesis
Because the likelihood of flow separation is believed to be associated with the large-scale vortical
structures present in the flowfield, we extract additional flow properties after scale decomposition
is performed. This approach follows the study of the structure of the corner flow (chapter 4) by
first performing a scale decomposition. It is the large-scale contribution that is responsible for
the evolution of the corner vortex system; while the small-scale captures the underlying turbulent
features. The large-scale vortex features were then extracted after applying the the TDM, from
which rigid rotation vorticity ωRR is extracted. From the observations of Chapter 3, we believe that
the flow separation is likely caused by the configuration of large-scale vortical configurations and
not by the turbulent small-scales. The identification of the corner vortex then followed using the
definition introduced in Chapter 4.
5.2.4.1 Strong SBLI (6◦ deflection)
The mean flowfield obtained at x = 75 mm in the empty tunnel is shown in Figure 4.3c. The wall
normal mean streamwise velocity profiles are shown in Figures 4.5e and 4.5f. The defect in the
streamwise velocity profile near sidewall (y = 5 mm) created due to the negative corner vortex can
be observed in Figure 4.5e at about (z = 5− 10 mm). As per the hypothesis presented this region
would be a candidate for the existence of a line of separation potential.
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Figure 5.17: Mean streamwise in-plane velocity gradients and the product of the velocity gradients
superimposed with contour lines of mean rigid rotation vorticity at large-scales. White iso-contour
line: negative vorticity; black iso-contour line: positive vorticity from the empty tunnel data at
x = 75 mm. (a) ∂U/∂y; (b) ∂U/∂z; and (c) (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z). The yellow line is the mean separation
profile obtained from the SBLI data at the same streamwise location. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm,
zT = 69.3 mm.















Figure 5.18: Plot to correlate (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z), U defect observed in empty tunnel and h observed
in 6◦ SBLI. (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) and U profiles are plotted at y = 1 mm. All profiles have been nor-
malized by their maximum values.
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The effect of momentum transport due to corner vortices is observed in the streamwise velocity
gradients. The velocity gradient fields overlapped with iso-contours of mean large-scale rigid
rotation vorticity fields for empty tunnel at x = 75 mm are shown in Figures 5.17a and 5.17b. The
negative corner vortex shown by the white iso-contour lines convects lower momentum fluid away
from the sidewall creating a decrease in the U−velocity as we traverse in +z-direction from the
bottom wall near the sidewall. This effect is observed as a dip in the U(z) profiles shown in Figure
4.5e near sidewall (y = 2.5 and 7.5 mm) and thus, produces a negative ∂U/∂z at the location of
the vortex in Figure 4.31h. A similar effect is observed with the positive corner vortex near the
bottom wall. Since the ∂U/∂y field is positive at the location where ∂U/∂z is negative and vice
versa, the product of ∂U/∂y and ∂U/∂z would identify the region with momentum defect in Figure
5.17c. Thus, observing Figure 5.17c with reference to a vertical line (i.e., any line in the range
y = 0−5 mm) near the sidewall, the U velocity profile continues to increase until we encounter the
region with negative (blue) (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z), it then begins to decrease until the end of the region of
negative (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z). The defect in the streamwise momentum is the highest between the end
of the region of negative (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) and the start of the region of positive (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z).
A normalized near sidewall (y = 10 mm) slice of Figure 5.17c, along with normalized plot of U,
and h as a function of z is shown in Figure 5.18. It can be seen that (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) reverses sign
from negative to positive while traversing in +z-direction at z = 9 mm which correlates well with
maximum defect in U-velocity. This location (around z = 9 mm) would mark a point on the line
of separation potential and would be most likely to separate should an adverse pressure gradient
be applied (e.g., a shock wave sweeping through this region). By comparison with the incident
SBLI data at this location, it is found that this is indeed the case. We overlay the mean sidewall
separation bubble profile (yellow line in Figure 5.17c and green line in Figure 5.18) found from
the 6◦ incident SBLI case at this measurement plane to the data from the empty tunnel of Figure
5.17c. In the incident SBLI case, an adverse pressure gradient is created by the incident shock and
its influence is felt upstream through the subsonic region of the boundary layer [27]. It can thus
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Figure 5.19: Relation between the location of flow separation bubble and the negative corner vortex
in an empty tunnel flowfield: (a) Histogram of z-location of negative corner vortex in empty tunnel
at x = 75 mm; and (b) Histogram of z-location of the maximum extent of the separation bubble (H)
at x = 76 mm.
be concluded that the upstream sidewall separation observed in the incident SBLI study may be
primarily a consequence of the structure of the corner flow region where the flow at the corner is
more likely to separate as the adverse pressure due to the incident shock is (externally) applied to
the corner flow field.
The region with streamwise velocity component less than 25 m/s (u 6 25 m/s) was considered to
be separated flow while the maximum extent the separated flow region away from the wall was
defined as the height of separation bubble (H) [15]. The separation bubble height was then used to
correlate the likelihood of flow separation with the presence of the corner vortex system disturbed
by the pressure gradient imposed by the incident shock. The z-location of the negative corner
vortex center in the empty tunnel was compared with the z-location of the point of maximum
separation height (H) on the sidewall separation region on the x = 75 mm measurement plane.
Histograms of these two quantities are shown in Figure 5.19. It can be seen from the figure that
the most probable location of the negative vortex in the empty tunnel is approximately the same
to the most probable position of the point of maximum separation height. We take this as an
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Figure 5.20: Mean streamwise velocity profile normal to bottom wall from the empty tunnel data
at (a): x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm, zT =
69.3 mm.
initial indication supporting the hypothesis that the location of separation depends on the vortex
arrangement of the flow in the corner region. We now proceed to apply this hypothesis to connect
the flow separation to vortex configuration to the 4.6◦ SBLI that has SPIV data available in empty
tunnel at the locations where the SBLI data was recorded.
5.2.4.2 Weak SBLI (4.6◦ deflection)
Since the empty tunnel measurements are available for the weak SBLI case at the locations where
SBLI data was recorded, this section will attempt to use the empty tunnel secondary flow data to
predict the locations of potential flow separation on the sidewall. It should be noted that without the
3D effects there should be no flow separation for the weak SBLI case as per the Korkegi’s model
(Figure 1.9) discussed in section 1.2.4. The primary flow fields in the empty tunnel at x = 82 mm,
x = 102 mm and x = 122 mm are shown in Figure 5.2 while the wall normal secondary flows are
shown in Figure 5.4. The primary flow profiles normal to the bottom wall are shown in Figure
5.20. The streamwise velocity defect created by the corner secondary flows is observed in the
velocity profiles at y = 2.5 mm and y = 5 mm at z ≈ 5− 10 mm (Figure 5.20). According to the














































































































Figure 5.21: Mean streamwise in-plane product of the velocity gradients (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) super-
imposed with contour lines of mean rigid rotation vorticity at large-scales. White iso-contour line:
negative vorticity; black iso-contour line: positive vorticity from the empty tunnel data at (a):
x = 82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm. The yellow line is the mean separation pro-
file obtained from the SBLI data at the same streamwise location. For reference, yT = 57.2 mm,
zT = 69.3 mm.
































Figure 5.22: Plot to correlate (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z), U defect observed in empty tunnel and h observed
in 4.6◦ SBLI. (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) and U profiles are plotted at y = 1 mm. All profiles have been
normalized by their maximum values. (a): x = 102 mm and (b): x = 122 mm.
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Figure 5.23: Histogram of the z-location of negative corner vortices in empty tunnel at (a): x =
82 mm, (b): x = 102 mm and (c): x = 122 mm.
flow separation event to take place.
According to the discussion in the case of strong SBLI, the fields of products of in-plane stream-
wise velocity ((∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z)) along with the separation bubble profile and iso-contours of vortic-
ity are shown in Figure 5.21 with conditionally averaged separation bubble profile (yellow line) and
iso-contours of mean large-scale rigid rotation vorticity superimposed (white is negative vorticity
and black is positive vorticity). Similar to the Figure 5.17c, negative regions of (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z)
are observed in the regions where the corner vortices scoop low energy fluid from near the bottom
and sidewalls. These are observed at about (z ≈ 3− 5 mm and y ≈ 10− 13 mm) at TV2 and TV3
planes (x = 82 mm and x = 102 mm respectively) and z ≈ 4− 7 mm and y ≈ 10− 20 mm at TV4
(x = 122 mm). The locations of momentum defect and thus the negative (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) are in
fair agreement with the locations where the corner vortices would scoop low momentum fluid away
from the wall as shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.23. According to the hypothesis the locations
along the walls where the (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) fields change sign from negative to positive traversing
away from the corner are the locations where maximum streamwise velocity defect exists (see also
Figure 5.20) and mark the locations of lines of potential separation. Further clarification is made
by taking slices of the normalized Figures 5.21b and 5.21c and normalized U(z) profiles near the
sidewall (y = 1 mm) shown in Figures 5.22a and 5.22b respectively. Consistent with the observa-
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tions in the 6◦ SBLI case, sign reversal from negative to positive of (∂U/∂y)(∂U/∂z) is observed at
z = 5 mm and z = 6.5 mm at x = 102 mm and x = 122 mm respectively. These points are also con-
sistent with the local minimum of the U-velocity and would constitute two points on the potential
separation line where flow is most likely. Flow separation is indeed observed at these locations in
TV3 (Figure 5.21b) and TV4 planes (Figure 5.21c) for the weak SBLI case where no separation
should be observed in absence of the secondary corner flows as per the Korkegi’s map (Figure 1.9).
Flow separation location was thus successfully predicted using empty tunnel data. Thus it can be
concluded that the primary velocity defects caused by the streamwise momentum transport by the
secondary flows that are observed of an empty duct govern the locations that are most likely to
separate should a sufficient adverse pressure gradient be introduced.
5.2.4.3 Other Cases from the Literature
Case 1: Vortex Generator Microramps inducing an Upwards Common Flow
The first case refers to the experimental results by Blinde et al. [11] on flow separation control
using micro ramp vortex generators in a problem of incident oblique SBLI. Consider the flow
field shown in Figure 5.24 taken at a height of 0.6δ with respect to the floor from their results.
The vortex generators are depicted by black triangles that generate counter-rotating vortices with
common flow being lifted. Thus, there is a flow upwards out of the plane behind the streamwise
oriented vertex of the vortex generator. As per our hypothesis, this will cause a momentum defect
directly downstream of a vortex generator, a feature that is observed in the U/U∞ field shown.
The locus of the maximum defect will form the line of most probable separation which is also
observed in the ∂U/∂z plot obtained upstream of the SBLI at x = xre f , changing its sign (as well
as(∂U/∂z)(∂U/∂y)) from negative to positive at such a location. There are three such locations of
potential separation observed that are shown as red lines in Figure 5.24. In fact the flow does have
the highest probability to separate along these lines as seen in Figure 5.25. Thus it can be said
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Figure 5.24: Top view flow field obtained from experiment by Blinde et al. [11].
Figure 5.25: Probability of reverse flow map obtained from experiment by Blinde et al. [11].
that the hypothesis explains the location of flow separation in this case. It should be noted that the
shocked flow field is separated without the vortex generators in this case and we are assuming that
the flow field processed by the vortex generators incoming in the SBLI is completely independent
of the baseline case.
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Figure 5.26: Surface oil flow and PIV plane locations for the separation control experiment.
Figures taken from Sartor et al. [12].
Case 2: Vortex Generator Vanes inducing Downwards Common Flow
For this case we will consider the experimental work by Sartor et al. [133]. They study the effect
of vortex generators on a transonic separated flow on a backward facing corner. It should thus
be noted that the streamwise oriented vortices are subject to change in wall curvature and it is
assumed that this will have negligible effect on the behavior of the vortices. The two locations
where they obtain PIV data along with surface oil-flow visualization are shown in Figure 5.26.
Flow reversal can be seen in the oil flow images in the region that is between two vanes from
where the generated vortices will cause an upwash introducing a streamwise velocity defect. The
defect will be maximum at the point equidistant from two adjacent vanes and this is the location
where the flow will have the maximum probability to separate.
The velocity profiles at a point upstream (x = 320 mm) of the SBLI but downstream of the vortex
generators are shown in Figure 5.27. The streamwise velocity profile in between two vortex gen-
erators is consistently at lower values than the one on the vortex generator. Thus ∂U/∂z will be
negative in the direction from the plane on the vortex generator to the plane in between two vortex
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Figure 5.27: Velocity profiles obtained from PIV upstream of the interaction and downstream of
the vortex generators. Figures taken from Sartor et al. [12].
Figure 5.28: Velocity fields and superimposed separation bubble obtained from PIV upstream of











Figure 5.29: Schematic of parameters influencing vortex pair interaction with sidewall boundary
layer).
generators. Assuming symmetry this will be the point of maximum velocity defect and ∂U/∂z will
be positive proceeding further. Thus the location in between the vortex generator is a likely can-
didate to observe flow separation as (∂U/∂z)(∂U/∂y) changes sign from negative to positive. Flow
separation is indeed found at this location as seen in Figure 5.28. The hypothesis thus stands valid
for this flow field. However, it should be noted that the flow is already separated without the vortex
generators due to the shock and introduction of the vortices governs where the flow will separate
instead of being separated over the full span.
5.2.5 Correlation Efforts
While Section 5.2.4 addresses the question ”Where and how flow separates?”, this section will
attempt to address ”When does the flow separate?”.
Based on physical model it was postulated that a parameter (Λ = |ΩRR+| |ΩRR−|yswept ycorner rswept ) with the variable























Figure 5.30: Scatter plot between strength of negative corner vortex and extent of separation at
x = 75 mm.
be instrumental in determining the relationship between instantaneous flow configuration and the
instantaneous separation strength (H). The parameter Λ would have a larger value due to strong
interacting vortices with large |ΩRR| which would cause a stronger momentum transport, scooping
more low momentum fluid away from the wall. It is inversely proportional to the distance of
the vortices to the sidewall and the distance between the interacting vortices as the closer the
interacting vortices are to each other and to the wall stronger will be the scooping effect. However,
no such correlation was observed in any of the analyzed data planes. This may be due to the
inherent temporal phase lag in between occurrence of an interacting vortices configuration and the
event of flow separation caused by it. As the presence of a separation bubble would affect the
neighboring flow structure and hence the vortices B and C. The flow separation caused by this
interaction would act as a bluff body and force the vortices B and C away from each other which
would cause the separation bubble and the instantaneously observed vortex structure at the time
of flow separation to be uncorrelated. Another possible reason might be the dependence on local
instantaneous pressure gradient that would be an important factor to determine if the flow separates
and is not available currently.
Correlations between the separation size (H) and various parameters describing the vortex interac-
tions were attempted and proved unpromising. However, an extremely weak trend was observed
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between the instantaneous mean vorticity of the corner vortex (ΩRR−) and the local extent of the
separation bubble (H). A scatter plot of these quantities obtained at x = 75 mm for the strong SBLI
is shown in 5.30.
5.3 Conclusions
The Mach 2.75, 6◦ and 4.6◦ angle of deflection incident SBLI cases was studied using SPIV mea-
surements to quantify the importance of the interaction of the swept shock with the corner flows.
The 3 dimensionality of the SBLI was found to increase with its strength as a stronger adverse
pressure gradient generated by the swept SBLI propagates upstream affecting the corner secondary
flows. The SBLI was found to cause a decrease in size and circulation of the negative corner vortex
which is directly influenced by the swept shock on the sidewall while it expands the positive corner
vortex while conserving the net vorticity content of the positive corner vortex.
An hypothesis explaining the underlying mechanism of flow separation due to vortical momentum
transport was put forth and tested. The flow structure obtained from empty tunnel measurements
was used to determine the location of most probably observing flow separation in the case an
adverse pressure gradient would be applied, as for example when the swept-shock on the side-
wall reaches the corner region. The predicted point of separation on the sidewall agrees with the
observed point of separation from the incident SBLI measurements, thus providing some initial
support to the proposed mechanism. The hypothesis was also tested on other work from the litera-
ture. Although no perfect setups were found to test the hypothesis, those that were analyzed proved
to strengthen the hypothesis. However the hypothesis in its current form falls short of predicting
when the separation event takes place.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and suggested Future Direction
A detailed study was conducted to investigate the three-dimensional flow structure of corner flows
in supersonic duct flows and how they affect the three-dimensionality of shock boundary layer
interactions in low aspect ratio channels. The 3D SBLI is composed of three unit physics problems:
(1) Oblique-incident SBLI on the bottom wall, (2) Swept/fin type SBLI on the sidewalls and (3)
Corner flows on the corners of sidewall and bottom wall. These unit physics are coupled with
each other due to their vicinity to each other in a low aspect ratio channel. From this study we
particularly learnt about the role played by the corner flows by coupling with the swept SBLI in
governing the flow separations associated with the 3D SBLI system.
Non-intrusive high resolution SPIV measurments were conducted in the streamwise corner of a
supersonic rectangular channel at two Mach numbers (2 and 2.75) to study the secondary flows as-
sociated with the duct flow. In order to study the SBLI problem, SPIV measurements were initially
conducted for the incipiently separated SBLI (Mach 2.75 6◦ deflection) case at three orthogonal
orientations in order to completely extract the underlying large-scale flow structure including the
statistics, location and extent of the local flow separation bubble. The separation bubble location
was then related to the vortex skeleton of the SBLI flow structure in order to construct a hypothesis
that relates separation location to secondary flows. This hypothesis was then tested on the SPIV
results obtained in the weaker SBLI (Mach 2.75 4.6◦ deflection). The major findings of this thesis
are summarized as follows:
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6.1 Corner Flows of Supersonic Rectangular Channels
a. The limited work that previously has considered the secondary flows generated at the cor-
ner of a supersonic duct flow has proposed the existence of a well-defined vortex pair. In
this study, where we gather instantaneous measurements of the flow in a corner, we have
identified that the instantaneous structure of the flow can be described as the superposition
of a large-scale counter rotating vortex pair that defines the secondary flow, and a forest
of small-scale vortical features that are generated by the underlying small-scale turbulence.
A decomposition of scales that is based on this view was proposed as a convenient tool to
separate the two properties of the flow into the large and small-scales allowing us to in-
vestigate the properties of each scale. This approach allowed us to mathematically define
a corner vortex pair (based on the large-scale flowfield), and thus investigate its properties
statistically.
b. In our study the corner vortices were observed to have a tendency to grow in the stream-
wise direction and move away from the corner becoming increasingly spatially unstable and
increasingly affecting the primary flows by creating regions of velocity defects.
c. Corner secondary flows cause a momentum transport away from the side and bottom wall at
locations the velocity vectors point away from the wall towards the freestream and causing
a momentum transport into the corner from the freestream This transport of low energy
boundary layer fluid from near the walls caused a defect in the streamwise velocity profiles.
The skin friction coefficient profile along the walls was affected by the momentum transport
and a minima was introduced at the location of the defect.
d. Some effect of the momentum transport was observed in normalized inner scale velocity
profiles. Momentum transport towards the wall was responsible for fuller profiles in the
outer wake region while the momentum transport away from the wall introduced a defect in
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the logarithmic region.
e. Small scale coherent structures were observed in the spatially averaged flow fields. Ejections
away from the walls and associated counter-rotating vortex pairs were observed in these
structures.
f. The turbulence state in corner flows is highly anisotropic. For a fixed point on the corner
bisector, the state of turbulence is initially (outside of the corner flow region) dominated by
one component cigar shaped turbulence. As the flow evolves in the streamwise direction,
axisymmetric expansion to an isotropic state followed by an axisymmetric compression to a
pancake type turbulence state is found.
6.2 SBLI
a. The incoming shock for the stronger of the two SBLIs studied was found to be curved. In
both cases the shock penetrated the same length into the sidewall boundary layer. However
the shock associated with the centerline attached flow SBLI (weaker) was observed to pene-
trate deeper into the bottom wall boundary layer due to absence of a separation shock from
the oblique-incident SBLI.
b. Contrary to the two dimensional models [21, 40], in our study, flow was found to be incipi-
ently separated for both the cases whereas it should have been attached for the weaker SBLI.
This establishes that the flow separation in the 3D SBLI case is governed by the coupling
between the multiple SBLI unit physics problems.
c. Statistically studying the effect of the incoming shock on the corner vortices in our exper-
iments revealed that the negative corner vortex that interacts with the swept SBLI on the
side wall decreases in size as well as circulation while the positive corner vortex expands
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conserving its net circulation. The incoming shock also pushes the negative corner vortex
towards the bottom wall and the positive vortex away from the corner towards the centerline.
d. In our study, the highest likelihood of flow separation was found to be on the sidewall in the
region affected by the corner secondary flows. This suggested a role of corner secondary
flows on determining the location and possibility of flow separations. Also flow separation
was observed upstream of the shock location for the stronger SBLI.
e. A hypothesis was proposed to explain the location of the flow separations by observing the
flow separation map and the vortex structure associated with the SBLI. It was proposed
that the velocity defect created by the momentum transport caused by streamwise oriented
vortex tubes embedded inside a boundary layer were sites of potential separation. These
sites constitute the lines of potential separation which lie on the walls bounding the flow.
They quantitatively locate the regions in the flow that would separate first or are more likely
to separate should a sufficiently strong adverse pressure gradient be applied. A criterion was
developed to locate the regions of most probable flow separation in a three dimensional flow
field.
6.3 Future Work
While this work answers a few questions, like dependence of flow separation on the secondary
flows, related to the secondary flows in a rectangular channel and the three dimensionality of a
coupled SBLI, a lot of questions remain unanswered.
Current analysis completely avoids the discussion into three dimensional compressibility effects of
the SBLI and corner flows due to the lack of information available. It would thus be beneficial to
conduct simultaneous SPIV and Rayleigh scattering measurements to obtain instantaneous density
and velocity measurements which would make available the density gradients and fluctuations thus
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improving the approximations associated with transport and production terms in both SBLIs and
corner flows. This would provide a deeper insight into formation of supersonic corner vortices and
compressibility effects in a 3D SBLI.
The out of plane gradients are currently the missing terms limiting the analysis of the corner vortex
formation apart from the limited SPIV resolution. Use of dual plane SPIV [134] or tomographic
PIV [135] would fill in the current gaps providing complete strain rate and Reynolds stress tensors
helping further investigate the formation and orientation of corner secondary flows.
The vortex structure put forth in chapter 3 (Figure 3.16) interpolates a splitting of spanwise vortex
Do into D and D′ without providing a direct proof. Filling in this gap by use of tomographic
PIV would help in validating this arguemnt and understanding the dynamics of the splitting of the
large-scale vortices generated by the SBLI.
The hypothesis provided (Section 5.2) was able to statistically predict the mean location of flow
separation, however did not completely answer the question of when an event of separation takes
place. Possible reasons for this lack of answer were suggested to be a phase delay between the
instantaneous interacting vortex configuration and the observed event of separation and the lack of
instantaneous local pressure gradient. A simultaneous time resolved SPIV coupled with pressure
sensitive paint measurements would be helpful in completely validating the hypothesis presented
and perhaps even establish a complete version of separation parameter Λ proposed in Section 5.2.5
including the local pressure gradients and/or phase delay factors.
Another possible path would be attempting to alleviate the flow separations by installing boundary
layer control devices (like vortex generators) on the sidewall in order to affect the corner vortices
and the incoming swept shock vortex reducing the strength of the upwash caused by the interacting






A.1 Placement and Resolution of Pressure Taps
Pressure taps were fixed on the bottom wall and sidewall which profiled both empty tunnel as well
as the SBLI problem. Further experiments were conducted to ascertain the significance of the
errors arising due the inter-tap streamwise distance or the spatial resolution of pressure measure-
ments. A set of runs were made to obtain pressure readings at different resolutions on the bottom
plug in the empty tunnel and the results of each run then compared to make a conclusion.
The presence of a pressure tap essentially a hole disturbs the natural flow field by bending the near
wall streamlines just above the hole inwards as discussed by Mckeon et al. [94]. The effect of this
disturbance can extend downstream of the tap influencing the measurements recorded downstream.
This study shows that the inter-hole distance used in our static pressure measurements is sufficient
to not be influenced by this effect.
A.1.1 Apparatus and Methodology
21 holes as per Figure A.1 were drilled on the bottom plug at y=28.575 mm (global co-ordinate
system) at 0.25 inches from each other in stream-wise direction. Lapsa et al. [17] report flow
parameters as:
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Figure A.1: Pressure port geometry.
• Uτ(friction velocity) = 31.3 m/s
• νw(dynamic viscosity at wall) = 2.74×10−4 m2/s
• τw(wall shear stress) = 42.8 Pa





where d is the tap diameter exposed to the flow (1/32 in). Thus as per the results of Shaw [96] we





where ∆P is the recorded error in pressure measurements; to be about 0.125. When translated into
pressure units it comes to about 5.35 Pa, while we have a free stream static pressure of 4.3 kPa at
Mach 2.75. Thus the static pressure error analytically resulting from the effects of tap diameter
would be about 0.12%. Chue [95] notes that for a deep square edged hole, the depth of the hole is
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unimportant, however Shaw [96] suggests keeping the depth of the tap to tap diameter ratio(l/d)
above 1.5 while Mckeon [94] suggests to keep it above 2 in order to minimize the non-dimensional
error. The l/d ratio used in our experiments is 9.23.
Stainless steel tubing (ID: 1/16 in, OD: 0.02 in) is press fitted in all the holes drilled in order
to ensure good sealing of the taps. Tygon B-44-4X flexible tubing (ID: 1/16 in, OD: 1/8 in)
manufactured by Saint Gobain is used to connect the pressure taps to differential pressure sensor
array, DSA 3217 manufactured by Scanivalve. The pressure sensor array is referenced to the free
stream pressure of 4.3 kPa(absolute) which stays fairly constant throughout the run. A set of about
1000+ readings are noted for each run. Runs are repeated after the initial run(resolution = 0.25 in)
by sealing the taps with modeling clay in order to get a resulting resolution of 0.5 in and 1 in.
Excess clay is removed using a sharp knife edge and buffing in order to insure that the fill stays
flush with the exposed surface of the bottom plug.
A.1.2 Results
The results obtained from the pressure tap resolution experiments are summarized in Figure A.2a
The error between different runs was computed by comparing the readings with the 0.25 in reso-
lution run since values at all locations are available. The maximum error in between all the runs is
0.82% at the most upstream tap, while the average error is about 0.342%.
Two independent measurements at a resolution of 0.25 in with a few overlapping pressure tap
measurements were also conducted to check for repeatability. The plots of the pressure distribution
with 0.5% error bars are shown in Figure A.2b
The figures A.2a and A.2b show that the pressure measurements are repeatable within 0.5% of
normalized pressure readings.
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(a) Normalized static pressures at different port resolutions
with 0.5% error bars.











(b) Normalized independtent static pressure measurements
with 0.5% error bars.
Figure A.2: Pressure recording error brackets.
A.2 Pressure Sensor Calibration
A.2.1 Omega DPG 2001B-30A
Both the omega absolute pressure gauges were checked with respect to the MKS Baratron 627D
sensors with an accuracy of 0.12% of the reading. A control volume was created using the plastic
tubing to which all 4 pressure sensors were connected. Two runs were conducted by pumping
down this control volume using a Cenco Pressovac vacuum pump and one run using the Hy-Vac 14
vacuum pump. The readings from the Baratrons and the Omega digital pressure gauges matched
fairly well except at near vacuum conditions possibly because the baratrons arent zeroed. The
calibration curves of all three runs overlapped and are as shown
A.2.2 Scanivalve DSA 3217 Differential Pressure Sensor Array
A differential pressure was created by creating two independent control volumes by connecting the
pressure tubing to the upstream (P=1) and downstream (P=2) top ports on the wind tunnel as per
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.3: Omega DPG 2001B-30A calibration at three different pressure ranges.
the circuit shown in figure A.4a.
(a) pneumatic circuit used for checking differ-
ential pressure sensor array calibration.
(b) DSA scanivalve calibration curve.
Figure A.4: Scanivalve calibration circuit and curve.
The needle valves served as a protection for baratrons from the sudden pressure rise resulting from
the shock as well as a way to control the pressure in each line independently. All 16 ports of the
DSA pressure array were connected to a manifold which was connected to the downstream (P=2)
line, while the reference port of the DSA pressure array was connected to the upstream (P=1)
pressure line. The pressures in each line were then manually varied using the needle valve and
then noting the stabilized pressures on each baratron and recording the pressures from the DSA
array. Four such runs were conducted. The calibration curve obtained by averaging the 16 readings
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from the DSA ports v/s the difference in pressure displayed by baratrons is as follows:
The highest error was around 0.015 kPa whereas the percentage error was highest at 4.21% for the
lowest differential pressure reading of 0.88 kPa while for all other points it was less than 1.5%,
except for the last point ( 19 kPa) where it was 1.9%, however this point falls just outside the
specified range(2.5 psi) of the sensor array.
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Appendix B
Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV)
B.1 Laser Sheets
The laser sheet energy profiles were obtained (Figure B.1) by traversing a knife edge through
the beam sheets near the interrogation region. Energy content per pulse was measured using a
power meter (Scientech Vector S310) as the knife edge was traversed through the beam sheets
produced by the two lasers in order to determine the overlap and sheet thickness. A custom function























was fit over the normalized energy profiles in (Figure B.1. A fit with







the 1/e2 radius of the beam produced by the GCR laser is 1.56 mm. A fit with R2 = 0.999 was





, thus the 1/e2
radius of the beam produced by the Quanta Ray laser is 1.44 mm.
B.2 Seed Particles
A TDA-4B portable Laskin nozzle aerosol generator manufactured by ATI Techniques Inc. was
used to seed the flow. The generator uses Poly-alpha olefin (PAO) oil (ρ= 819 kg/m3) to create sub-
micron droplets using 6 laskin nozzles. The mean particle diameter specified by the manufacturer
is 0.281 µm. However a thorough analysis was conducted on velocity decay across the shock wave
to obtain particle sizing in order to make sure that particle size after allowing for coagulation is as
per the requirement.
B.2.1 Instantaneous and Statistical Analysis
SV1 data plane was used for analyzing the ability of seed particles to follow the flow due to the
presence of shock. The seed particle characteristics were obtained from the behavior of velocity
after the shock. The entire co-ordinate system was rotated by (shock angle−π/2) for every image.
Shock angle was obtained using the S zz planar distribution independently for each image of the
dataset. An exponential curve fit was then made between the minimum value of ∂
2un
∂n2 and minimum
value of shock normal velocity component (un) in the core flow. Also note the rise of the normal
velocity after the decay as a function of the normal co-ordinate in couple of the instances shown in
figure B.2 along with the exponential curve fit shown by dashed lines. Such behavior was observed
in a few randomly selected instantaneous images. A similar behavior is also observed in one of
the cases shown by Elsinga et al. [136] which is sourced to aero-optical effects(AOE). In their
paper Elsinga et al. did a few computations on expansion fan and the localized peak in velocities
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became more prominent for more concentrated cases of expansion fans. Since the recorded particle
velocity profiles are similar and the localized peak is towards the denser side in both the studies it
is believed that this behavior is due to aero-optical effects. The distance between the max and the








































Figure B.2: Couple of instances of particle velocity decay across shock and exponential
fits(dashed).
min values of the shock normal velocity is defined as the relaxation distance, the pdf of which in
global co-ordinates is shown in figure. Mean shock normal particle relaxation distance was found
to be 6.4458 mm, which reduces to 3 mm in x direction.














(a) Particle relaxation distance PDF













(b) Particle relaxation time PDF













(c) Particle diameter PDF
Figure B.3: PDFs of various seed particle characteristics.
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where up is the local shock normal velocity, upost is the shock normal velocity after passing through
shock or the minimum velocity in this case and upre is the shock normal velocity of free stream(max
velocity) and τv is the relaxation time. It was obtained by an exponential curve fit as shown in fig.
B.2.Mean relaxation time was found to be 6.83 µs. The Stokes no. which represents the ability of





where τ f is the characteristic flow time scale which in our case is 17 µs as reported by Lapsa
and Dahm [17]. The resulting Stokes no. is 0.4 which falls within the acceptable zone (S t <
0.5) suggested by Samimy and Lele [137]. The pdf of relaxation time of paricles obtained from
instantaneous analysis of SV1 is as shown in Figure B.3b. The relaxation time as reported by
Lapsa [17] was 5.5 µs which was computed from an average velocity field.










where dp is the particle diameter, µ f is the free stream air dynamic viscosity (8.21×10−6 Pa− s),
ρp is the particle density (819 kg/m3 for PAO) , τp is the particle relaxation time, γ is the gas
constant (1.4 for air) apre is the pre-shock sonic velocity(taken to be constant 217.1 m/s, computed
using a stagnation temperature of 296 K and free stream velocity of 597 m/s) and Redp is the
droplet Reynolds number in pre shock state. The pdf of particle diameters thus computed is shown
in figure B.3c. The mean diameter was found out to be 0.78 µm against 0.57 µm which reported
by Lapsa [17] which was computed from the mean flow field.
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B.2.2 Mean Analysis



















Figure B.4: Mean particle velocity decay across shock and exponential fit(dashed).
The curve fit was made using the same parameters on the mean flow field of SV1 as shown in
figure B.4. The relaxation time found from this exponential fit was 5.88 µs which is fairly close
to that reported by Lapsa and Dahm [17] while the corresponding particle diameter computed was
0.75 µm.
Thus it was found that the particle sizes would result in Stokes numbers within the acceptable
values as recommended by Samimy and Lele [137].
B.3 Uncertainty in Location of Calibration Plate with respect
to the Laser Beam Sheet
The location of the laser beam sheet with respect to the first plane of calibration plate was artifi-
cially displaced by 0.5 mm in order to study the effects of errors in calibration plate placement.
Calibration was repeated for both configurations using the same set of calibration images select-
ing the same reference points on the calibration plate, followed by multiple steps of stereo-PIV
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Figure B.5: Unfiltered unshifted velocity fields (a)-(c): Original fields, (d)-(f): Fields with artificial
beam displacement of 0.5 mm.
self-calibration in a decreasing size of interrogation window (128×128→ 64×64→ 32×32). The
origin of vector fields presented in Figure B.5 has not been remapped to the side and bottom wall of
the tunnel in order to determine the shift of vectors (or flow features) if any. It is observed that the
locations and morphology of the flow features remain unchanged, however the magnitudes of the
velocity components vary by a small margin. The images were then shifted to the physical origins,
the regions of interest extracted, validated, interpolated and filtered as per the process outlined in
Section 2.1.1.6. Error was then computed from the artificially shifted fields and the original fields.
Figure B.6 shows the RMS error fields obtained from the 100 images. The RMS error values of u
and v in most of the flow field are ≤ 5 m/s or 0.97%U∞ while that of w are ≤ 7 m/s or 1.36%U∞.
Higher values are conforming to the sidewall which may be sourced to the laser reflections, these
regions are deleted from the analysis.
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Figure B.6: RMS error fields arising from mis-location of laser sheet by 0.5 mm.
B.4 Sampling Uncertainty
Uncertainty analysis is performed on the values of U, V and W that are reported throughout this
work. The finite number of recorded datasets cause a small uncertainty in the reported values
which have been quantified in this section. Uncertainty analysis was carried out on the TV1 plane
in Mach 2.75 empty tunnel which is considered as the worst case given that it contains least number
of good (> 97% valid vectors each realization) instantaneous flow field (about 489), whereas most
of the other datasets contain about 1500 instantaneous realizations. For the worst case scenario the
maximum value of the standard deviation of v-velocity σv/
√
N is used(N = 489), which is found
to be 0.65 m/s in the freestream. Thus a confidence interval of 98% is ±2.33 σv√
N
= ±1.51 m/s =
±0.25%U∞. U∞ = 593±2 m/s as has been estimated previously. Similar uncertainty analyses were
conducted for other quantities in different regions viz. sidewall boundary layer (y≤ δ,z≥ δ), bottom
wall boundary layer (y ≥ δ,z ≤ δ) and corner (y ≤ δ,z ≤ δ). Sampling uncertainty in the Reynolds
stresses is determined in the freestream region and compared with U2∞. E.g. Consider the Reynolds
stress v′v′, the maximum value of standard deviation σv′2/
√
N was found to be 23.51 m2/s2. The
98% confidence interval associated with this value is ±54.78 m2/s2 which is ±0.016%U2∞. The
results of the uncertainty analyses at worst case are tabulated in table B.1.




Free stream Side-wall boundary layer Bottom-wall boundary layer Corner
U 0.2%U∞ 0.93%U∞ 1.13%U∞ 1.55%U∞
V 0.25%U∞ 0.56%U∞ 0.55%U∞ 0.74%U∞






















Table B.1: ±98% confidence intervals on mean values due to finite sampling at Mach 2.75 empty
tunnel TV1 (x = −100 mm).























































Figure B.7: Convergence plots showing the residuals for (a): u′2, (b): v′2, (c): w′2.
in Figure B.7. Increasing number of samples were used to compute the mean turbulence quantities
u′2, v′2 and w′2. The difference in the averages obtained by using n samples and n− 1 samples
termed as residuals were used to evaluate the convergence of the Reynolds stresses. The RMS
values of the entire residual fields is plotted as a function of number of samples used in Figure B.7.
v′2 and w′2 both have converged to within 1 m2/s2 while the u′2 has converged within 50 m2/s2.
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B.5 Peak Locking
Peak locking or pixel locking is a significant bias error associated with PIV measurements. It is
the biasing of particle displacements towards integer pixel values and shows up as regularly spaced
peaks in velocity histograms. The primary reasons attributed to peak locking are particle image
diameters that are smaller than a pixel and/or inadequate seeding density. Further details about
peak locking can be found in Raffel [8], Adrian and Westerweel [138] and Christensen [139].
Christensen [139] reports that even in the case of absolute peak locking mean velocity is not af-
fected. Thus there is no uncertainty arising from peak locking in mean velocity profiles.






























Figure B.8: Unfiltered validated velocity histograms at TV1 plane in Mach 2.75 empty tunnel.
Validated, unfiltered velocity component histograms were checked for peak locking in one of the
data sets. The data acquisition arrangement remains more or less unchanged throughout all the
datasets except for the SBLI dataset where the images would be zoomed out to cover a larger area.
Figure B.8 shows that no peak locking was observed in histograms of validated unfiltered velocity
components in TV1 plane (x = −100 mm) recorded in empty Mach 2.75 tunnel.
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B.6 Errors associated with SPIV Geometry
This section covers the systematic uncertainties arising due to the Stereo PIV geometry. This exper-
iment is conducted using an angular Stereo PIV setup which offers a greater out of plane accuracy
than a translational SPIV setup [140–142]. Lawson and Wu [140] derived the error ratio of the
out of plane component to in-plane component er =
σu
σv or σw
= 1tan(α) , while Zang and Prasad [143]
suggest that this can be improved to er = 1√2tan(α) using scheimpflug mounts and geometry. The
out of plane velocity component’s accuracy is the best at α = 45◦ The SPIV geometry employed
for recording data utilizes cameras oriented at an angle of 33◦ in scheimpflug arrangement with
respect to the object plane normal (arrangement shown in Figure 2.4) which leads to an error ratio
of er = 1.09. Lawson and Wu [141] reported best camera angle to minimize the in plane veloc-
ity errors is α ≈ 20◦, thus α = 33◦ was found to be a good trade off for optimizing both in-plane
and out-plane velocity errors. As per their work [141] the RMS in-plane displacement error at
α = 33◦ would be about 1.75% and the corresponding out of plane RMS displacement error would
be 1.9%. Lawson and Wu [141] reported an optimum performance of the system for camera an-
gles 20◦ . α. 30◦ which is in good agreement with the current configuration.They also suggest a
camera f > 16 which is in agreement with the configuration of f 22 used to record all the datasets
in the present work. The small aperture has an additional advantage of reducing image aberrations
such as coma and astigmatism.
B.7 System Test at Zero Velocity
The SPIV system was tested by running the tunnel with seeding on and turning off the wind
tunnel and the seeding in order to check the performance of the SPIV system. 50 images were
recorded of the suspended seed particles at theoretical zero velocity using the same recording,
processing and post-processing parameters as were used for the dataset recorded as a part of this
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U 0 1.55%U∞ 0.97%U∞ 1.9%U∞ 1.6%U∞ 3%U∞
V 0 0.74%U∞ 0.97%U∞ 1.75%U∞ 0.89%U∞ 2.3%U∞
W 0 0.62%U∞ 1.36%U∞ 1.75%U∞ 0.68%U∞ 2.4%U∞
Table B.2: Net uncertainty on mean values.
work. The histograms of the validated unfiltered velocity components are shown in Figure B.9.
The Root Mean Squared (RMS) errors in the velocity components are σu = 9.6 m/s = 1.6%U∞,
σv = 5.26 m/s = 0.89%U∞ and σw = 4.05 m/s = 0.68%U∞ at Mach 2.75.
B.8 Net Uncertainty in Mean Velocities
The worst case uncertainties from various sources are combined to obtain the net uncertainty which
is tabulated in Table B.2. A second order accurate least square stencil was used for computing
the gradients as it is best suited for minimizing the effect of random measurement errors, while
forward/backward difference is used at the edges. The uncertainty associated with least square
stencil is εU
∆x , where εU is the net measurement uncertainty of the velocity component involved in
gradient computation, while ∆x is the vector resolution. In a very conservative way, the maximum
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uncertainty observed in the velocity components as tabulated in table B.2 is 3%U∞, while the
highest vector resolution is about 0.1 mm. Thus the maximum uncertainty expected in the gradients




Further Analysis of Corner Flows
C.1 Effect of Thresholding |ωRRL| for defining Corner Vortices
Large scale rigid rotation vorticity fields obtained from empty tunnel measurement plane at x =
122 mm for studying the interaction of 4.6◦ deflection SBLI with corner flows are considered for
investigating the effects of thresholding of |ωRRL | to define corner vortices explained in Section 4.6.
Streamwise oriented vortices are identified from the large-scale vorticity field using thresholds of
|ωRRL | = 10 s
−1, 100 s−1, 1000 s−1. Negative corner vortices are then identified from these sets of
vortices as per the definition and their statistical properties studied. The PDF distributions of the
z−, A− and Wt− obtained from the various thresholds tested are shown in Figures C.1a, C.1b and
C.1c respectively. It can be seen that the PDFs of all the properties are retained through different
thresholds. The PDFs at threshold values of |ωRRL | = 10 s
−1, 100 s−1, equivalent to 1/1000th and














































































Figure C.1: Effect of different threshold values of |ωRRL |for defining a vortex on various corner
vortex properties. (Studied for negative corner vortex).
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1/100th of the peak values of |ωRRL | are almost overlapping. The properties of the corner vortex
can thus be considered independent of the thresholding for a threshold value of |ωRRL | ≤ 10 s
−1.
C.2 Conservation of Turbulent Moments
From equations 1.1,1.4 and 1.5, the turbulent terms that contribute the most towards vorticity
production appear to be v′2 −w′2 and v′w′. Further mathematical analyses on these two terms is












































































































For computing the conservation equation for v′2−w′2, the conservation equation of w′2 is sub-























































































Subtracting equation C.4 from C.3 and using the quasi streamwise assumption (∂V/∂x = ∂W/∂x =








































































= 2v′w′ωx + ...
(C.5)
Let the terms be named as Turbulent production A, turbulent convection B, viscous diffusion C,



































































C.3 Conservation of Enstrophy





































Using continuity (∇.(u′L + u
′



















































































Using the Einstein notations for vorticity ωi = εi jk
∂uk
∂x j
where εi jk is the Levi-Civita symbol, the
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Following the enstrophy conservation equation, C.14, the second term on the right hand side rep-
resents the turbulent enstrophy creation. Following the streamwise quasi steadiness assumption or


























































































The turbulent enstrophy production fields at TV1, TV2 and TV3 are shown in figure C.2. Turbulent
dissipation is observed in the corner (negative blue region) in all three locations with dissipation
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Figure C.2: Mean turbulent enstrophy production field on (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm); (b): TV2
(x = −50 mm); and (c): TV3 (x = 0 mm) at Mach 2.
y (mm) 



































































Figure C.3: Small scale turbulent kinetic energy fields at (a): TV1 (x = −100 mm), (b): TV2
(x = −50 mm) and (c): TV3 (x = 75 mm) at Mach 2.75.
strengthening in the downstream direction. The dissipation region is neighbored by enstrophy
production (positive red region) on both side and bottom walls immediately away from the corner.
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C.4 Small Scale Kinetic Energy Fields
C.5 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Production and Dissipation







Incompressible turbulence assumption was used in order to estimate the out of plane derivatives as

















































The viscosity was computed using Sutherland law while the density near the wall was computed
using th e results of Spina et al. [125]. The dissipation fields obtained from Equation C.18 are
shown in Figure C.4. It can be seen that the dissipation field is pretty ordinary with TKE being
dissipated near walls. Downstream at TV2, where the corner flow begins to develop, the high-
est dissipation takes place in the corner, while in the most downstream plane, the stronger TKE
dissipation zones are observed at the interface of region with a high probability of vortex and a
wall.
Production of turbulent kinetic energy (P) is computed using the definition,




using an assumption that the streamwise gradient of secondary velocity components is small (∂V∂x ≈
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Figure C.4: Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3
obtained at Mach 2.75.






































































Figure C.5: Turbulent kinetic energy production P fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3
obtained at Mach 2.75.
∂W
∂x ≈ 0). The production fields thus obtained are shown in Figure C.5. The production of TKE at
x = −100 mm is small compared to the distribution found at the downstream planes. In TV2 and
TV4, it can be seen from Figures C.5b and C.5c, that most of the production takes place at the
location of the vortices. Positive vortex is responsible for negative production and vice versa.
C.6 Vorticity Production Fields
As described in section 4.3, the vorticity production terms are decomposed into large, small and
interscales. Most of the vorticity production takes place in the large-scales and interscale while
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Figure C.6: Large scale vorticity production P3L fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3 at
Mach 2.75.
the small-scale production although of comparable magnitude lacks structure and appears random.
Thus only the large and inter-scale vorticity production terms will be presented.
The vorticity production fields associated with large-scale anisotropy are shown in Figure C.6. It
is observed that at TV1 (x = −100 mm) the field appears unstructured and weak as compared to the
downstream planes where vorticity production takes place around the regions of high turbulence
fluctuations. Vorticity production due to interscale anisotropy is stronger than that in the large-
scales and follows similar trend as can be observed in Figure C.7.
The vorticity production caused by the cross diagonal components of large-scale turbulence are
shown in Figure C.8. It can be observed that these fields are of the same orders of magnitude as the
P3L fields and are also primarily driven by the sites of higher values of turbulent fluctuations. It is
worth noting that the anisotropic vorticity production fields and the fields of vorticity production
due to cross diagonal turbulence terms are orthogonal to each other which was also observed by
Brundrett and Baines [75]. Similar to the P3 fields the contribution from the interscale terms is an
order of magnitude higher than the large-scale terms.
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Figure C.7: Interscale vorticity production P3LS fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3 at
Mach 2.75.
y (mm) 






























































Figure C.8: Large scale vorticity production P4L fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3 at
Mach 2.75.
y (mm) 






































































Figure C.9: Interscale vorticity production P4LS fields at (a): TV1, (b): TV2 and (c): TV3 at
Mach 2.75.
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(a) Modal contributions to conventional
vorticity fields














(b) Modal contributions to vector fields
Figure C.10: Modal contributions of the first 50 modes.
C.7 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (Proper Orthogonal De-
composition (POD))
Preferred modes of flow were extracted from the data at the TV1, TV2 and T4 planes using the al-
gorithm developed by Gurka et al. [144]. The algorithm was applied to the three component vector
fields, conventional vorticity fields and the rigid rotation fields at TV1, TV2 and TV3 to elucidate
the most prominent modes. It was observed that the highest contribution by a mode obtained from
the rigid rotation vorticity fields in all of the data planes was less than 8%, which would be due
to the relatively smaller scales associated with rigid rotation vortex as compared to a conventional
vortex. The modal contributions of the first 50 modes obtained from the vorticity fields and the
vector fields are shown in Figure C.10. It can be observed that the contribution of the most dom-
inant mode in TV1 is less than 5% while it increases as we proceed downstream. The number of
modes contributing significantly also increases in the downstream plane as is evident from Figure
C.10. First three modes obtained on plane TV2 and TV4 are shown in Figure C.11.. We can see
that first two modes (consisting of antisymmetric vortex pair) obtained from the conventional vor-
ticities bear certain similarities in TV2 and TV4. It is therefore ascertained that these modes are
the dominant ones in the global flow-field. More robust analysis will be conducted to ascertain
229







































































































































































































































Figure C.11: First 3 dominant modes in TV2 (x =−50 mm) at Mach 2.75. Mode number decreases
top to bottom and first column represents the modal vector fields, second column represenst the
modal conventional vorticity and the third column is the modal rigid rotation vorticity.
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similar modes using cross correlations.
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Appendix D
A Criterion for Stable Existence of Researchers
In this section we present a model to define allowable zones of existence for a researcher. The cur-
rent form of model is a result of modifications to the original model following extensive, intensive
and deep discussions with Sen. Fabian Chacon. The model gives a correlation between caffeine
intake and amount of sleep needed for the given caffeine intake in order to divide th domain into
various zones of existence.
The inequality of the model is given as:
sleep (ca f f eine + 1)
k
≥ c (D.1)
where sleep is in hours of sleep needed , ca f f eine in mg of caffeine ingested and
k = f
(ˆ t = present
t =0
(ca f f eine −at)dt
)
(D.2)
which models the number of cortisol receptors in the brain and a is the rate of decay of the cortisol
receptors. k can be considered as the tolerance for caffeine developed due to sustained caffeine
intake. c would be the natural number of hours of sleep a person requires without the use of or
history of any caffeine. For an average person c = 8 hours.
Based on the proposed model we propose a map of different states in which a researcher would
exist at any given time. The map is shown in Figure D.1.
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Figure D.1: Map of existence of a researcher in caffeine-sleep space.
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